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The Winds Are A-Blowid 
The Times Are A-Changin’ 

S/24/92 Wl HATONN 

STILL HAVE DOUBTS? 

center somewhere over Arkan- of “groups” of citizens. All they MASSIVE CAPITULATION DOES 
sas. This will give Clinton a bit actually had to do to make this NOT OCCUR. 
of home-base problems. The totally devastating was to de- 
Miami strike and movement molish the housing facilities. THEN, THE EARTHOUAKES 

I am not going to dance with over the Zapata oil platforms THIS WAS AS MASSIVE A ARE OFF? 
you about what is happening and bases along the Gulf Coast SHOW OF WEATHER CONTROL 
here and there around the na- will give Bush a headache. But AND DIRECTING AS YOU WILL Heavens to Betsy-of course 
tion of the U.S. If you cannot that is not the worst of it. LIKELY SEE. Even your Dan NOT. You are about to witness 
see and recognize the power at It was expected to be even Rather blathered about the in- thedevastating blowsofPOWER 
play-then you MUST get infor- worse than it has so far been. credible non-wavering course of at work-both sides against the 
mation already given forth Note Bush had, prior to any the storm (never seen before), middle and you are caught in 
through this resource. If you damage or emergency, already and the more-incredible LIGHT the vice-grip. There MUST be 
are still focusing on the West sent in FEMA resources along SHOW of “colored” (assumed massive (non-localized geo- 
Coast and paying no attention with National Guard units. The lightening) display-never seen graphically) emergencies in or- 
to the East-you are in error. Miami people called the re- before and totally terrifying. der to bring control over-all. It 
You are getting it from both sources OES or OEM (OFFICE Further, do you think it acci- simply looks better if done po- 
sides, chelas, and if you are not OF EMERGENCY SERVICES/ dent to have two opposite storm litically and “legally” than 
clever and utilize all the lessons MANAGEMENT, ETC.) This systems meet and integrate in through use of visible FORCE. 
we have given-you will miss it. WAS the title prior to changing mid U.S.? Did anyone note that When hit from every side-es- 

The worst of the hurricane it through FEMA regulations to Arizona had historically record pecially with California with no 
which blew through Florida is FEMA-REMEMBER? You setting rainfall yesterday and local budget and in bank- 
yet to come if the power-brokers HAVE all the information if you last night? KEEP THOSE EYES ruptcy-you take the State, as 
don’t get results. It is planned have the LIBERATORS, and AND ,EARS OPEN! DO YOU example only, by @ft and not 
to move Westward then turn JOURNALS. You are getting a THINK IT ACCIDENTAL THAT visible force. California could 
Northward and join with the rapid visual picture of how it THE LAND-STRIKE ON not handle such devastation- 
storm remnants from the West- works-in deadly action. This FLORIDA WAS A MISDIRECTED especially if a massive storm 
em hurricane. This will then is the beginning of total control ERROR? IT ACTUALLY ONLY front accompanies a massive 

HIT THE AREAS WHEREIN earthquake with its attendant 
BUSH HAS DRUG EXCHANGE volcanic eruptions. California 
HEADQUARTERS AND THE isTHE EXAMPLE of total insta- 
LARGEST AREA OF “JEWISH” bility in readiness for pushing 
RESIDENTS - S 0 M E over the edge. Is there *hope”? 
KHAZARIAN. THIS INDICATES Slim to none if you don’t get 
TOTAL HATE FOR A GROUP OF organized and fast! I suggest 
PEOPLE-FORTHE DAMAGE IN you shore up your emergency 
POLITICAL AND COMMERCIAL rations, fasten down the door- 
AREAS ARE YET TO COME-IF l+%wse see A-BLOWN’, page 26 
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I I America West Airlines, mk.” 
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Gritz Challenges America: 

“Wake .Up Now!~~ 
(Editor’s note: The following to have you go to Southeast 

is the complete text of presiden- Asia. Now, you go over there 
tial candidate Colonel James and you do everything you have 
“Bo” Grit5 dynamic speech at to do. You come buck hem 
the well-attended citizens’ rally and you tell us them arenY 
in Tehachapi, California on Sun- 
dayaflemoon, August 16,1992.) 

any American prisoners still 
left aliue.” 

Now, that was my intent 
8/ 16/92 GRIT2 when I left Dallas in April of 

1979. I didn’t want there to be 
Brother, have you ever lost a any of my family still alive in the 

son? Have you ever lost a fa- 
ther? 

hands of the enemy six years 
I lost my dad in World after we had pulled out, but I’m 

War II. He was a pilot. He didn’t a man of truth. As a matter of 
come home from Europe. I lost fact, the thing that I used to get 
twenty-five hundred brothers in 
southeast Asia. 

into trouble for more than any- 
They didn’t thing else my whole life, even 

come home either. when I was a little popper, was 
It wasn’t my idea to go look- for being at the back of my 

ing for them. But in 1979, we Grandma’s closet trying to see 
had some Generals who knew what was back behind all of the 
that Americans were still left linens and the old clothes that 
behind. Now, in the newspa- were stacked up there. I wanted 
pers, we read where they were to know even if it was an old rat 
all right. We had a President box. I wanted to seewhat it was. 
who didn’t care. His name was I was in trouble because I’d climb 
Jimmy Carter. We had a man up on a chair and get on the 
named Cyrus Vance who was cabinet and reach and look up 
SecretaryofState, and they said, into the top drawers and want 
‘No, there are no living Ameri- to see what was in the bottles all 
cans. We won’t authorize one the way at the back. 
cent for any pursuit of prison- The very first schools that I 
ers ofwar. And so, like patriots, went to in Special Forces were 
we did it anyway. safe cracking and lock picking. 

I salute those few Generals It was made in heaven for me to 
because they are few in number be a Special Forces Soldier. 
who were the original ones, other The truth is avery valuable 
than the families, to keep the and elusivecommodity, espe- 
faith. So, theycallaman named cially in America today. But 
H. Ross Perot and they explained they chose the wrong man if 
the situation-that the Presi- they wanted me to go over 
dent and the Secretary of State and come back and say some- 
would not authorize it, but they thing that wasn’t true, be- 
wanted to know if he would causewhenIdid comebackin 
cover a mission to try and deter- May of 1979, I had bad news 
mine whether there were orwere for them. My reports were 
not prisoners left alive and I was that there are American pris- 
the person that they chose to oners still in the hands of our 
send to make that determi- enemy, and, boy, it started. 
nation. We immediately had all kinds 

On the tenth story of a build- of bureaucratic problems in 
ing in the EDS (Electronic Data Washington. Still we kept on. 
Systems) complex in Dallas, In April of 1980, I was in South- 
Texas, H. Ross Perot drew me east Asia and I sent a patrol 
near and said, “Bo, I’ve been across the river to checkout ten 

, asked. by General Eugene Tighe - - _ - - - - _ .~--.-.-.-----.‘----------- - _ _-_-_-_-_ .’ targets that,the hate,d CIA had 

given me as possible locations made. I was called back to 
of living prisoners of war. One Washington, DC and in the bow- 
of the patrols returned saying, els of the Defense Intelligence 
“Yes, there are thirty Ameri- Agency located in the Pentagon, 
cans alive today at Nhomma- Admiral Jerry 0. Tuttle told me, 
rath. “Bo, we’re going to make this 

As a matter of fact, I just saw rescue using Delta. I want you 
in the L.A. newspaperwhere the to go home and allow these offi- 
Nhommarath reports were fi- cial forces to do this.,, I said, 
nally being made public since “Admiral Tuttle, I don’t believe 
1980. thegovemment is going to do it 

We didn’t know whether to because Ronald Reagan is al- 
believe them or not. We came ready being cast as a hawk. 
back and we asked for a SR-7 1 We’re criticising the Russians 
which could provide oblique for being in Afghanistan. What 
photography. That SR-71 can happens when we send the 
see your face from one hundred Marines in to Laos and they fail 
thousand feet above the earth. like the rescue did at ‘Desert 
We would know for certain who 
the prisoners were. 

One’ in Iran?” I said, ‘It’s going 
It was of to be like the Bay of Pigs. In the 

such low priority, and that was last hours, they’re going to turn 
May, that we didn’t get any- theplanesaround.” And I said, 
thing until November of 1980 ‘Please, let us continue in lock- 
when we were voting for Ronald step. We won’t do anything 
Reagan. until the official mission is set 

I voted for him twice. He was aside.,, 
a movie star. I didn’t think he’d It was all Special Intelligence 
hurt the United States of in those days and I couldn’t 
America. Ididn’tvote for George even tell the people that were 
Bush. with me exactly what was going 

In November, a satellite took on and some of them became 
a photograph of Nhommarath disgruntled. 
and there was a prison com- Finally in April, AdmiraI 
pound and there were thirty Tuttle told me, “The planes 
American prisoners ofwar, con- willnotbeturnedaround. This 
firmed because A- 1 intelligence rescue is going to go forward.” 
is the very highest intelligence And then on May 21rt, he 
rating that we have in our sys- called me. IWRSliViZlgiXl 

tern. There was a very discem- California, in the Los Angeles 
ible figure ‘52” that had been area, and he said, “Bo, the 
made by the occupants of planes have been turned 
Nhommarath camp in the around. Themission is off.” 
ground where it could be seen We weren’t going to bring 
from the air. home the Americans we knew 

The number“52” was acode. were there. 
It meant that there were Ameri- Now, I see in the newspa- 
cans present; don’t bomb this pers, I saw it yesterday in the 
location. Denuer Post, where the 1981 

This got everyone excited. agreements with Vietnam and 
Suddenly, they were going to our rescue efforts in Laos are 
make the rescue not using my now publicknowledge. Butwhat 
forces, but they were going to are we doing about it? 
use Delta Force at Ft. Bragg. You’re got Henry Kissinger 
Finally, in March of 198 1, the on Nightline with Mr. Kerry 
President was already installed from the state of Massachusetts, 
and all these decisions had been head of the Prisoner of War Com- 
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mittee, saying, ‘It’s outrageous 
that anyone would accuse a bu- 
reaucratic official of leaving 
Americans behind knowingly in 
the hands of the enemies.” 
HENRY KISSINGER SHOULD 
BE INDICTED FOR TREASON. 
They gave him the Nobel Peace 
Prize, but I want you to note 
something. They gave Henry 
Kissinger the Nobel Peace Prize 
and that fat turkey accepted it, 
but Le Due Tho, who was the 
other negotiator, out of honor 
refused it because he knew what 
was going on. And, along with 
that Nobel Peace prize, we also 
gave it to Gorbachev. I’m sure 
we’ll be offering it to George 
Bush by next year. 

There ought to be an indict- 
ment on the side of truth, an 
indictment for treason for know- 
ingly leaving those prisoners 
behind in the hands of our en- 
emies. 

Now, I don’t have the time 
because I have some other points 
that I want to make. But I just 
want to summarize this day be- 
cause I started this talk about 
prisoners. Ifyou take my news- 
letter, or if the media has any 
way cooperated, we called for a 
national day of fasting and 
prayer that God Almighty 
might do for us what we 
haven’t been able to accom- 
plish for ours&es, and that 
is the delkery of our brothers 
home while they’re atill alive. 

Iwanttotellyouthatthers 
wersf3veoccasionssince1983 
where we have known where 
American pri8oners of war 
werelocatedandwe.havegone 
seeking to bring them home 
andineverycaseinthelaat 
moments, we met the enemy 
and, as Pogo has said, “We 
found him to be us”, meaning 
the bureaucrats in Washing- 
ton DC. Five occasions we’ve 
had to leave the Americans 
behind because we’ve denied 
the victory. 

The reason I have cued 
for a national day of fasting 
on Saturday (yesterday) and 
prayer today is because if we 
do not bring ourbrothers home 
now, they wilI not be flgura- 
tively, they will be literal& 
buried and it will be done be- 
fore I can ever be president. It 
cannot wait for that to happen 
and it will be done so that Mobil 
Oil can start drilling offshore in 

Vietnam and it will be done so 
that other contractual arrange- 
ments can go forward and it will 
be done so that the Soviet Union 
can receive twenty-four billion 
dollars in aid from us. And it 
will be done so that the politi- 
cians will feel safe again that no 
American, no matter how deter- 
mined we are, will ever come 
home alive. 

Well, we%e tried. Wetie done 
everything we can. You may or 
may not be familiar with what 
we have tried. When I say “we”, 
I mean America. I represent the 
Lazarus Team. My Team was 
official. I had the backing of the 
Central Intelligence Agency. I 
had the backing of the Defense 
Intelligence Agency, the Intelli- 
gence Support Activity. We 
couldn’t do it. You haven’t been 
able to do it in whatever other 
private efforts have been going 
on out there. But, IzTe learned 
something in my life: it’s caused 
me to be fearless. It has given 
me the confidence that a bumble 
bee has to fly despite what 
Northrop University says, that 
“It’s not aerodynamically ca- 
pable of sustaining flight.’ It’s 
the thing that has allowed the 
few to do and give battle against 
the many and win against the 
many. It’s the thing that sepa- 
rated Elijah from the armies of 
Assyria. It’s the thing that gave 
victory to Gideon and three hun- 
dred against a hundred and 
thirty thousand Midianites. It’s 
the thing that allowed George 
Washington to bring King 
George to his knees. It’s the 
thing that permitted a young 
sergeant by the name of Willie 
Brown to, in absolute despera- 
tion with no chance of survival, 
lead a small contingent of Colo- 
nial soldiers against the outer 
British battlements at Yorktown. 

On that day, it was indeed a 
forlorn night because all of the 
men knew none of them would 
return. They were a small group 
going to go against the tens of 
thousands. How could they re- 
turn? And finally, that thing 
that lit up Gideon. The thing 
that made Elijah tell his young 
helper, ‘Fear not for they that 
be with us are more than they 
would be with them.” That 
Somethinggot into Willie Brown 
and he said, aFollow me” and 
ten minutes after they launched 

into the outer, they had broken for this prayer: 
into the very command center 
at Y o&town and the British regi- 
ments were withdrawing and 
falling back in fear and confu- 
sion and Washington sent his 
Colonial Soldiers to start filling 
in the gap and the Battle at 
Yorktown was won and the 
American Revolution was won 
at Yorktown, was it not? And 
how many of Willie Brown’s vol- 
unteers died that night? NOT 
ONE. And how many volun- 
teers were wounded that night? 
NOT ONE, except Willie Brown, 
who took a bayonet through his 
hand, and he was the first Ameri- 
can soldier to ever receive the 
Purple Heart from General 
George Washington for military 
merit above and beyond the call 
of duty. 

God bless Willie Brown. God 
bless those who have put on a 
uniform. God bless those with 
the courage to do what the faint- 
hearted fearing will not do. God 
bless the three percent that 
stood against the ninety-seven 
percent that said, ‘We can live 
under the Kingjust a little while 
longer.” 

Friends, it is That Element 
that will allow our prisoners to 
be returned to us ifenough of us 
will recognize our dependency 
upon God Almighty and will call 
upon him with our unified 
voices. I’m not a preacher, but 
Itre got a very personal relation- 
ship with God. You gain that 
with over a hundred special op- 
erations in places you should 
have never come out of. I know 
that God is. I know that God is 
my father and I know that some- 
how God hears even my voice 
and I know that hell hear all of 
our voices because all across 
the nation, I’ve asked and I have 
a feeling that it’s being done in 
the tensofthousands. IVeasked 
people who would, ‘Would you 
fast?” Remember Esther of the 
Bible?. It looked like all of her 
people were going to be slain, 
and so she told them, ‘You fast 
and you pray.” And in Psalm 
35, David fasts. When you fast, 
every time you feel a little hun- 
ger it reminds you of the pur- 
pose of your fast, your prayer, 
your petition. I hope that some 
of you have fasted with us 
through Saturday and we’re 
prepared to offer a prayer. If 

their attack. thev weren’t iust 
, --a J --- you don’t mind, I’ll be the-voice 
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Father, God N- 
mighty, who art in 
heaven, haKowed6e thy 
name. Tather, we thank 
thee for this earth. We 
thank thee Father for 
this fife andcitizenship 
in this the greatest na- 
tion on the gCo6e. ya- 
ther, we thank thee for 
the knowledge that we 
are thy children if we 
wiCC6e. Father, we thank 
thee for the fnowCedge 
that if we asL it in righ- 
teousness it shall- 6e 
given us,and thou has 
promisedus that where 
two or threegather there 
are you, also, in thy 
spirit. Tather, we are 
thank?fuC for aCC the 
thin s for thou art the 
aut R or of all-good that 
thou has given us, ya- 
ther, we gather together 
in this company, this dky 
with a singCepurpose in 
our heart. Father, ev- 
ery spirit spea&s out in 
angelic Canguage. ya- 
ther, every soul now 
speak with onepurpose, 
a righteouspurpose with 
no thought of any 
se&Jserving reason. Fa- 
ther, we a.4 thee, in thy 
mercy lift up our ris- 
oners, Gring our 6T oth- 
ers andrestore them to 
their families in this 
great nation, Father, 
while they stilTlive. We 
seek onCy thy wiC1: We 
know not thy agenda. 
Father, we have allfaith 
andhope in thee andwe 
&now that yours is the 
handthat has made this 
universe and aCC things 
that are good Tather, 
that same handcan re- 
store even the fife to 
Lazarus. And yather, 
that same handcan re- 
store even our Grothers 
unto us. Father, hear 
ri 
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our righteous prayer. 
Father, grant us thispe- 
tition that this nation 
might awaken again to 
what is right andwrong 
in conscience. Father, 
grant that this 6e given 
to us that we might 
cl-early give thee the 
gloryfor we are children 
andtfiou art our Father 
and we seek this great 
favorfiom thee. Andthis 
favorwe ask, 0 Go4 in aCC 
faith, in aK hope, in aK 
confidkce, we ask it in 
the name of Jesus, the 
Christ. &nen. 

ever faith you’ve had to join with 

. a 

me. Friends, we’ve run out of 

\ 

solutions on these prisoners. 
I’ve always had another way to 
fw. Everytime one door was 
closed, it looked like another 
was opened. I’ve fallen on my 
knees in absolute desperation 
and cried out in God’s name, 
‘Why cant we just get a break 
when what we’re trying to do is 
righteous?“, and I never knew 
why we couldn’t win the victory. 
I do know this, IZre learned this 
in combat and I’ll share it with 
you: before the guilty can ever 
be punished before the bar of 
justice, the innocent must suf- 
fer. So when your children suf- 
fer and when your loved ones 
are taken from you in the chal- 
Ienging times ahead, and when 
things happen that you don’t 
undertand, it’s your job to keep 
faith with God almighty for with- 
out God we are nothing. And we 
keep faith in God almighty and 
we must understand that some- 
day the blood of those who have 
innocently been harmed will cry 
out from the ground, even as 
Abel cried out forjustice against 
Cain. And God in his wisdom 
and in his justice and in his 
time will cause all things to be 
right. 

’ 
I , 

I want to thank you for what- - . - . - - . . .- 

Now there are things that we 
can do and I want to outline 
some things that we must do. 
When I say ‘weA, it doesn’t have 
to be Bo Gritz because when 
you came here today, I hope you 
came here to learn something. 
Ifyou leave here and you haven’t 

going to go forwad and I nation back on our feet as a almighty, “I’m sorry, please, I 
can’t do it alone. 

me right up there where I came 
in and say; “Bo, I didn’t learn a 

But w&h healthy and as a sovereign and 

have health care, we’ll have ev- 

can’t go. Give me just a little 
your support, we afv going to 

erything we need-in this nation. 

as a solvent nation. It’s not you 

(wasn’t that what it was during 

thing here today.” I will scrape 

more time that my great-grand- 
take Capitol Hill and we acre 

the Revoltionary War), they ari 

that I’m worried about. 

But, without it-and we’reabout 
my brain, I promise you, to try 

child will not be destined to a 
going to vvzstom and rwive 

going to continue to sleep on, 
like a barrel going over the edge 

George Washington told his 

to divulge for you. If I have to I’ll 

life of debt slavery because, Fa- 
the Constitution of the United 

like Gulliver. They% wake up to 

troops, ‘In your hands rests the 

at Niagara Falls-if we don’t act 

ther, when I could have been 

find they’ve been pinned to the 
reach down into the Special In- 

Statt?s and we% going to destiny of hundreds of millions 

now, we will deserve what it is 

labori: rg. I was traveling around 
place this goverrune 

ground by the threads of tyr- 
telligence area and the Top Se- 

nt back of unborn Americans.” In your 

that we went over for. And so, 

America in my Winnebago. I 

anny that have gradually been 
crets. I’m going to tell you some- 

under w whets it belongs 

you represent a remnant. I’m 

hands rests the destiny today of was enjoying this life but I have 
once and for all. 

woven there by those who would 
thing that has made it worth 

two hundred and fifty million awakened and my sons and my 
(Applause.) 

sure that Bill Clinton will prob- 

living Americans. And I think daughters need my help. Let 

be master. 
your while coming here this day. 

But what you’re supporting, we ought to be ashamed of our- 

ably come to Tehachapi, don’t 

me have the time, Father. 

You are the remnant. You 
That’s my purpose. 

Let 
it could be any of you. I’m just 

you think? I know George Bush 

selves. 

are the sons. You are the daugh- 
There are some things that 

me have the time to free them 
one who has volunteered. Ifre 

is going to land out here at the 

We should recognize what from the debt slavery that I’ve 

ters. You’re His children. You 
we have to do. If we do not do 

come forward. I’ve said through we are. 

Tehachapi Airport and he’ll as- 

We are prodigal chil- allowed them to accumulate. 
my experiences God has pre; dren of the most high God. We 

hear His voice. He knows you 
them, America ceases to be the 

served me and allowed me to have taken a birthright that is 

semble and there will probably 

DEBT SLAVERY 
become fearless of all physical the greatest on the globe and 

and you know Him, and so, you 
land that we now live in. Any- 

things on this earth. My expe- haven’t we squandered it? And 

be thousands. I’ll bet your local 

And how do we do it? People 
riences have given me the con- 

have no fear, but, it is not you 
one could do it. Some of you. 

like the prodigal child, we have 

newspaper will be here, but, I’ll 

continue to write me letters and 
fidence to move forward with- taken all that has been given to they continue to call and they 

that I’m concerned about. It’s 
And thank you for being in uni- 

out compromise, but it could be us in our inheritance and we want more and more definition. 
any one of you. 

bet you, you11 leave here not 

It could be 

those people that are less than 
form wearing Bo Gritz tee shirts 

have allowed it to be taken from To me, it was fairly easy. I just 
Clinton. It could be Bush. But, us by those who are of much say, @The Constitution.” And I 

knowing one new thing. I’ll bet 

the chances are it will not be. I lesser stature in this life. Now, figure people can go in there 

3 feet tall running around here. 
and ‘No New World Order” tee 

believe in conversion. I believe just as the money lenders are and read and they’ll understand 
that when Saul was struck by 

you leave here with Bushlip. Ill 

about ready to put the chains of it, but, it isn’t that easy, appar- 

Those are the ones that you 
shirts, I appreciate your sup- 

the Holy Ghost upon the road slavery around our hands and ently, and so I want to give you 
and became Paul, that that our ankles, we’d better wake up avery quick lesson, if I might, in 

bet you leave here with a little 

could happen to George Bush. 

should be concerned about, 

and cry, “Father, Father, help money because the very first 
But I tell you, it would be Divine me. Father, thou has given me 

port. What I am doing as one 

problem that we’ve got to solve 
Intervention, wouldn’t it? Idon’t a great birthright and I have in America is this economy. 

bit of Clinton’s hips, maybe, but 

know if it could happen to Bill spent it foolishly and now the DEBTORS ARE NOT CHOOS- 

because ifyou are agreat-grand- 
man, Pm lifting a banner of you won’t have any new knowl- 

Clinton, but I suppose that it lenders, Father, are about to ERS. And, is it not true that the 
could. 

parent and the Lord were to call 

put me in prison. Help Me.” 

Liberty and fear@sZy I am edge at all about how to get this you today, ‘Don’t go.” Tell God 

lenders are preparing the shack- 
(Laughter) I believe God will hear our les right now as I speak? 
It could be anyone. That is voice. I think that he will help 

_ ._ ..-_ 

my point. As long as we have us, but only as much as we’re THE PLAGUE OF 
the same objectives, we’re sup- willing to help ourselves. And COMPOUND INTEREST 
porting one thing and it’s real so it means that you’re not go- 
simple, it’s in one page and it’s ing to have two-hundred and I was born January of 1939. 
called The Constitutionofthe fifty million Americans falling The debt of the United States 
uirited stcttes of America If outundemeaththetreestohear was 16.8 billion dollars. Gosh, 
we 11 just support that, friends, a message of truth. Most of that’s a lot of money, isn’t it? 
we will- have nrosneritv we% them. ninetv-seven nercent Well. in fortv years it wasn’t 
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anything’because the debt had INTEREST. 
gone from lao a thousand and So, I’m going to present you 
do you think that’s a pretty pre- with a simple solution. Friends, 
cipitous climb? That’s nothing, if you have a better one or if you 
because from 198 1 to 1989, our have another one, I need to know 
debt tripled from 1 to 3 trillion it. But if you do not then you 
dollars in just eight years. Now make sure that the media that 
that’s something! Is that refuses to attend these conven- 
Reaganomics? Is that a Con- tions because they have been 
gress that is irresponsible? bought and paid for are de- 
Friends, that is compound in- manded to give me airing. They 
tetest. That’s what that is. It areintellectualprostitutes. The 
wouldn’t have made any differ- only purpose they serve are the 
ence who was in the govern- people who own them-to vilifjl 
ment. It would have been the and to lie outright. You make 
same. Xf% called compound sure that when Bill Clinton 
tnte& and today tt is@w comes hereorBushcomes here, 
trillion and if will ,,soon be wherever you are, that you get 
five and six trillion your hand up or you call in on 

Now Lester Thurow.. . How Larry King Live or you do what- 
many of you are familiar with ever you have to do. You may 
him? If you are put your hand have to lie, cheat and steal a 
up. Lester Thurow, he’s aworld little bit and tell them, “I just 
renowned economist from MIT. want to tell Mr. Bush what a 
He just put out a book called wonderful Commander in Chief 
HEAL) To HEAD. The reason I he has been! What a great 
say this is because you’re see- victory it is going to be when we 
ing already in the speeches pre- go back into Iraq!* Now, they’ll 
pared and put on these three by probably let you on and then 
five cards, for Clinton and for when you get on say, ‘Bush, 
Bush to read, the exact thoughts I’ve been wanting to say this to 
that Lester Thurow had put in you for a long time...” And 
his new book. Lester Thurow then, before they can bleep you 
says, in conclusion, that off the air, you make sure you 
“America needs a fifty percent put some facts before him. You 
income tax, not a thirty percent know h.ow to do it. It’ll work for 
income tax.” He says, “America you. 
needs a twenty percent value If they do not recognize this 
added tax on all the things we solution, I’m going to give you 
buy. Europe does it.” He says, and they don’t give a better one 
“America needs to be spending to you, don’t support them. 
four dollarsagallon for gasoline Don’t get into the *evil of two 
because that would give us four lessors” because that’s what it 
hundred billion dollars so we is today and, friends, it’s the 
could pay our bill”, like H. Ross last choice you’re going to have 
Perot said. other than to reject a literal 

Do you believe that it is pos- mark of satan that will soon be 
sible that LesterThurow, aPh.D. coming if we stay with this sys- 
of economics at MIT, could be so tern. 
deep into academia, he cannot Now, leading up to my solu- 
see what the real problem is in tion, I’m going to go over a few 
the American economy today? papers with you. The reason 
Do you think it’s true or could it that I do this is people ask me all 
even be worse-that Lester the time, ‘Bo, explain to me, 
Thurow is part of the problem? 

Well see, I don? know what it 
write me a letter, tell me exactly 
how this works.b I’m going to 

is, but I do know this-that tell you preciselyhowthisworks. 
you’re getting the pablum corn- Take notes. If you don’t like 
ing right out of MIT, the same taking notes then see my bride 
pablum you’re gonnastart hear- when this is over and the very 
ingfrom the President and from same papers that I present to 
Clinton until the election and you are available to you. They’ll 
it’s going to be, you watch it, if costyou $5.00 because theyare 
we don’t change this system, if considerable, but you’ll have 
we challenged and had a thou- them so then you can Xerox 
sand dollars a gallon of gaso- them. They’re official. There’s 
line, would that pay the bill? It no copyright and so, you can .-- ---- - - - ~~ 
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friends. Let me give you, by the other money comes from.‘! 
your request, the exact solution All right, let’s make sure 
to this money problem. wefe got it straight. Where 

I have to dig into my bag. does all money come from? How 
Oops! (papers fly out.) You al- was it created? Through loans 
ways wonder what falls out. I’m by commercial banks. All inter- 
kind of guided by The Spirit est to pay on the loans that 
when something falls out. I look come from commercial banks 
at it. Maybe it’s something I has to come as a form of a loan 
ought to be talking about. These from a commercial bank, true 
are letters from the Treasury or false? It’s true. Can we ever 
Department. I’m going to give a get out of debt under that sys- 
lesson and I hope that when you tern? 
leave here, you will know more we can nezwr get -%f 
about money and you will know debt under that m SO, 
more about exactly how to get the next question was, ‘Well, 
us back, as a solvent nation, gosh, how does the Federal Re- 
than your bankers. You’d bet- serve get this money? And it 
ter know more than your legis- says, QUOTE: YCurrency notes 
latures! But then I want you to are placed into circulation by 
do something with this knowl- your local financial organiza- 
edge. Please, don’t just leave tions and can only be obtained 
here today and let this knowl- by that source.“-Linda L. 
edge lay dormant. Coleman, External Affairs. 

We asked the question of the Then we said, ‘Well, the 
Treasury Department, “How mints...” because we know the 
does the money come into cre- mints make the money, (I.. when 
ation?” I mean this stuff here the mints make the money, are 
(Bo is now holding up a dollar the Federal banks charged the 
bill) has got to come to us some- same? Is it given to them at face 
how. We ask, “How does it get value? QUOTE: “rhe notes 
here?” And here is the answer. are sold to the Federal Re- 

QUOTE: “The actual cre- serve...” By the way, is the 
ation of money...“, this is from Federal Reserve federal? No 
the Department of the Treasury more federal than the ‘Federal 
‘...always...” remember that Laundry”. No more federal than 
word, that’san importantword, the Federal Bakery. No more 
‘...the actual creation of money federal than Fred Smith’s Fed- 
ALWAYS involves the extension eral Express. But listen to this: 
of credit by private commercial #The nofats am sdd to the 
banks.” And so how does ALL FedemZResenm atthecostof 
money come into existence? manufacture, not at face 
PRIVATE COMMERCIAL uulw.” 
BANKS. Does it come into ex- Well, let’s see. My wife lets 
istence with the Federal Gov- me carry one of these. I can’t 
emment? No, it does not. It spend it unless I ask her, but I 
comes into existence by loaning think I%e got a hundred dollars 
from private commercial banks. unless she went through my 

Well now, if you have to bor- pocket this morning. Yeah, here 
row money in order to get it, it is. (Bo holds up a $100 bill.) 
aren’t you going to also be pay- Oh, you know how it is! IZre got 
ingan interest? So, where does a clean pair of britches and 
the interest come from because everything is already changed 
that’s pretty important. over for today’s event with you. 
Gephardt, (and we were talking So, here’s a hundred dollar bill. 
about the Balanced Budget Now, this $100 costs 2 cents to 
Amendment), said, ‘we owe four make. How much does the Fed- 
hundred billion dollars just in eral Reserve pay? By the way, 
interest every year? Where’s it this was written by Donna Polk, 
come from? Well, let me read Director of the Mint. She’s the 
the answer because we got it one that says, “These notes are 
from the DepartmentoftheT’rea- given to the Federal Reserve at 
SW-y. the cost of manufacture.” Two 

It is signed by Russell L. cents. Now, let’s say I%e got a 
Monk, Assistant General Coun- $1 bill. How much does that 
sel. QUOTE: “Money for paying cost? Two cents. So, a one 
the interest on borrowed money dollar bill or a hundred dollar 
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But then these are loaned to 
us at face value, are they not? 
What must you put up-think 
about that just for a minute-in 
order to get this loan? 

Now; next point: We ask, 
“Well, is there anything behind 
this at all?” Because when you 
borrow it, don’t you have to put 
up your home3 Don’t you have 
to put up your vehicle? Don’t 
you have to put up your time, 
your labor, your talent, some- 
thing that is valuable? Isn’t 
that true? You have to give it 
substance, do you not, to the 
banks, so they will give you this 
stuff. So obviously, there should 
be something behind it. Just to 
make sureyou know, allofthese 
letters are available to you in 
our information packet. We 
asked them about it and here’s 
what they said.. 

They said, QUOTE: “Federal 
Reserve Notes are not redeem- 
able in gold or silver or any 
other commodity. Federal Re- 
serve Notes have not been 
backed by anything since 
1933.” So, if they’re not backed 
by anything, we asked the 
United States Treasury, ‘If 
they’re not backed by anything, 

.are they worth anything?” 
Department of the Treasury 

Bureau of Engraving and Print- 
ing, signed by M.M. Schneider, 
Executive Assistant, QUOTE: 
‘Money without backing is 
worthless.n 

So what is this worth? Zero. 
The interesting thing, most easy 
number to remember-Zero. 
Now, ifwe make these thin@ 
and give them to the Federal 
Reserve at 2 cents and they 
loan them to us at face value 
and we have to put up our 
land and all that we have 
worked hard to gain and even 
the interest has to be bor- 
rowed, somebody is always 
going bankrupt, arwz’t they, 
just to pay the interest A 
million banknqtcies in the 
last twelve months. Mom 
than in any other time in our 
hi&o-r a million 

Well, as a devious mind- 
because in Special Forces the 
thing that’s special is that the 
things we do have never been 
done before and so we have to 
get up out of the ozone layer so 
that we can have access to origi- 
nal thought. And so, before I 
could ever be a presidential can- 

didate, I had to answer the ques- 
tion-How am I going to be able 
to solve the national debt? So, 
I went back and started looking 
at what had been done in the 
past so I wouldn’t have to re- 
invent the wheel, and Thomas 
Jefferson says, “If you ever 
letthebanhxtakeoverthe 
cumncy and credit, your 
children wake up us slaves 
on the continent that was 
conquered by theirfat?uws.m 
Is that true today? Then I went 
and looked at Andy Jackson, 
Old Hickory, they almost im- 
peached him. He wasn’t popu- 
lar at all, was he? Because in 
1832, he said to the Federal 
Banks, who had grown up in 
spite of Jefferson, he said, “You 
are a den of vipers and thieves 
and by the power of the Creator, 
I’ll rout you out.@ And he did. 
And in 1836, what was the debt 
of the United States? Easy num- 
ber to remember. What was it? 
(“Zero!“) Thank you. It was 
absolutely Zero! 

So, I started thinking... Well, 
if Andy Jackson can make it 
zero and Abraham Lincoln in 
1862. needed 450 million dol- 
lars and the -banks were ready 
to loan it to him to continue-the 
Civil War and he said, ‘It is not 
right for us to burden our chil- 
dren with our debts.” God be 
praised for Abraham Lincoln. 
So he started printing ygreen- 
backs”. There was no gold or 
silver behind them, but there 
was no debt behind them ei- 
ther. He just printed green- 
backs and the banks called him 
extreme. They said, ‘He’s a 
radical.” They said, ‘He can’t 
do that.” But, he did. 

Now, I’m going to test our 
Ph.D. here on the stage (Dr. Ed 
Young) because if Abe Lincoln 
would have accepted 450 mil- 
lion dollars and the rate at that 
time of interest was a mere 20 
percent, what would it be worth 
today in 19923 ‘Cause we never 
pay the principal, do we? We 
just pay the interest. So, what 
would it be worth today? I can’t 
read it because it’s the next 
figure up from quadrillion, what 
is that? Sextillions? Isn’t it 
Sextillions? It sounds like it 
would be, in the order today sex 
something-or-other. I believe it 
is sextillions. Is there that much 
money in the world-sextillions? 
I don’t think there is. I can read 

the one that is down from that. they have to give us 25 cents 
At 10 percent, at half the inter- credit, what iswtingwith mint- 
est, itwould beahundred thirty- ing a giant coin (Bo holds up a 
one trillion dollars! Now, do you 5” diameter, giant coin) that says 
want to say, thank you, Lord, “Four Trillion Dollars-Debt of 
for Abraham Lincoln and for the the United States-Paid in 
Holy Spirit that intervened and Full-In God We Trust.” (Huge 
allowed him to say “No!” to round of applause.) Now, I ask 
those scum, those bankers, you, let’s be very clear about it: 
those politicians that belong on is that legal? I’d be very enthu- 
the bottom of the ocean with siastic if I thought I could get my 
whale droppings and almost great grandkids, my grandchild 
every lawyer that I can think of3 who’s thirteen now and my three 
Abraham Lincoln saved us. He mules and a daughter, if1 could 
knew we would be debt slaves if get them out of debt because 
he accepted that compound in- they all owe $42,000. That’s 
terest loan. what every one of you owe 

Well now, I started digging and that’s what your kids we 
around in the Treasury a little and if you’re born today, 
bit and it’s kind of interesting. that’s the price of beiq an 
Itre had a lot of help. There’s a American. I’d be excited about 
guy named Byron Dale, he puts thinking on this because is this 
this out, and Byron said, =Bo, coin going to be made out of 
last year we minted five hun- gold? Is it going to be made out 
dred million dollars in coins.” of silver? No, it has to be made 
Does anybody have a quarter? out of pot metal because it has 
How much do you think a quar- to be worthless! It has to equal 
ter is actually worth? It costs what it is that they have been 

(Someone hands Bo a giving us all this time! I 
$arter) Thank you. Now, you11 
see why you won’t get this back BUSH’S TRUE 
because it’s really worthless! A ALLEGIANCE 
quarter costs 1.008 cents to 
make. So, there’s no silver in Now, you may say, 111 bet 
there. Is there? No. And so that you, if you’re from the media 
quarter only costs a cent, but because I’ve tested the media 
when we give it to the Federal with this and they say, *Huh? 
Reserve, they have to give us Uh. Urn. Uh, I don’t think you 
credit for 25 cents. They have to can do that, Bo. Well, Depart- 
give us credit for the face value. ment of the Treasury, QUOTE: 
Are you beginning to follow me UThe former Chairman of the 
here? And so when we mint a House Coinage Subcommit- 
silver dollar, it’s not really sil- tee correctly p0bt.s out that 
ver, but how much credit must we could pay off the National 
they give the debt of the United debt with a single four tdlion 
States? One dollar. It only dollar coin.” Now, tell me that 
costs us about 2 cents to do I cannot do it. And so, willwe do 
that, but, it’s a dollar. As a it? Yes! WillGeorge Bush do it? 
matter of fact, a Susan B. An- No!. Will Bill Clinton do it? No! 
thony costs alot less than a half Because, you see, they have a 
a dollar does because it’s different master. On C-SPAN, 
smaller. George Bush is recorded as hav- 

Well, if that’s true... Let’s ing said, whatever I am, what- 
make sure wetre got it all right, ever I become, I owe to David 
so there won’t be any confusion Rockefeller.” Well, the Presi- 
here when you leave today. dent of the United States ought 
You’re going to know without to be serving a different master. 
1ockingCongressup atAndrews And, matter of fact, before the 
Air Force Base exactly how to United Nations this year, George 
get America out of debt if these Bush made this statement, he 
are given to them at 2 cents said, “It is to the sacred U.N. 
because that’s all it costs to Charter that we and all people 
make and yet they loan them will now and forever pledge our 
back to us at face value and- allegiance.” 
remember that now-so we’re 
four trillion dollars in debt with Well, maybe that’s good for 
these, aren’t we? And, if this him and all of his international 
only costs a cent to make, but bankers and petroleum bud- 
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dies and David Rockefeller, but 
there’s 250 million of us! 
Friends, I want you to know 
that I am absolutely 100% be- 
hind gun control and my defini- 
tion is-responsible citizens 
being able to hit what they aim 
at with the first shot. (Huge 
applause.) Now that’s gun con- 
trol and if you have anything 
less than that, you’re getting 
close to unconditional surren- 
der. But, as long as there are 
200 million weapons in the 
handsand 1”ve got to admit, 
I+e got more than my share, so 
there’s some of you out there 
that are probably unarmed- 
but if there’s 200 million weap- 
ons in the hands of 250 million 
American citizens, do you un- 
derstand why we can get out of 
debt, if we will? But will we? 
(Big round of applause.) 

you have any Islamic knowl- 
edge, you’ll know why. I’m go- 
ing to give them this coin with 
the left hand after I’ve come out 
of the men’s room. I know it 
sounds tough, but, you know, I 
get bitter about this. I’m ex- 
treme and I’m radical. When I 
think of what they’ve done to 
our posterity and our prosper- 
ity, haven’t they stolen it from 
us? So, they deserve whatever 
they get and a lot more besides. 
I wasn’t even going to give them 
this coin because you don’t need 
to, but, you see, I found out we 
could and be legal, so we are. 

Friends, this doesn’t take 
four years. This takes one hour 
into the presidency. 

The next thing we do is we 
tell the Federal Reserve: ‘You 
are out of business as of this 
day! You are history!” 

Now, how long is it gonna 
take to punch this boy out? (Bo 
is referring to minting the giant 
coin.) Not very long. Pot metal 
is real easy to form into a coin 
and it doesn’t have to be really 
in beautiful condition. 

And now we come to 
Gephardt, and we’re going to 
say, ‘Now Gephardt, how much 
interest do we have to pay? 
And how much interest & we 
have to pay? None! 

Oh, by the way, what hap- 
pens to the Emir of Kuwait? The 
Emir of Kuwait owns 8 billion 
dollars of America’s debt. Now, 
the media said, “What are you 
going to do about him? Are you 
going to cheat him? I said, 
‘We’re not cheating anybody. 
This stuff right here is worth- 
less and so this pot metal coin, 
I know that it would be worth- 
less, but for the Emir of Kuwait, 
it is 4 trillion dollars on its face 
value. Let the Emir of Kuwait go 
to the Federal Reserve where he 
bought the debt in the first place 
and tell them that he wants a 
little piece of their coin.” It 
should be perfectly all right. 

Just like “Old Hickory”. You 
see, we’re not doing anything 
that’s new. We’re going back 
and we’re looking at the Wis- 
dom and the Divine Intexven- 
tion into our Founding Fathers 
and we are doing the things that 
they have shown us, as guided, 
that if well follow, we, too, can 
be free; we, too, can have liberty 
and prosperity. And how do we 
say and under what authority 
do we say that the Federal Re- 
serve is history? Well, I see it in 
the newspapers. They say, ‘Bo 
Gritz cannot do what he says 
because these matters are to be 
left to Congress.” And every- 
body knows that they’re the best 
that money can buy. 

What about the citizens of Friends, I would invite the 
America, because there aren’t media to read Article 2, Sec- 
many but there are some who tion 3 of the Constitution. It 
own a little bit of the American says, “The President will take 
debt? Friends, we created this care to insure the Laws are 
government. Those citizens are faithfully carried out.” The 
going to be paid. We% going glory of the Constitution is 
back on a gold and a silver this: it’s called Checks and 
standard so that we don’t Balances. Haven’t we heard 
have a devaluationof Ameri- that before? And when the 
cancurnencyanymom. We’re Supreme Court won’t and 
going back that way because when the Congress won’t- 
that’s what the Consthtion fue you telling me the Presi- 
says. dent cannot? Can the Presi- 

Now, as soon as this coin is dent do what the Supreme 
given to them, this is going to be Court and the Congress will 
given with the left hand. I’m not do as long as it is Consti- 
going to do that purposefully. If tutional? Most certainIy can. 
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Is there anyone in here who out of our pockets. We fought 
says- “No, you can’t do theRevoIut.ionsryWarforthat 
that?” Because,yousee,very purpose. The War Between 
clearly by the Constitution The States was not over sIa- 
has there ever been an amend- very-the Europeanswere try- 
ment to the Constitution that iug to break America apart so 
says you can have a private that they could take us on 
industry like the Federal Re- more easily as separates in- 
servecoiningmoneyandregu- stead of a united states. 
rating the value thereof? They’re still after us and 
There never has been one and they’ve almost got us. But, 
so that’s the authority that you know what’s interesting? 
we make sure this law is It always seems like America 
squared by and so we get rid of wakes up just in time. I pray 
them. that this is the case. 

Now, when we get rid of them, One more thing... What 
what happens to the income happens to the IRS? Think 
tax? Does the income tax pay about it for a minute. The 
for government? This is very IRS, they are paid by the Fed- 
important because people are eraIgovernment. If you work 
always going, ‘Bo, how can we for the IRS, you get a green 
pay for government? What hap- check and it says, “Treasury 
pens to all the highways, the of United States”. But, have 
military? What happens to all any of you ever paid income 
the government programs?” tax? Most of you, probabIy. 
Does anyone in here believe that Go and look at the check that 
your income tax goes to pay for you write. Do you write it to 
government? (‘No!“) Thank the Treasury of the United 
you. How come the media States? If you do, they aand 
doesn’t know that? it back. How must you make 

You know the Grace Corn- out your check? It must be 
mission was put together in made out to the payment of 
1982-I’m always going to give who? The IRS. Now, what 
you proof, I don’t try to pull this does the IRS do? They canceI 
stuff out ofarabbit’s hat-these the check, don’t they? What 
things come straight from law doesthecauceIIationsay? Dig 
that has already been tested. out your own checks at home 
The GraceCommission in 1982 and see what is put on the 
spent 75 million dollars under back of the check. It says, 
Ronald Reagan. Their job was “For deposit into any- 
to try and streamline govern- (what?)-FEDERALRESERVE 
ment. In 1984, if you’ve got a BANKAWUNSTTHEDEBTOF 
library here in Tehachapi or THE UNITED STATES.” The 
Bakersfield or wherever you go, IRS is an agent for the Federal 
just go in there and tell the Reserv e. Friends, they have 
librarian, “I’d like to see the becomea modernday gestapo. 
Grace Commission Report, Now, you may say, “Well, Bo, 
1984.” One of the tidings is they’re so efficient.” H. Ross 
very interesting. It says, “Not Perot wouId have made them 
one dollar of your personal eveng;reatersothattheycould 
income tax goes to pay for better collect funds so that 
government.n Where does governm ent cimld pay its biIIs. 
your income tax go? It goes Just like Lester Thurow says 
to the debt of the United today. 
States. And, who is the owner Do you think it would have 
of the’ debt of the United beengood to have held onto the 
States? It is the Federal Re- Gestapoafterworld War II? How 
serve. And, who owns the about-let’s hold on to the KGB, 
Federal Reserve? Is it owned ok? They’re awfully efficient, 
by American entrepreneurs? aren’t they? You know, I have 
No, it is not! And even the seen with my own eyes a Re- 
bankers should not have a gional Director, a tax collector, 
nationality, 1 agree with you, M auditor and a publicist from 
but, THE FEDERAL RESERVE the IRS all admit publicly, ‘We 
IS OWNED PRIMARILY BY don’t know what the laws say. 
EUROPEANS. We only do what we’re told.” 

Friends,wefoughttheWar Was that good enough at 
of 1812 to get the Europeans Nuremburg? It was not. We 
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said; we won’t let the Nazis get 
away with it.” Why do we let the 
Federal Reserve get away with 
it? 

And so, the Federal Reserve, 
friends, must be purged. And 
so, itwill be! Who appoints the 
head of the Federal Reserve? 
Who appoints the head of the 
IRS? The President does. And- 
so, can the President also fire 
them? Well, you see, a Board of 
the Federal Reserve cannot be 
fired by one President because 
they’re appointed for like thir- 
teen years, but, there’s not go- 
ing to be a Federal Reserve for 
them to be the Board of, be- 
cause those banks are history 
and the IRS is gone, and so, 
there won’t be any need. We’re 
going to start saving some 
money there! So, we get rid of 
them. 

Isthemanyquestionabout 
how we get out of debt? Be- 
cause right now with this 
system right hem, the debt of 
the united States is tern and 
your children are no longer 
debt slaues and them can no 
longer bk a fodgn power to 
fomdose on gou. I hope you 
learned a little bit about money. 
(Applause) How many of you 
knew you could pay off the debt 

-with a single coin? (Applause) 
All right, good, so some of us 
learned something then. For 
those of you that knew this, 111 
try to get into deeper matters. 

NO “NEW WORLD ORDER” 

The next thing that we’re 
going to do, very simply, i-say 
NO to the New. World Order. 
And, we’re going to do a little 
more than that. I would pull us 
out of the United Nations before 
I would ever surrender the Sov- 
ereignty of our nation to the 
United Nations. 

what happened to the League of 

(Huge round of applause) 
Who owns the land upon 

which the United Nations has 

Nations back in 19193 They 
gave Woodrow Wilson the Nobel 

their meetings in New York? 
Thank you. 

Peace Prize for it, but we said 

Mr. David 
Rockefeller does. David 
Rockefeller can rent that prop- 
erty out as a condominium as 
far as I’m concerned, because, 

of the U.N. what do you think 
would happen? I think it would 
dry up and blow away and do 
you think the world would be 
any less off for it? I11 tell you one 
thing-we%e got no business at 
dl in Iraq and you’re going to 
see us returning there. Wefre 
got no business at all over in 
Yugoslavia. Thirty Nazi divi- 
sions could not disarm those 
Croatians and Serbs and so we 
definitely should not be involved 
in there. And if you want to cut 
the head off Saddam Hussein, 
we’re going to let the Arabs do it. 
I wouldn’t send a single 
American soldier anywhere 
outside these borders. (Ap- 
plause) For those of you who 
have worn a uniform, welcome 
home. 

(Huge applause) 

States. 

We know the price of liberty. 
There’s something worth iight- 
ing for, is there not? There’s 
something worth bleeding for; 
there’s something worth dying 
for. Everything I know of is 
within the boundaries of the 
United States of America and 
so, let us guard our borders. 
WeZre got a million illegal immi- 
grants that swarm in here every 
year. Very frankly, I think that 
America should open its doors 
to anyone who would want to 
properly immigrate into this 
country and the Congress sets 
those standards and so if you 
want to wait in line and fill out 
the paper work, then I think we 
should open our arms. My fam- 
ily came from Germany and 
unless you’re M Am&CM In- 
dian, you’re not native to this 
land. America is M immigrant 
nation, but we need to stop be- 
ing the world policeman, friends. 
And along with that goes all 
foreign aid. We’re not going to 
give anymore foreign aid until 
America is healed. (Applause) 
Now ifyou want to give money to 
some foreign country, does that 
mean that you can’t do it? No. 
You CM give all the money you 
want to any foreign country you 
want as long as it’s your per- 
sonal money, but not the public 
money because that’s against 
the Constitution of the United 

WAR ON AIDS 

*NO” and it dried up and blew We’re going to follow the Con- 
away. IfAmericawas to pullout stitution. We’re going to win 
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this war on AIDS. We have to. 
The World Health Organization 
has properly announced, and I 
don’t think they know the half 
of it, that there will be ten times 
more incidents of AIDS in 
America within the next several 
years. They say by the year 
2000, we will be spending a 
trillion, think about it, a trillion 
and a half dollars. That is one 
thousand billion, five hundred 
more billion, on just taking care 
of AIDS patients in hospitals by 
the year 2000. What happens 
to Bill Clinton’s national health 
care,plan then? Hey friends, let 
me tell you, do slaves have health 
care plans? They most cer- 
tainly do. If the master wants a 
slave to be productive, the 
master’s got to make sure the 
slave can work. So you’re going 
to have your national health 
care plan under the New World 
Order. 

But you know what’s going 
to go in my plan? And here’s the 
solution to winning the war on 
AIDS. The first thing we d-let 
me relate it to something that 
maybe all of you know a little 
something about and where I 
live in Sandy Valley, we have 
our own septic system. Every 
now and then it ClOgS up. When 
it clogs up I do not get a little 
straw and try to blow down into 
the bowl and clear it. When the 
septic tank at the Gritz house 
clogs up in Sandy Valley, 1 call 
Roto-Rooter and Roto-Rooter 
comes out there and they rout it 
out so that we have a clean flow 
again. The reason we do not 
have clean government is be- 
cause human sediment is block- 
ing the flow of clean govem- 
ment. Kennedy got killed be- 
cause he left the old bureau- 
cracy in place. Then, when he 
did fire Allen Dulles, it was some- 
thing they weren’t going to per- 
mit alongwith about seven other 
reasons they had. 

We are going-and I know 
you probably think, =Bo, with 
your military experience, you fre 
got some really neat insignia. 
Something like a screaming 
eagle or something really mag- 
niflcent”. No. Our symbol is 
going to be crossed plumber’s 
pals. Those big jobs with the 
scoopr on the end of them. 
That’s going to be the emblem 
of the Gritz Administration 
because I’m going to f-and r II.,., h 
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tell me I can’t do it-I’m going to 
fire all 16,000 bureaucrats that 
the President appoints. Every 
one of them is gone and we’re 
going to need those plumber’s 
pals to suck them out. But 
what does this mean and how 
does this relate to AIDS? Who 
runs the Food and DrugAdmin- 
istration today? You probably 
have got some pretty interest- 
ing answers, but is it not AMA 
doctors? And don’t you think 
they are bought and paid for by 
the petrochemical people? So 
what does this mean when we 
take the plumber’s pal into the 
Food and Drug Administration 
and we rout them out? We’re 
going to replace those AMA doc- 
tors with Naturopaths and with 
Holistic Medicine people that 
know that living better through 
chemistry is great for DuPont, 
but it doesn’t do anything for 
getting America back on her 
feet. And so tell me we can’t do 
that? (Huge applause) Who 
appoints the head of the Food 
and Drug? The President does. 
And so were 16,000 bureacrats 
appointed by the President. Now 
friends, I don’t know 16,000 
people, but 111 tell you what- 
I’ve got a list and we’re checking 
it twice and we’re making a list 
of 16,000 and ifyou know My- 
one who has talent, if you can 
balance a checkbook, friends, 
you are more qualified to be 
serving in Washington, District 
of Criminals than those that are 
there now. And if you are a 
grandparent, youtie got the two 
best reasons in the world to do 
it right. 

I love it when they criticize 
me because the media in Idaho 
wrote a real nasty news article, 
very cynical. It said, ‘Bo Gritz 
says he’s going to take Capital 
Hill with 16,000 grandmoth- 
ers”. They better get ready. I 
have a feeling that those AMA 
doctors are going to report back 
and say, ‘Boy, my backside still 
hurts. Some old grandmacame 
in with one of these plumber’s 
pals and routed me out and has 
got my desk right now and we’re 
curing AIDS by using things 
that have been available through 
this earth since this earth has 
been here”. And ti mn 
you don’t ham those things 
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You see, one of the docu- 
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ments that I have here is the largest ozone generator in the 
Solicitation for Charitable Pur- world. What do these things 
poses card. It’s for the National do? They purify all of the water. 
Cancer Research Center. Out How do they do it? You tell me 
of every dollar how much do you if I’m wrong. Not one virus, not 
suppose goes to cancer re- one fungus, not one bacteria 
search? Hold up your hand if can live in an oxygen-intensive 
you think SO%, 25%, 5%? See, environment. Is that true or 
there’s an optimist back there. false? It’s true. Gosh, if that’s 
Let me cut right to the chase. true and you can do anything 
The National Cancer Research you want to do to the waters of 
Center, do they have any other Moscow-and they probably do 
purpose? National-Cancer-Re- in L.A.-and it purifies it, are 
search-Center! Boy, that’s got you telling me we can’t use oxy- 
to be the hub of all the solu- gen therapy to win the war 
tions, right? Well, let me just against AIDS? Isn’t AIDS a vi- 
run down the facts for you. A rus? And is that the only one of 
full 57% of the proceeds col- the solutionsthatyoucan think 
lected goes to the Watson Huey of? Friends, there are at least 
Company. They are the publi- three or four that I have per- 
cists. Then 32% goes to the sonal knowledge of and I’m not 
buying of all the advertising and an expert in this. 
all of the advertisers and their 
budgets. Then you have the JOIN BO’S WINNING TEAM 
administrators. They get 7%. 
When it% all added up on the If you know people, we need 
Solicitation for Cha&abZe to know who they are. We’ve got 
Purposes card, it% very one group that does nothing 
c&m-.54ofZ%,that%ahalf but sort out all these recom- 
a penrty out of CL#~Y &ZzOr mendations. I’ve got to have 
goes to cancer msearrh. 16,000 people because when I 

What do you think would fir-some of you are going to 
happen to a young laboratory put yourselves out of business. 
technician who might suddenly We’re going to completely get 
discover a cheap effective cure rid of the Education Depart- 
for cancer? Do you think it ment and so Phil Lindstrom is 
would immediately be an- going to be head of the Educa- 
nounced by the National Can- tion Department. He runs the 
cer Research Center? I don’t Christian Liberty Academy of 
think so because that multi- West Chicago. He sends out a 
multi-billion dollar collection lot of the books that people use 
industry would collapse, would for home schooling. He knows 
it not? &m&ze Duy ti ~pw about what education should 
to be the Swgeon Geneml in be, and his job-get rid of his 
fitiadminisbratton. Lomzine whole department. And so he 
Day toZd me th4 ourSr day will. And when you’re invited 
thattheheadofcancerm- in, you see if you’re there for 
secur?hisnowheadofAIDS your grandchildren and for their 
research because there’s children and for your own, chil- 
mommoneytobemadein dren. You’ll do it right won’t 
AsDsthanthetwisincancer. you? 

Now how do we win thiswar? I’m not saying I’m not go- 
One is we get rid of the Food and ing to have any young law- 
Drug Administration bought- yers. I can see a lot of you 
and-paid-for bureaucrats, the right now getting worried 
profiteers and we replace them aboutthdawyers. Don’tworry 
with knowledgeable experi- about the lawyers. Lorraine 
ence-not voodoo people be- Day said the lawyers are al- 
cause that’s what you’re going ready being hired by the labo- 
to be called-but real people ratories because there’s more 
and ones knowledgeable of the lawyers today than there are 
therapies. What about oxygen? rats. She also said that the 
Oxygen is really hard to get a laboratory technicians don’t 
hold of isn’t it? Oxygen doesn’t become attached to the law- 
cost very much, does it? Los yers the way they do with the 
Angeles has four ozone genera- rats once the rats are kept 
tors, but they don’t have the aroundthelaboratoryforqaite 
most. In Moscow they have the a while, and there are some 

thingsshesaidthataratwill 
just not do and so lawyers will 
always have jobs, fear not for 
them. 

And you’re worried aren’t 
you, about the IRS people. What 
are they going to do? They’re 
going to be offered an opportu- 
nity to fill sand bags because do 
you think these international 
bankers, when they go back to 
Europe, it’s simple to get rid of 
them isn’t it? It’s real simple. 
Here’s the Constitution and 
here’s their coin. Now they’re 
history. But is it going to be 
easy? They go back to Europe 
and don’t you think Europe is 
going to embargo America? 
Don’t you think the media is 
going to rain all over us? It may 
not be easy, but is it going to be 
worth it? And what is your 
alternative? Thank you. Sla- 
very, in one word. 

ASK FOR GOD’S HELP 

Now I just mentioned a few 
things to you and you’ve been 
very patient. I’m talking about 
your posterity, so your posteri- 
ors, I know, weigh in on this 
issue. Youve been very kind 
and gracious, you’ve come from 
different places and maybe even 
different states here and I would 
hope. that you would have 
learned something. As you 
travel back toyourhomeswould 
you do me and my brothers a 
service? Would you call upon 
God in your own way, would 
you do whatever you think that 
God would have you do that he 
might honor your petition? Do 
you believe that God, ifhe would, 
could reach down and deliver 
our prisoners and restore them 
while they are still alive? Do 
you believe that He could? I 
believe He can. 

Now we don’t know what 
God’s agenda is. We never know. 
You see, I would love for America 
to stand against a world raging 
against itself, but will we? Let’s 
say they take this sacred Con- 
stitution document. To me it is 
a sacred document. You see, I 
took an oath to this document. 
It was to defend it against all 
enemies, foreign and domestic. 
Howmanyofyou tookthatoath? 
It didn’t go away did it? Was 
there anything in the oath that 
said that you only have to do 
that as long as you’re in uni- 
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form or wear a badge or in office 
or draw a green check? There 
was nothing like that in there, 
was it? *I promise to bear true 
faith and allegiance to the United 
States ofAmerica”. I have given 
this oath so many times I can 
even remember it. I know it by 
heart. ‘And to defend the Con- 
stitution of the United States 
against all enemies, foreign and 
domesticA. I want you to re- 
member your oath. 

Now, if they take this docu- 
ment and they shred it and let’s 
say that they pulp it and let’s 
say they burn it and let’s say 
that they throw it into the 
Potomac River, does that make 
any difference? Does that mean 
that the Constitution is dead? 
Where does the Constitution 
live? Thank you. The Constitu- 
tionlivesrighthere (in the heart). 
It is a LIVING document. It was 
inspired by God, it was gained 
by blood and by courage and by 
sacrifice. It lives within us. 

As a matter of fact, I was on 
a radio program in Washington 
thislastweekandtheirbigprob- 
lem is whether or not to move 
the RFK Stadium from Wash- 
ington, DC to Alexandria, VA 
and I said, ‘Do you mind if1 give 
you my solution? I would take 
this whole capital, as President 
of the United States, and I would 
lift it up out of the muck that it 
is now stuck in and I would 
move it clear out to another 
area. And I would have every- 
body here, stay here, that’s here 
right now.” And I said, ‘We’d 
have clean government for a 
while.” And about every 50 
years I’d call a period of jubila- 
tion just like they had in the 
Bible and we’d move it so all 
those political action commit- 
tee (PAC) people would have to 
stay there and we’d continue to 
have clean government. I think 
we’re going to have perfect gov- 
ernment. It’s not going to be 
under Bo Grits, it’s certainly 
not going to be under the New 
World Order. A lady in Denver 
two days ago asked me, ‘Bo, 
why are you fighting this New 
World Order? Isn’t this the thing 
that God wants us to have? 
Isn’t this a thing that he has 
given us where we will have a 
single, global government? 
There will be peace and pros- 
perity. We’ll all be working to- 
gether as John Lennon said- 
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‘wouldn’t it be wonderful’” And Doesn’t it? Can you even buy a 
I said, ‘Ma’am, we’re going to 
have perfect government, but 

Bible without having to look in 
the box it comes in; and there’s 

it’s not under David Rockefeller the mark. Well, you look at one 
and it’s not under The New World of my books. You won’t find a 
Order”. mark on it. 

BIBLICAL PROPHECIES 

When I read, friends, in Rev- 
elation and I read in Daniel, it 
tells me about what’s happen- 
ing. You are living in three- 
dimensional periods that we’ve 
been reading about in two di- 
mensions for generations. Tell 
me, how many heads did the 
beast have that Daniel saw crawl 
out of the ocean that repre- 
sented a global government? 
Seven heads. And what do the 
nations and leaders of the world 
call themselves today? The G 
what? The G7. And wasn’t one 
of those heads severely wounded 
and to the awe of all who beheld 
it, wasn’t it miraculously 
healed? And what happened 
when the wall went down be- 
tween East and West Germany? 
Weren’t we in awe? I tell you 
they didn’t show it on CNN. It 
wasn’t shown by the star gazers 
that all this was going to hap- 
pen. We were in awe, weren’t 
we, as we watched that occur? 
Wasn’t that a healing of one of 
the G73 I’m excited about it. 

I’m hard headed. I got shot in 
the back of the head in Viet- 
nam, the bullet bounced off. I 
haven’t checked all of my 
anatomy; I don’t know’ if I’m 
100% bullet proof, but I am 
hard-headed and I think that’s 
going to be beneficial if we win 
this presidential election. Now, 
he said, “Bo, we’re going to use 
a micro chip. It’s smaller than 
a grain of rice*. IZre got one of 
them in here. (He held up a 
plastic case with the little mi- 
crochip module inside, the size 
of a small grain of rice.) 111 pass 
it around to you, you can take a 
look at it and I hope you11 have 
the forethought and the time to 
come to reject it. Now this mi- 
crochip is fairly exciting. It is 
smaller than a grain of rice; it’s 
encapsulated in a tiny mem- 
brane that is nontoxic. He said, 
“If we were to mark an infant 
upon birth with an infrared la- 
ser tattoo, as that child ma- 
tured, you see, it would distort 
the mark.” He said, “We’re 
going to use this microchip.” 

I’m going to show you one 
more thing before I step down 
from here. And that is about a 
year ago, a little over a year ago 
now, I was in Idaho Falls and 
the person there was a com- 
puter consultant who worked 
in Brussels for the Economic 
Community of Europe and he 
was correcting me. We had a 
luncheon before the talk and 
this was before I was running 
for President, so it was over a 
year ago. And he sat down and 
he said, ‘Bo, I want you to be 
accurate”. I had used the ma- 
terial out of Mary Rolfy’s book. 
She’s a Christian writer. She 
said that we were using infrared 
laser tattoos to mark animals 
and she was hypothesizing that 
we would use this infrared laser 
to mark people. And he said, 
=Bo, that isn’t the way it’s going 
to go. I know. I was one who 
helped set up the EAN System- 

This was over a year ago and 
he described what I’m holding 
in my hand right now except 
that we really didn’t have it avail- 
able at that time. And then in 
November, LA said that they 
were passing a law that would 
make it mandatory, they were 
going to mark pets because they 
wanted pet owners to be more 
responsible. Then in July of 
this year in Fort Lauderdale, 
they just picked up the same 
thing. It’s gone all the way 
across America now from No- 
vember the 12th in LA where it 
started, all the way to Fort Lau- 
derdale in July of this year. 
Everybody’s using this mark 
now to mark animals. I’ve got a 
video tape. See, my arms aren’t 
long enough to get around all 
these facts so I depend on you. 
I got a video tape just the other 
day sent to m-the person said 
it was coming. Last night I 
stuck it into the video and there 
it was on Discovery channel 

European Article Numbering where they are now offering 
System”. We call it the Bar these things on a voluntary ba- 
Code here in America. Doesn’t sis to mark children so that 
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you can find them or the babies have gone belly up so we now 
won? be exchanged on you in have all of their technology, do 
the hospital. Isn’t that excit- we not? And as a treaty basis 
ing? They’re also beginning to we agreed with the Soviets that 
use this-theyuppies back East we would not cause any earth- 
think this is real clever to have quakes. We would not cause 
their credit card information put any radical weather patterns. 
into this mark so it can be in- We would not attack any crops 
serted under the hand, so all with weather systems or cause 
they have to do is walk into the any phenomena with the earth 
store and say, “Darling, scan or its atmosphere. If we made 
my hand with your wand”. treaties to that, doesn’t that tell 
That’s all they’ve got to do. These you that we do indeed have the 
things are exciting to me. How technology? Friends, George 
come? This is the precursor to Bush is not acting like a man 
“perfect” government, friends. who is just about to be voted out 
We’re going to have ‘perfect” of office. I think maybe he thinks 
government in the near term, he knows something that we 
and the mark of the beast, ifyou don’t. 
remember your biblical predic- George Bush, I believe, is 
tions. going to try to gain some popu- 

Now, let me say I’m not a laxity by going back in to Iraq, 
prophet, but I did make some but I don’t think it’s going to 
predictions. I predicted the very work. I don’t think the Ameri- 
day that H. Ross Perot would go can people are going to be caught 
belly up. If you get my newslet- up by killing 500,000 Iraqis the 
ter, three months before it hap- way we were in January, 199 1. 
pened you saw me saying dur- Do you? But I think he knows 
ing the Democratic Convention, something else. I believe that a 
“You won’t see H. Ross Perot fully informed jury could have 
anymore. He’s gonna cash in”. saved us from the Rodney King 
Knowing the beast allows you to problems. Unfortunately, the 
generally be able to tell what the jury did what the judge said and 
beast’s habits are going to be. I that’s not what fully informed 
think you’re going to see some- juries are all about. It’s not 
thin-how many of you are what Article3 isall about in the 
from California here? I think Constitution. And so I believe 
you’re going to see something the L.A. riots were just a little 
catastrophic in California be- entre, just a precursor to greater 
fore the elections. things. It was a dress rehearsal 

for a larger FEMA operation. 
FEDERAL ENSLAVEMENT In Phoenix, Arizona, there 
MANAGEMENT AGENCY are Black Hawk helicopters fly- 

ing down beneath the build- 
Thereasonis because FEMA ings. The people are told on 

(Federal Emergency Manage- television, “Don’t get excited. 
ment Agency) is gearing up. I This is just U.S. military forces 
don’t know exactly what the practicing and training in these 
event will be, but I would ven- FEMA operations.* HOW come 
ture a couple of entries. First of they’re doing this in Phoenix, do 
all we have treaties. When I you think? How come they’re 
worked for the Hughes air crash doing this in Nevada? Friends, 
company as a cover in Los An- I believe that you, in California, 
geles, we had Malibu and Santa are going to be in an experi- 
Barbara as the skunk works ment, and I don’t know what 
and they developed a thing kind it will be, but I think that 
called Gemstone. Anybody George Bush has it geared up 
aware of the Gemstone technol- before the election. If I were you 
ogy? Gemstone is outer space I would be prepared. 
particle laser technology and There are only three kinds of 
more advanced systems and people-those who have their 
that was back in 1979/1980 heads up high and can see 
when I was playing secret squir- what’s going on, those who are 
rel for the government. They waiting for something to hap- 
already had these things devel- pen-you won’t be disap- 
oped and they were being put in pointed-and those who won- 
orbit. der what happened after it’s 
_. ‘< - Now 3 ,the 1 Soviets, .annear -to akeadv occurred;, 1 I You v make 
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sure that youtie got yourself a 
72-hour pack. Right now in my 
closet, in my home, 127e got my 
rucksacks that I’ve worn in Laos 
andYemen and Bangladesh and 
Burma-it’s all set. I just pick it 
up. It’s got everything I need to 
live for just about as long as I 
need to be outside of civihza- 
tion. You better have yourself a 
72-hour pack. You better save 
yourself some food. My wife 
and I were in Washington, D.C. 
in February, 1979. There’s go- 
ing to be an efficiency spike that 
people won’t 6e able to figure 
out for a long time. There was a 
blizzard for three days in Wash- 
ington, District of Criminals. We 
could not get out of the hotel. 
Our car was completely covered 
with snow-everything! Can you 
imagine these high appointed 
officials could not get into their 
offices! How did the world con- 
tinue to orbit? This is amazing! 
That’s why there’s going to be 
an efficiency spike because ev- 
erybody else around the world 
just kept on working without 
Washington’s interference. 
Three days friends, people were 
panicking. The hotel didn’t have 
any food, the 7- 1 l’s were all out 
of food. 

What happens when you 
have aconsiderable earthquake. 
Could it be possible--I want you 
to think about it-let’s say the 
Soviet Union and America, us- 
ing the-technology that we have 
already made treaties for, that 
we “won’t” use. Do you believe 
those treaties? Has Russia ever 
kept a treaty it made? One 
thousand of them. Have they 
ever kept them? They never 
had. Well, have we? So do you 
think that maybe-I don’t want 
you to become victims. I’m not 
trying to be Henny Penny, but 
literally, the sky could come 
tumbling in on you. 

But I believe California, be- 
cause ofyour special situation- 
you.tre got. 30 million people 
here, folks. If something cata- 
strophic happens here, now, 
what happens to the population 
without food, communications, 
hospitalization? You’re going to 
start moving toward Arizona, 
Nevada, *Oregon? All of a sud- 
den the Federal forces are going 
to have to come out and that 
could mean almost anything, 
couldn’t it? 

. Newt Gingsich, I saw his.facs: 

along with Phil Gramm today as 
we left. It was a sour note to 
leave my home on. They are 
both going to be key-note speak- 
ers at the Republican Conven- 
tion. Newt Gingrich and Phil 
Gramm, both conservative Re- 
publicans, were the ones that 
tried to sponsor a 5-year decla- 
ration of a national emergency. 
It would have taken away your 
Constitution and your Bill of 
Rights. Would anything have 
been left after 5 years? Those 
are the people that are closest 
to the President. Be ready, be 
prepared. Otherwise, theylljust 
pour concrete in around your 
ears, will use your backsides for 
bicycle racks or something use- 
ful. That’s what’s going to hap- 
pen to most people, is it not? If 
they ever take down the Stars 
and Stripes what are you going 
to do? Are you going to b-let’s 
determine first of all-are you 
going to be lawful if you defend 
your rights under the Constitu- 
tion? Yes, you will be. Now 
Commander Hatonn an- 
nounced in his introduction that 
we were not living under the 
Constitution. He’s right. In 
1954 the U.S. Senate found in 
its review that the U.N. Charter 
is the supreme law of the land. 
Friends, does it make a damn 
what the U.S. Senate finds? It 
sure doesn’t to me. Does it 
make a hoot what the Supreme 
Court says? It sure doesn’t to 
me. 

This document right here 
(holds up Constitution) says this 
is the Supreme Law of the land. 
So am I lawful if I defend my 
rights under it? I most certainly 
am. So now no matter what 
they do in Washington D.C., if it 
ever reached a time when they 
say...“Well, we’re taking down 
the Stars and Stripes...” then I 
have a substitute for you. It’s 
nothing original. We have used 
it before. Could I ask my bride 
to come up’here and maybe just 
spread this out (yellow flag). 
When they take our Stars and 
Stripes down, let’s fly this one. 
It just simply says ‘DON?’ 
TREAD ON ME” because Ameri- 
cans all over this nation are 
going to go on living in spite of 
government. 

What I have been prepared 
to do more than anything else 
my entire adult life is wreck 
trains, I regard .oneof George 
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Bush’s lights at the end of the in the first minute I was in the 
tunnel as a freight train. It is class and all the teachers that 
labeled the New World Order aren’t teaching themselves- 
and I am going to derail it-1 will anytime I teach, for some rea- 
derail it as a President with son they come in and sit down 
16,000 of you. Friends, I will at the back of the classroom 
derail it as a patriot with all that and they bring their notebook 
will follow, but I am not going to and pencil and I have had teach- 
surrender my birthright. I know ers come up and say, “Bo, could 
something-you see, Jimmy the we use some of those questions 
Greek wouldn’t have given on our exams?” And I say, 
George Washington any odds at ‘What are you teaching? “Be- 
all-would he-in the Las Ve- cause you know the first ques- 
gas sports book about being tion I ask? This is where I broke 
able to win over King George. the Supreme Courts edict, the 
What would Jimmy the Greek latest edict. I said to the stu- 
have said if theywere matching dents, ‘Where do we get our 
up David and Goliath. Jimmy rights from?” And what did 
the Greek would have laughed, they say to me? They don’t 
wouldn’t he? But in every case know and I tell them, “this is 
they won, they won because not arhetoricalquestion! I want 
they were fighting for something answers!” Then I start right 
that was right. down to the front row and I start 

Are we willing to fight if writing them and they give me 
need be for what is right? The 15, 16 choices. None of them 
very first step, we take Capi- are right. Finally, I go to the 
tal Hill, we do it in November, Declaration of Independence 
we do it with ballots. Don’t and I say to someone I believe 
you let Jimmy the Greek en- might be able to read-it’s not 
ter your equation. You do easy to find them in high school, 
what you can do. You do all not even in Senior’s Govem- 
that you can do. You be a ment-and I say...“Would you 
Willy Brown and then you let kindly read that right there? 
God do for us what we cannot And the student says, “The Cre- 
do for ourselves because if ator?” It’s always a question. 
Perot won the election Then I said, ‘Who is the Cre- 
wouldn’t it be to the glory of ator?!” And about five stout 
the hundred million or what- hearts said, ‘God? That is in 
8v8f it took and if Bush wins absolute violation of the Su- 
the election, or Clinton-the preme Court! The Supreme 
glory of their great party. Court has just ruled you cannot 
F’riends,whenwewinthiselec- say the name of God in any of 
tion it is going to be to the our schools! How are we going 
glory of only One Thing and to teach Government? How are 
what is that in one word? we ever going to explain where 
Thank you! It is going to be to our rights come from if we’re not 
the glory of God (applause). allowed to use the word and the 
And in Second Chronicles, name of God? 
Chapter 7, Verse 14, we a= Well I’ll tell you what, I don’t 
given ourprpmise. If we, who know about you, but if I have to 
am His childrwr, will call His stand alone, I’m going to be in 
~LQIIL~, $f we wiZ2 mcu@ze good hands and I’ve read The 
OIV dependency upon Him, tf Book and I’m not talking about 
weatawiZZingtochangesome my book either. Itre read The 
of our ways, then He’22 hear Book and I know who wins in 
out z&ice and He’22 heat our the end. You know what makes 
Land. The Book exciting? It doesn’t 

I’m a school teacher when I tell us exactly how we win. It 
can be. I taught a class in just assures us that we do, and 
Government two weeks ago in so I’m excited because I’m a 
“Lost Wages” (otherwise known soldier. I can smell the battle 
as Las Vegas) at Clark High and it smells good to me be- 
School. I broke the Supreme cause it means that we-are just 
Court’s latest edict and I was one major step from havingper- 
happy to do so. I’d like for you feet government, and I am so 
to tell me how we can teach pleased to be on this earth at 
Government? Because you this time and not born in the 
know boy. 4 ,@ke it.?. X, brokeit ?Dar.k,.,Age+” . _ A. .,when, nothing 
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much other than a good inqui- if you’re in California, get your When you get to the end of it gress. We don’t even need the 
sition or two was going on. 72-hour pack put together. If youll see my point. White House. I think well just 

So I invite you: is there a you’re interested in a lot of very, You, too, are called to serve. move the seat ofgovernment. It 
better cause than the Ilbe I think, amazing things-well, I We didn’t win a ratfle to be here might be a lot easier, but get 
of America today? If there is, only brought 10 copies of A today. Every one of us has that your plumber’s pals ready. I 
let me know. I want to join you, NationBetruyed tapes-if you’re ‘something” we can do. We need you volunteers. If you can 
but if there isn’t a better cause interested in how to-we’ve got can’t do everything. What we balance acheckbook, ifyou’re a 
then I invite you to join us, the somevideo cameras, with those can’t do for ourselves, that’s grandparent, doesn’t mean that 
United States, as we prepare for you can take the presentation if where the glory of Almighty God you don’t have a job if you’re a 
a second American Revolution. there’sanything there. We have comes in. So I’ll leave you with young lawyer, but in all truth, 
A Revolution which we cannot a short-it’s about a 30 ‘minute that and we’re out of debt; we’re one word-TOGETHER-that’s 
afford to lose; a Revolution that presentation. If you want the out of time here. I’d like to stay the way that we preserve this 
we’ll win even though it may not book Called To Serve. It’s too here and talk to you as long as nation for the ones who are with 
be under the Stars and Stripes. long. It’s 845 pages. I put 165 you’re willing. You do live in a us that are smaller than we are. 
We’ll win it as brothers and pages worth of pictures in there beautiful valley. Let me tell God blesseach oneofyou. Don’t 
sisters. That, I’ll always give just for the Marines so they you-last thing I’ll say. As a forget to pray for our prisoners 
you as my promise. I am your would have something to look guerrilla fighter I know this- of war. 
brother and when I sign my at if they were having trouble the mountains are the palm of 
books I sign them “forever your reading the text. (Roar of laugh- God’s hand. That is the truth. (LONG ROAR OF APPLAUSE) 
brother” and I mean it. ter) In the back IZIe got a few As long as you reside within the 

We come from a great family blank pages for the Navy and mountains, you will, I believe, (Editor’s note: At this paint Bo 
and we’re going home. They can we’ll give you a free crayola so be in a much safer place than took a brief rest break and then 
never take that home away from that you can draw there in the you could be otherwise. And so therefollowed a warm and lively 
us and it’s for me to do all the back a little bit. (More laughter) you’re going to find me in the question and answer session 
things that I have to do to en- Otherwise, if you want to know mountains. As a matter of fact, We will continue at that point in 
dure until that time comes. So in detail why I’m willing to get I thinkthat’sprobablywherewe next week’s LIBERATOR.) 
I invite you. into the arena and wrestle with ought to move the White House. 

Take heart, feel excited and the hogs, read Called To Serve. We don’t have to move the Con- ( Bo For President 

Fighting The Battle 
Fof Freedom 

S/18/92 #l HATONN 

IFMANCANCREATEAHELL 
ONEARTH-HECANALSOCRE 
ATE A HEAVEN-so, may we 
please begin? “FOR EVIL To 
SUCCEED, ITIS ENOUGH THAT 
GOOD MEN REMAIN SILENT, 1, 

CONVERSATIONS 

We have entered into a new 
year in this final phase-how 
shall we cause it to end? 

You have heard what can be 
done to reclaim your Constitu- 
tion and thus, your nation and 
so on through the world. Will 
you do it? I wonder. 

BO GRIT2 RALLY 

If you have not obtained the 
tapes of the “rally”-1 certainly 
suggest you do so. You have a 
man who will take you to vic- 

tory-but YOU have to walk for 
yourself-he will not carry you. 
He may well drag you partway- 
but if you want to reclaim your 
heritage and your nation-you 
will rally as this nation of we- 
the-people has not done since 
time began, and certainly not 
since the revolution. 

On Sunday you experienced 
a MIRACLE and you failed to 
realize as much. The enemy 
worked against you the entire 
way and you overcame. How- 
ever, for you of the reading fam- 
ily--it WAS NOT EASY. Orders 
came down from the top levels 
of NBC, ABC, CBS, CNN, top 
government officials and NASA 
to STOP THE SUNDAY RALLY 
FOR GRITZ. One speaker after 
another dropped away in fear, 
under threat-but there were 
about 800 people present who 
will never forget that day. YOU 
CAN- DO IT IF YOU WANT TO. 

You have ones willing to wear 
the target and push forward but 
it requires you individual pa- 
triot papers and speakers- 
JOIN RANKS AND STOP THE 
NASTY DISCOURSES. 

ELITE INTENT TO SET 
UNCONSTITUTIONAL 
LEGAL PRECEDENT 

Today we have the Constitu- 
tional Law Center ON TARGET! 
No more dancing in the court- 
rooms with leapfrog attorneys 
playing a stupid game of who 
can write the worst, most in- 
sane laws and make them be- 
come law of the land. 

The University of Science and 
Philosophy showed their true 
colors and intent yesterday in 
Federal Court. They badgered 
this scribe, insulted the “com- 
munications with higher spir- 
its”+f course that is the way 

Russell got his ,word also-and 
showed FULLINTENTTO MAKE 
LAW THAT WILLTOTALLY CON- 
TROL ALL PUBLISHED MATE- 
RIAL. THIS IS NOT A LITTLE 
CASE AGAINST A SMALL PUB- 
LISHING COMPANY WHO 
PRINTS A FEW REGULAR PA- 
PERS AND JOURNALS-THIS 
IS AN ATTEMPT TO MAKE LAW 
THAT WILL FOREVER SILENCE 
THE FREE PRESS-THROUGH 
THE LAW OF THE LAND. 

The bastard thieves have 
taken what was one of the most 
gifted and wondrous presenta- 
tions of Creative Source, Walter 
Russell, and intend to bury 
TRUTH FOREVER. They have a 
member of the Committee of 
300 on their board and they 
have $2 15 MILLION dollars to 
insure they win this case and 
get the Pleiades material 
banned, confiscated and forever 
banned from publication. The 
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more interesting thing about the was because Russell was not 
entire case was that we allowed given credit. The former before 
it to take its regular course to they realized that Walter Russell 
this point, with new “copyright” was highly projected from ev- 
specialists and it was a total erything we have done. We write 
comedy in court. Neither side JOURNALS--of fact. This dif- 
had any idea what the material fers not from dated material in 
contained norcared. The Judge Life, Time, Newsweek, etc. 
even compared the work to a TRUTH is Truth and yet lawyers 
copy-job of GONE WITH THE play games with the very exist- 
WIND. Then took the whole ence of this planet-because 
thing, after 15 minutes of noth- judges will not even allow dis- 
ingness discourse, under “ad- cussion of anything not listed in 
visement” to “render injunc- the papers presented to them. 
tion orders by mail” or some- Victims never get to the point of 
thing similar. recognition in the courtroom. 

PLEIADES CONNECTION 
SERIES AN ENDANGERED 

SPECIES 

This means that, at most, 
readers, you have perhaps four 
weeks to get those volumes if 
you want them. We have hopes 
of alternative measures (for the 
word of God shall not be stopped) 
but it gets harder and harder. 

This cuts the strings, how- 
ever, as I have demanded as of 
THIS day that the games stop. 
We will no longer pay any attor- 
ney for any service who does not 
practice CONSTITUTIONAL 
LAW. I have authorized that 
Gene Dixon take this to the 
public for legal assistance on 
Constitutional grounds and let 
this be THE test case. I have 
allowed this to be set up in such 
a way that THIS case can either 
insure freedom of your last 
source of information-ORYOU 
ARE DOOMED TO THE ‘DARK 
AGES” OF CONTROLLED HIS- 
TORY, MEDlA AND PRESS. 

Just as with Bill Cooper who 
publiclystatedthatDharmahad 
plagiarized ‘50 pages of his 
work” when his whole docu- 
ment in point was less than 
26-this group takes some 
couple of hundred pages avail- 
able and claims 9 JOURNALS 
are directly copied from their 
work. That means that some 
1,800 pages had no source at 
all. That is because there are 
some 2,000 pages in our JOUR- 
NALS and if you subtract 200 
from 2,000 you come out with 
an average of 1,800 pages. It is 
as with the Holocaust num- 
bers-you cannot have it ALL 
ways and numbers do not lie. 

First they said that they did 
not want any mention of Russell 
on the work-then they said it 

We have taken a lot of gaff 
and stabbings over this to bring 
you opportunity to take a stand 
for your rights because this is 
the factual “physical” operation 
of God and Universe. You see, the 
same story is told in OAHSPE, 
Newton’s PRINCIPIA,THECHEM- 
ISTRY ENCYCLOPAEDIA, any 
good astronomy book and nu- 
merous other places. Science is 
science. It so happened that 
Russell gave the most easily un- 
derstood diagrams. The point is 
to STOP the information-not the 
author-because the fact that 
Dharma has written and pub- 
lished some 60 books in the last 
36 months was not even known 
to either side-not even our new 
attorney. So much for prepa- 
rationandfizelinggoodaboutyour 
legal chances in court. 

I am making a personal ap- 
peal to Eustace Mullins, Howard 
Freeman, etc., etc., etc.-any 
and all patriot fighters (you pa- 
triots know who)-help the Con- 
stitutional Law Center. It gets 
results but one man cannot do 
it alone. Gene Dixon will write 
a letter of petition, for we are not 
in that business, and give yau 
in the public what he needs for 
information support and I have 
offered to print it. He is not yet 
well versed in Constitution Law 
and he is so barraged with cries 
for help that he can’t find time 
to adequately study and gain 
expertise. Eustace, you HAVE 
the knowledge--please, I peti- 
tion you sir; help him. I further 
ask any of you who receive this 
to write these people and ask 
them to participate-along with 
every patriot paper and letter 
that you know of-that they too, 
will print the petition letter. YOU 
MUST STAND IN UNITY ORYOU 
GO DOWN DIVIDED AND 
ALONE.. , _ _ : , . , 

CLASS ACTION SUIT FOR 
TRUTH 

Gene Dixon is going to go for 
a class action suit in behalf of 
you who want Truth, against 
these Elite prostitutes of Jus- 
&. THIS TRULY HAS NAUGHT 
TO DO WITH DHARMA OR 
AMERICA WEST BECAUSE 
AMERICA WEST DOESN’T PUB- 
LISH THE PARTICULAR JOUR- 
NALS ANY MORE-AT GREAT 
LOSS TO THEMSELVES-AND 
DHARMA HAS WRITTEN 32 
JOURNALSSINCETHOSESUB- 
JECJS WERE COVERED AND 
WE HAVE NO INTENT OF RE- 
TURNING TO THOSE TOPICS 
IN THE SAME OUTLAY AS BE- 
FORE. THIS IS AN OPPORTU- 
NITY FOR YOU ONES TO IN- 
SURE YOUR RIGHT TO FREE 
SPEECH AND INFORMATION. 
We are not talking expense or 
anything other than support in 
whatever informational, joint 
interest, etc. The Law Center 
will need to file A CLASS AC- 
TION SUIT against these would- 
be censors of what remains of 
your ability at freedom of the 
press. You surely remember 
that I told you: very, very soon 
all English language publica- 
tions will be handled through 
one ELITE publishing house. It 
is already set up, the public in 
general simply does not realize 
that all major presses and 
houses are owned by them. It is 
sort of like the tobacco com- 
pany, Reynolds, owning Nabisco 
and Oreo cookies. You the 
people are not SUPPOSED TO 
KNOW! 

Proof? $2 15 MILLION dol- 
lars and an Elite Committee 
member in directorship against 
a bankrupt publisher and a 
Grandmother on food 
stamps!!!!!! So be it. We can 
only offer you ‘the wayl--you 
will do that which you wish. 

Haven’t enough of you been 
railroaded through that horror 
chamber into bankruptcy or 
prison to stand tall, unify and 
stand against this beast? I re- 
mind you-this is the most ter- 
rible evil creature on your 
globe--this plague of judicial 
corruption-AND EVIL CANNOT 
(WILL NOT) STAY IN THE PRES- 
ENCE OF GOD OR LIGHT OF 
TRUTH. BUT YOU HAVE TO 
CARRY THE LIGHT INTO THE 
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FURNISH THE LIGHT! 
Will you not join with us 

from the centre where the Will 
of God is known-let purpose 
guide the little wills of men-the 
purpose which the Masters 
know and serve? WE CAN LEAD 
YOU, WE CAN EVEN CARRY 
YOU IF YOU STUMBLE-BUT 
YOU MUST m IT. 

COLEMAN/MULLINS/ 
PATTERSON- 

“CRIMINAL POLITICS” 

I have received some dozen 
copies of the article presented 
by Patterson. I have been privy 
to all of the original letters from 
Patterson to Coleman, Coleman 
to Patterson and on anD on ‘ad 
nauseam. What do I think? 

I KNOW that Mr. Patterson 
has had some rather unethicu 
inter-activities with ones I know 
personally as to holding funds 
and working diligently through 
calls pretending to come from 
overseas when he was, in fact, 
in Ohio. I don’t have more to say 
about this circumstance other 
than that when you have a per- 
son who writes a letter AND has 
investment businesses-m this 
time of collapse-living-style 
often affects advisements. I go 
with Spotlight’s article to the 
extent of BE CAREFUL. 

Now as to the ‘Mullins let- 
ter”. I think it a most dastardly 
assaultagainstamanofMullins’ 
stature to publish such rub- 
bish. I tell you now-that is 
NOT Eustace Mullins’ doings. 
Does he think these things? 
Would he suggest these things? 
That is not the point in my state- 
ment. THE PUBLICATION OF 
THAT LETTER UNDER 
MULLINS’ SIGNATURE ia 
disappointing, using of a fine 
man, and totally libelous. 

COMMITTEE OF 300 
‘BOOK” 

I have no comment on 
wherein Coleman got his infor- 
mation and please, readers, do 
not act Yshockedp and 
“stunned”-for that will be a 
bad case of B.S. I told you ALL 
information was old-BUT 
WELL COMPILED FOR SUC- 
CINCT INFORMATION RE- 
SOURCE. Arguments do not 
make that lesser for our pur- 
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affairs of greedy, envious and/ 
or treacherous men. We, too, 
have crosswise encounters with 
John Coleman, (alias whatever 
he wishes to call himself) and so 
what? Does this make TRUTH 
any less the Truth? NO. The 
book is an excellent resource. I 
have further told you that if you 
would just get Mullins’ books 
and some good newspapers who 
dare to print the truth-you 
would have it all. 

I will say that I had used a 
sentence which was sent to the 
LIBERATOR to go to print. 
John’s son was working on the 
paper at the time and he re- 
fused to print it. Without my 
input, George requested that 
the line be omitted and so it 
was. It said u . . . . the information 
is taken mostly from Eustace 
Mullins’writings.” I ran, at the 
same time the book was being 
published, articles on the same 
topic with the IDENTICAL IN- 
FORMATION WORD FOR 
WORD from information sent 
FROM NEW ZEALAND-RE- 
MEMBER? I believe we also 
said this was information 
gleaned by great input from 
LaRouche. I REPEAT, READ- 
ERS, YOU MUST DISCERN 
TRUTH-from wherever you get 
it. Be very careful lest you miss 
the point herein. YOU ARE ON 
THE RAGGED EDGE OF LOS- 
INGALLABILITYTO GETTRUTH 
THROUGH THESE VERY REAL 
ASSAULTS. THE BOOKHOLDS 
TRUTH, PERHAPS EVEN MORE 
IF IT BE FROM A “DOUBLE 
AGENT” AS ACCUSED. Wrong 
actions do not make a’right”- 
but you should, bynow, be able 
to discern TRUTH in most out- 
lay of information-no matter 
who wrote it or WHEN. If ones 
want to buryTRUTH-then their 
first interest is NOT IN GOD, 
YOU, ORNATION-MUCH LESS 
A PLANET IN DEATH THROES. 

has, however, been gracious in 
response to input regarding the 
property court case-AND I 
HONOR HIS WORK!! THAT 
MEANS I HONOR THE MAN 
Frankly, Criminul Fditi~~. 
presented you some brilliant 
insights regarding politics, etc. 
YOU must discern these things 
for self. See HOW they affect 
YOU and what might be gained 
by the “game-players”. It sim- 
ply degrades the MEN in point 
on both sides of such quarrels 
to print such garbage and pain- 
ful material-and cannot help 
your nation or your globe-it 
can only damage. The lesson is 
thus to be had-EGOS at con- 
trol and the waste of valuable 
talent is beyond measure. 

BILL COOPER 

I am still asked over and over 
again-about Bill Cooper. What 
about Bill Cooper? 1 honor him 
for whatever truth he brought 
forth and discount that which 
is false. Most of his presen- 
tation regarding “self’ is false 
so there must be reason beyond 
that which is public. So be it. I 
disagree with all conclusions as 
he presents them. Example- 
abductions and ‘little gray 
aliens”. I agree that William 
Greer fired a fatal shot at 
Kennedy-but it was not from 
THE 45 pistol that is blamed. 
There was a device implanted in 
the vehicle seat mechanism that 
fired. So be it-what difference 
could it possibly make? The 
point is that guilty parties are 
free and unaccountable-such 
as the President ofYOUR United 
States. GOD WATCHES and 
GOD WAITS. 

COULD THIS BE A 
DELIBERATE DISTRACTION? 

We have found some diffi- 
culties and uncomfortable cir- 
cumstances with “Coleman” 
and likewise YPattersonn of 
Criminal Politics in a most up- 
usual around-about manner. I 
honor Eustace Mullins and I 
continue to do so for his work, 
for he has never come person- 
ally into my Scribe’s place. He . 

Nord Davis is sending out 
documents regarding Kennedy 
which predominantly asks Slvho 
is this man” with red arrow, etc. 
That man is E. Howard Hunt. 
That is NO secret but again- 
who cares? The point is that the 
planners are the same planners 
set to take your planet-WHILE 
you dally over gun calibre and 
fingerprints. 

Nord Davis is held in most 
high esteem by myself and I 
hope you will press for his 
participation with Commander 
Gritz for I believe an agreement 
has been offered and estab- 
lished. I understand Nord Davis 
cannot abide Commander 

: I.!,., 

Hatonn or any such nonsense 
as space-men, etc., on “reli- 
gious” grounds. Oh? What 
difference could it possibly 
make? Truth will bind us even- 
tually because brothersinTruth 
are ONE any way you TRY to 
slice it. Judgments are made by 
busy men on OTHER MEN’S 
OPINIONS and that is gross er- 
ror in discernment and usually 
ends up allowing ‘self” to be 
the fool. I have “time”-YOU do 
not. I know that the QUALITY of 
this patriot will rise above the 
narrow perceptions of organized 
“religion” and ultimately the 
ONE GOD shall prevail. GOD 
CAN STAND THE TESTING, 
BLESSED CHELAS AND 
BROTHERWOD CAN STAND 
THE TESTING AND WE, THE 
HOSTS, LIKEWISE CAN STAND 
THE TESTING-TRY US. AND, 
while you are waiting in the 
testing-YOU BETTER HAUL 
ASSETS AND GET ON WITH 
YOUR NATION’S BUSINESS OF 
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW REC- 
LAMATION AND ONE NATION 
UNDER THIS GOD-OR IT’S 
OVERI 

GOD’S LAWS 

One of the most important 
things that you must eventu- 
ally learn is that if you do not do 
it (this saving of your nation in 
freedom) USING GOD’s LAWS 
IN EVERY WAY-YOU WILL BE 
DESTINED TO FIGHT THE 
BATTLE AGAIN, AND AGAIN, 
AND AGAIN UNTIL YOU DO IT 
WITHOUT BREAKING THOSE 
LAWS BY MURDER AND/OR 
ANY OTHER WAY WHICH DE- 
FIES THEM. IF YOU HAVE TO 
TAKE THE ‘HILL” BY FORCE 
OF WEAPONS AND DEATH- 
YOU HAVE DONE NOTHING 
OTHER THAN POSTPONE THE 
GLORY-ONE MORE TIME. IF 
YOU MARCH IN UNISON WITH 
GOD’s LAWS-YOU WILL PRE- 
VAIL. WOULD IT NOT BE GLO- 
RIOUS TO PREVAIL IN RADI- 
ANCE? THIS WILLTAKE SOME 
PONDERING. 

I PETITION YOU TO SUP- 
PORTTHESE WARRIORS-FOR 
IF THEY CANNOT SUCCEED IN 
ONE WAY-THEY WILL MOVE 
ON TO “PLAN B”, FOR IN- 
STANCE, AND I THINKYOU DO 
NOT WANT THAT ON YOUR 
CONSCIENCE IN THEIR BE- 
HALF, IF YOU REDUCE YOUR 
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SELVES TO BATTLE OF PHYSI- 
CAL FORCE-YOU WIN ONLY 
PHYSICAL DEBATE ON A MOST 
TEMPORARY SCHEDULE. IF 
YOU DO IT “RIGHT” YOU WIN 
ETERNALVICTORY. AND, YES 
INDEED-IT CAN BE DONE 
“RIGHT” IFYOU REALLY WANT 
TO DO SO. 

Stop asking, “What can I do, 
what can I do?” You know what 
you MUST DO-GO DO IT! Stop 
giving ear and eye to things 
such as gossip and personal 
quarrelz+WHO CARES?!? YOU 
ARE AT “DESTRUCT”, WHO 
CARES WHAT COOPERTHINKS 
OF DHARMA? TRUTH WILL 
NOTCHANGEBY EITHEROPIN- 
ION-FOCUS ON THE TARGET 
AND IF YOU DON’T HAVE A 
TARGET-GET ONE! Nobody is 
going to do anything FOR YOU. 
If you want your assets out of 
this sling-you are going to sup- 
port and allow these willing lead- 
ers to take you to victory. Even 
the ‘little gray aliens” will make 
up your army if you ASK GOD 
IN TRUTH. ALL the rest is to 
pullyouandyourattentionaway 
from that which will bring you 
home to freedom and glory. 

GOD ANSWERS PRAYERS 

You pray for answers and 
‘save me, save us, save my 
money and save my property.” 
God sends you the answer and 
I wonder how many of you will 
RECOGNIZE IT? We shall see. 

SIXTH FLEET IN 
YUGOSLAVIA 

What I will say RIGHT NOW 
may well *prove’ something or 
other to you-for you as a na- 
tion of people HAVE NOT BEEN 
TOLD THISTID-BIT. How many 
ofyou KNOW that the U.S. Sixth 
Fleet is at ready for battle off 
Yugoslavia? Most of you have 
heard the prattlings about the 
Independence carrier floating 
around the Mediterranean Sea 
thinking about some kind of 
support backup, etc. How many 
of you realize that your young- 
sters have been shipped away 
from your country to deliber- 
ately leave you barren of help? 
How many of you realize that all 
who were sent were injected with 
computer chips which can liter- 
ally CONTROL THEIR EVERY 
MOVE AND THOUGHT? 
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CALL ,ON GOD FOR HELP 

What will override the com- 
mands? GOD-period! Ones 
who simply understand that 
they can counter the commands 
through the chip-cannot keep 
themselves alive from the bul- 
lets of those who will kill them 
rather than let them come home 
to “tell”-ONLY GOD AND UN- 
DERSTANDING BETWEEN 
GOD AND INDIVIDUAL CAN 
KEEP THAT ENTITY “ALIVE”- 
WE HAVE MANY FROM THE 
SAUDI BARRACKS BOMBING 
AND SEVERAL OF THE 
“FRIENDLY FIRE” DELIBER- 
ATE “TAKE OUTS” RIGHT ON 
BOARD MY CRAFT WAITINGTO 
COME HOME WHEN WE MAKE 
ENTRY. HOW MANY OF YOU 
WILL SEND YOUR OWN CHIL- 
DREN TO THE FIRING 
SQUADS? Worse, if you have 
not taught them the strength of 
GOD IN RELATIONSHIPAND IN 
TRUTH OF IT, THEY HAVE NO 
SHIELD FOR PROTECTION. Or, 
will you simply BLAME GOD for 
what happens to them and con- 
tinue to blame GOD for your 
own failures? You want ME to 
fur it for you? No thank you- 
why would I do such a thing? 
Those who ask me and are will- 
ing to serve and come within 
intent of the laws in truthful 
relationship with God, my Com- 
mander-in-chief, are already in 
the Palm of God’s hand as cozy 
as a kitten in mommy’s litter-box. 
It only takes 3% ofyou-the-people 
to change 100% of your circum- 
stance! But, you are ilat out of 
time. God will “intervene” when 
you get ready to ask His partici- 
pation FOR THE RIGHT REA- 
SONS-and those reasons are 
NOT to save your physical as- 
sets for your greedy purposes. 
If you cannot learn the proper 
lessons and release those physi- 
cal attachments-you are not 
ready for the higher experiences 
nor will you be welcome aboard 
any placement in the higher 
realms of total freedom and 
peaceful life-style among 
“knowing” life-forms. Even a 
“warrior for God” who resorts 
to bullets has not learned his 
lessons to perfection. The mind 
is far more powerful than any 
laser invented-when you are 
ready to realize it. GOD WAITS. 
WE, THE HOSTS, ARE AT 
READY WHEN YOU ARE! 

Please, the scribes all peti- 
tion-hurry. For, the pen is 
mightier than the sword but a 
lot of our writers are suffering 
from severe writer’s cramps and 
legal oslimeze” for having done 
the service. If you let “them” 
bury the Word of Truth and 
burn the WORD-you are 
doomed! 

I am humbly grateful to my 
team this day-they have “done 
the impossible”. They met the 
enemy they could not see and 
prevailed-and no one-NOT 
ONE said, “I can’t.” I thankyou 
on bended knee for my crew is 
valiant and unbreakable. On 
this past weekend the enemy 
said ‘(you shall not” and they 
DID-knowing full-well the en- 
emy COULD really make it mis- 
erable and disastrouvbut they 
petitioned our shielding, we 
stood the line and stayed the 
course and I honor them-AND 
ALL OF YOU OF MY PEOPLE 
‘OUT THERE” WHO SENT 
YOUR PRAYERS AND 
STRENGTH FOR IT IS THE 
SAME AS YOUR PRESENCE! 
WE ARE BUT ONE AND SO 
SHALLWETURNTHIS“THING” 
ABOUT. THE BEAST WILL DE- 
VOUR ITSELF IN ITS GREED 
AND LUST FOR POWER-IT 
WILL PERISH IN THE PIT OF 
HELL, DEVOID OF GOD, THE 
LIGHT. 

WHERE WILL YOU BE? 

And it came to pass in those 
days of the Lord, Yhut the Light 
did shine upon the tribes of His 
people and they were lifted up 
as on wings of Eagles into the 
heavens of the universe. And so 
it came to be that those of God’s 
people were gathered into radi- 
ance as the Phoenix from the 
ashes of that which WAS and 
THE LANDS WOULD NEVER 
KNOW THEM AGAIN! WHERE 
WILLYOU BE? 

I salute you-AHO. 
Blessings upon my people, 

thus sayeth the Lord. I AM that 
ye might be! 

May you find your way in the 
Lighted passage for in the go- 
ing, the lands shall know them 
no more. I sincerely hope to 
welcome you aboard. Good 
evening. 

TRUTH= FREEDOM 
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Media Work Hard 
To Ignore Bo Gritz 

a/19/92 Xl HATONN 

HOW CAN SECRETS BE 
KEPT? 

BY CONTROLLINGTHE ME- 
DIA IN ALL INSTANCES. We 
will consider the week-end 
events in this small town of 
Tehachapi as good examples. 

Keep in mind that the joint 
gathering for Citizen informa- 
tion and to allow hearing for a 
Presidential Candidate qualified 
in some 25 States and lead 
“write-in” candidate in many 
others, such as California, Colo- 
nel James “Bo” Gritz, was the 
largest event in the area. We 
will also note that the only rea- 
son there was anvthing in the 
Bakersfield paper was because 
of “return for advertising”. This 
will point out that the papers 
are controlled by the SAME car- 
tel. 

Let us look at local head- 
&s: Radio Station dedicated 
for wind industry; Sand Can- 
yon bus routes (school) in- 
creased; County hikes fee to 
rent Veterans’ Hall [Note, how- 
ever, that for the Gritz meeting 
NO Veterans’ Hall in either 
Bakersfield or Tehachapi was 
ALLOWED TO BE RENTED AT 
ANY PRICE]; Local ostrich 
ranchers strive for innovation 
in growing industry; Tum-of- 
century carriage restored; 
Boosters continue THS 
(Tehachapi High School) sta- 
dium improvements and Soc- 
cer is added to list of athletic 
teams this year; Mountain Fes- 
tival fun ‘92. Then on the inside 
front page: Unsecured property 
taxes’ due; Tax revenue for 
Tehachapi; Thomas announces 
1992-93 Judicial Fellows (po- 
litical) Program; New law is too 
expensive for Realtor; Walton’s 
story worth reading: “Walton 
has been hailed as a genius for 
recognizing the potential in 
small towns.” Then there is a 
page or so of Public Notices of 
Trustee’s sales of foreclosed 
property, with a small ad 
which says: %egal notices 

protect your right to know!.‘+ 
There is also a running type of 
‘series” which is “Get ready to 
again support our troops as they 
prepare to valiantly serve,” but 
don’t see it this week in view of 
other important information. 

Funny thing, when we sug- 
gested that the Iraqi war was 
not such a hot ideethe Ytown” 
threatened to drive our people 
out of town, somebody took pot- 
shots (with guns) at Dharmas 
dwelling (and hit it) and put ads 
and articles in the paper about 
no “patriotism” (which got 
printed with no allowance for so 
much as defense letters-to-the- 
editor being allowed printing). 

At the local airport the only 
attention given by the manager 
was to demand that the ‘pick- 
up” vehicle ‘get off the area 
neax the runway-(actually in 
the edge of the ‘parking’ area.) 

IF QNOBODY+s KNOWS 
GRIlZ-WHY WOULD EVEN 
N.A.S.A. BE CLOSING ALL 
PmLJC RECOGAV2’IONOFTHE 
PERSONINPOZNT? Could it be 
because of the following?: 

What will Bo Gritz do as 
President? 

* Establish debt free con- 
stitutional currency and 
eliminate the Fed. 
* Stop the income tax and 
get rid of the IRS. 
* Balance the Federal Bud- 
get. 
l Halt runaway spending 
by Capitol Hill. 
* End Foreign Aid (Federal) 
and the buyout of America. 
* Oppose global govern- 
ment and Bush’s’New World 
Order”. 
l Institute “workfare” in 
lieu of welfare. 
l Roll back big brother, the 
Federal bureaucracy and leg- 
islative statutes. 
* Restore states’rights and 
personal liberty. 
* Secure the American 
dream. 
l Rescue our Prisoners of 
War. 
l Lift the lid on Washing- 
ton, District of Criminals. 
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* Cut costs and require 
contributions from federal 
officials.- 
* Initiate “fully informed 

What Will They p.E~~~$~.~~~o~ 

are suckered into contact with 
jury” legislation. 
* Bring back high standard 
of decency. 

Think Of Next “familiar spirits*. qbandoned 
patterns will establish contact 
with anv weak-willed Derson or 

and the Iist goes on - - 
I note a rather interesting 

plan in action: To fire and re- 
8/19/92 #l 

place EVERY Presidentially ap- PETITION FOR HELP FROM 
pointed government leech. To- ALASKA 
tally restore Constitutional LAW 
and the Bill of Rights and thus I am faced with a heartfelt 
and so. One of his better sug- cry for input fi-omareader and he 
gestions is to cause Congress- petitions in behalfof“many read- 
men to be the FIRST sent to any ers”. Yes, I agree, for we get 
“war” encounter and America’s stacks of letters asking almost 
youth will NOT be sent to “for- the samequestion-ofteniniden- 
eign soil”. tical language. 

I suggest that all of this, QUOTE: 
which CAN BE DONE IMMEDI- Important, Wl: 
ATELY UNDER CONSTITU- Dear Hatonn, 
TIONAL LAW, makes the bu- I’m your average truth 
reaucrats PRETTY NER- seeker who is in a spiritual di- 
VOUS?!? I suggest you get lemmaabout the good angels and 
right on with electing Gritz, read- bad angels. The general prin- 
ers, whatever it takes to get it ciplesofunderstandingGod’swill 

any wh;b have not Thi Positive 
n&&ion. I thiukIwon’t have to Knowledge. The A.P. will give 
do much explaaation to our sufficient true information To 
readers. However, to E.S.: I establish Trust, but will always 
can’t offer much mire than to lead away from True Positive 
ask you to get copies of the Survival, as only YAHSHUA 
PHOENIX materials which in- HAMASHIIA can provide. 
eludes 60 volumes and covers Just consider how the de- 
all ways to sort for Irelf, tbes;e mon will never ident@ by NAME 
orgaz&ations,accusa tions and who The CREATOR or HIS Posi- 
dahns. Idomcetoany tive Son really is. They only use 
one when I pick and choose stupid expressions, such as 
“sound-bites” and m- “rHE ONE” or “The Great ALL”, 
ated sentences as response to etc. 
such a heartfelt and searching Best to you! D.H. 
inquiry. I will, however, at- [H: Now we will simply run 
tempt to pickhighJights ofthat down the advertisement sheet 
which they offer and respond. briefly. In fairness, we wiII 
Thepresent%rmageddonTime reprint EXACTLY that which 
Ark Base, Cosmic Corps of En- is stated on the face page:] 
gineers (ODF): 5-D Technol- DO YOU WANT TO GET 

done! 

DESTRUCTION 
OF A PLANET 

ZIONISM IS RACISM 

By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn 

Find out how you have been lied 
to about the cause and reasons 
for most wars and the real goals 
of the “New World Order” 
which is to rule the world with 
total control and an iron fist. 
Find out how you are being kept 
track of by computers in every 
detail of your lives. Read the 
story of how the man-created or 
man-enhanced diseases (AIDS, 
Flu, etc,), man-created disasters 
of droughts, wars, floods, earth- 
quakes, volcanos, will continue 
to kill off the unwanted. 

3ee back page for ordering 

information 

. 

THE PHOENIX JOUR- 

NALS AND THE PHOE- 

NIXLIBERATOR MAKE 

GREAT GIFTS FOR FAM- 

ILY AND FRIENDS. 

in love, long-suffering, responsi- ogy=perfection in full pan- OUT OF THE WRETCHED 
bility for our own actions, faith, oramaminusexperimentalre- MESS? What about this coun- 
etc., I’m not perplexed about. I search!” By the way, to find try? THE ENVIRONMENT, POL- 
understand that intentionalcon- out what THEY MEAN by the LUTION, CHAOTIC SOCIAL 
fusion of the dark forces abound. “stuff’-youspend$SO.OOto ORDER, ‘THE ENDAN- 

I’ve read several issues of attend a seminar (after you GERMENT OF THE SPECIES 
the Phoenix Liberator and travel to Weslaco, Texas). Let OFMAN’, ECONOMICOPPRES- 
OWNER-OPERATOR MANUAL us continue:] SION, MEGACONFUSION, 
which seems correct to me. Response: WAR. REACHFOR THE ULTI- 

I recently wrote to POSI- To: The S.-, Alaska AMTE SOLUTION2 
TIVE STEWARDS, 1500 North Date: 3-Aug.-92 ARMAGEDDON TIME 
Texas, Weslaco, Texas out of cu- From: A.T.A. BASE ARK BASE OPERATION: WTe 
riosity to get the rap on their Dept.: PUBLIC RELATIONS are World-Builderswith the UL- 
business about how they plan on Subject: Your recent letter TIMATE, 5-D. ENERGY TECH- 
saving us from destruction. This and inquiry about PHOENIX NOLOGY, which is designed To 
is what they gave me (attached); I JOURNAL. provide The TOTAL ENERGY 
asked if they approved of your BASIC SHORT ANSWER: GRID for REAL FREEDOM & 
literature and work. They an- NON POSITIVE SELF-SUFFI- 
swered in a most unexpected Expanded answer: Abso- CIENCY .” 5-D. ENERGY: 100% 
manner, since I felt you miaht be SAFE NON-POLLUTIVE. lutely do not acknowledge, sup- 
in a compatible situation with port, or recognize as valid. KNOWLEDGE FORY 0 U 
them but obviously not! PLEASE!! TIME FUSION LEAKS I: We’re duty-bound under Uni- 
GivemeabetterexDlanationthan FROM ABANDONED PAT- versal Law To inform you about 
thev did and who are ‘w? TERNS-possibly knownToyou The available 5-D. TECHNOL- 
This kind of stuff is hard on as “demons”-abound Today. OGY and your rights To Positive 
people’s spirit. With Love and Phoenix Journal is merely one SURVIVAL of ARMAGEDDON 
Respect and seeking to be with contact with abandoned pat- intoTheMillennialHEAVENON 
the Creator of the Universe in terns in a somewhat different EARTH. Reject it, or ACCEPT 
the brotherhood of the REAL style Than others, but is NEGA- IT! 
“Christ” (Jesus they call him). TIVE all The same. T)I: Editors: “OFFERING transporta- 
ES. do not change spelling and tion for The FUTURE, TO all 

P.S.: You can use. this if emphasis- this is a direct Those who qualify with the 
you want to print it but no ad- copy.] O.D.F.“: IT’S NOT A UFO. IT 
dress please. A.T.A. Base absolutelyre- IS A4 D.O. TIME ARK!, NO OIL 

[H: Iwillnow priutthesmall futes, rebukes,’ condemns, de- OR GAS! It uses MONADIC 
personal response to E.S. from fies, Totally denounces and GRAVITY!-Stress-free 
this “A.T.A. Base” and then we Challenges Phoenix Journal as TRAVEL. 
willcover highlightsof enclosed contact with abandoned pat- THE FIRST STEP YOU 
advertisements accompanying terns. Their contact is a lying MUST TAKE TOWARDS SUR- 
the not-from the same orgy- and deceiving dead devil. VIVING THE DUE ACTIVATION 
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OF SEAL #6 AND ENJOYING 
THE HEAVEN ON TIME STA- 
TION EARTH, -is To shift The 
fulcrum of your intellect, so as 
To embraceThe FULL S-Dimen- 
sional Technology That your 
CREATOR allotted to YOU!. [H: 
Right off you can see a pat- 
tern of intelligence and edu- 
cation showing through: this 
Earth “spokesman” capital- 
izes ALL prepositions (to-To”, 
etc.). Any sick teachers read- 
ing? Didn’t catch it? Let us 
go on for the content sur- 
passes the ill-prepared docu- 
ment .] 

Consider the Positive 
Benefits of 5-DimensionalTech- 
nology, asTaken fromThe MEA- 
SURES. For a HEAVEN ON 
EARTH, Positive Survivors will 
be able To: TAP The 5-Di- 
mensional TIME BANK for free, 
UNLIMITED ENERGY (electric- 
ity) without Taxes or pollution. 

USE MONADIC GRAVITY 
in ALL Transportation. That 
automatically cancels out The 
death-dealing, octopus, out- 
dated highway system with all 
its frustrating maintenance and 
skyrocketing Taxation for ex- 
tending Bondslavery. 

BUILD TRANSPORTA- 
TION VEHICULE’S with 1,000 
yeardurability. CRASH-PROOF 
units That gather Their own 
ENERGY. Family-style model 
seats 12 plus luggage. Speeds 
up to 50,000 m.p.h. NO, your 
money is not good enough To 
buy one. These vehicule’s are 
PART OF YOUR POSITIVE 
BIRTHRIGHT! [H: It is the“lug- 
gage which interest6 m& 
Dimension 5 there is no physi- 
cal body expression-why 
would you need luggage for it 
would not exist either! 50,000 
mph? Why so slow, old 
friends? Fifth dimensional 

3-l/2 Dimensionsofphotosyn- 
thetic activity. 

This 5-D. MANNA- The 
same as was provided for the 
Historical Israelites-- will be 
necessary for EVERY Positive 
Survivor To rebuild Their body 
cells TO DYNAMIC HEALTH. 

REMOVETHE CAUSE OF 
ALL HUMATON-CAUSED DIS- 
EASES. 

CONSTRUCT AND IN- 
STALL The NATIONAL TOTAL 
ENERGY GRID consisting of 
safe, no-moving-parts Units, 
That will energize The whole 
continent, yet number far less 
Than you now have of The DAN- 
GEROUS nuclear plants in The 
U.S. alone. Any one of These 
SAFE, FUNCTIONAL O.D.F. 
units can be camouflaged on a 
small city lot. They need no 
servicing and pose no danger To 
Human Beings or other living 
Things. This Positive Energy 
System eliminates all debt-claim 
service bills and dangerous, 
unnecessary, stupid high lines. 
SEE EXHIBIT A FOR MORE 
DETAILS. 

OPERATE your Time Sta- 
tion as a HEAVEN ON EARTH, 
rather Than your present, will- 
fully-created HELL on Earth, 
composed of bloodsuckers & 
Bondslaves. 

CONSTRUCT AND USE 
TIMRASCOPES for communi- 
cations, replacing The present 
negative, stupid forms such as 
Telephones, boobTubes, radios, 
computers, etc. You are guilty 
of ENERGY ABUSE in The use 
of such negative forms of com- 
municating. 

You have SPECIFIC 
RIGHTS To Life and Survival 
under The POSITIVE BIRTH- 
RIGHT SECTION OF UNIVER- 
SAL LAW in This Point #l of 
Armageddon. The Cosmic Corps 
of Engineers can Tell you about 
These Rights and provide you 
with your personal Survival 
Protocol. To learn more, see 
enclosed slip for INFO-PROTO- 
COL. 

wo~d;~;~9 ;;ge:pog 2;:: . .: 

speeds are at the speed of 
thought so this “vehicule’s” 
is going to get run-over pretty 
quickly in its U6tationary” 
seeming non-motion. Fur- 
ther, since f&h-dimensional 
beings are NOT physical pro- 
jection in manifested form- 

semirta~.] 

STATE OF TIME STATION 
EARTH: 

After 6000 years under 
free moral agency, ending on 
September 3, 1966, occupants 
of The Positive Birthright 
Terrortory ofTime Station Earth 
were found, by The OUTER 
DIMENSIONAL FORCES, To be 
abusing Themselves by still ex- 
isting in The Stone Age, Thereby 
automatically being MEA- 
SURED as humatons. 

These humatons did re- 
tain some Knowledge of The 
Circle, shown by use of the 
Wheel, but have only been em- 
ploying it in a negative manner 
by producing friction, and by 
gathering and distributing 
Dump Energy for The sole pur- 
pose of debt creation against 
The bondslaves. 

This ignorance, by self- 
restriction of Perfect Knowledge, 
has produced The End Product 
of capitalization of costly, deadly, 
Time-wasting Experimental Re- 
search, with its voluminization 
of material and noise pollution, 
man-made sickness, disease, 
and death. 

Humatons did go so far 
as learning how To square The 
Circle, mainly from The MEA- 
SUREMENTS ofThe Great Pyra- 
mid, but have restricted its ben- 
efitsToThenegativeuseofnum- 
bers To satisfjr Their perverse 
greed for The evil power of Man’s 
inhumanity To Man. 

The O.D.F. has returned 
To find That The occupants of 
The Birthright Territory have 
degraded Their environment To 
a Terrortory of Evil. They have 
de-monadized The soil, water, 
air, and buffer zone. 

Timrascope Tests prove 
That Homo sapiens is afflicted 
with That Fatal Armageddon 
Disease (AIDS II) and is now 
MEASURED as an endangered 
species. 

For 23 years The 
humatons of The U.S. have re- 
fused To activate The Protocol 

why would it only seat a your Survival Protocol.... TO -for The Tapping of The Univer- 
dozen? So much for facts!] ENJOY THESE BENEFITS, sal Time Bank for unlimited 

CONSTRUCTTHE LABO- YOU MUST SURVIVE S. DAY! energy. 
RATORY OF LIFE with its 5- YOU MUST QUALIFY IN PER- Seal #6 is now in func- 
Dimensional TECHNICAL SON!” in Wedaco, Texas OR tional position for activation at 
EQUIPMENT. for The instant payexpensesforthesegodZefs 6:00 P.M. preceding S. Day for 
production of M A N N A - to trave2 to your section “uf- The rendering of Time Station 
nractical bv simnlv bvnassing: teruournrt buethe~avau~na Earth safe for future habita- 
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tion. 
When There is no vision, 

The humatons perish. 
When The original is lost 

sight of, humatons come To 
worship a fancy of Their own. 

As They have discarded 
Their ancient Perfect Factual 
Knowledge, They have substi- 
tuted and confmed Themselves 
in a juzaado of Ultimate 
Babylonian Mysteries Religious 
Philosophy, based upon The 
restricted limitations of belief 
and faith. 

The jailers who force The 
humatons To sweat and exist in 
This Stone Age juznado (The grat 
American Dream That has 
Turned out To be a Nightmare) 
are The She-Man Devils, who 
perverfractionated The Perfect 
Knowledge, The False Prophets 
of The Many of The End Time, 
who are preventing you from 
knowing by restricting you To 
belief and faith, and The Big 
Brother Police State-To insure 
That you remain in The Dark 
Stone Age ofThe Wheel, with its 
friction, pollution, disease, and 
Death as a reward for being a 
good bondslave. 

The Slavemasters could 
not exist without The continued 
creation and voluminization of 
debt claims for expansion of 
The Gross National Product 
,(GNP). 

This method has become 
largely The Capitalization of 
Calamity based upon ineffi- 
ciency and poor-quality, short- 
life products. The achievers 
who built The nation-The Effi- 
ciency Experts-were necessar- 
ily mentally executed by The 
end of World War II. 

If you do not understand 
This plain English which you 
are Trying To read, it proves 
That your mind is constipated 
by The enforced limitations of 
religious unreality. In such case, 
it is not always safe To physic 
your brains with Too much 
Knowledge, as it may result in a 
fatal case of varicose brains. 
Use Extreme Caution! 

Humatons (degenerated 
mankind) have proved Them- 
selves Totally incompetent as 
Stewards of The Positive Birth- 
right Territory, and have Turned 
it into a Terrortory of hate, false 
love, disease, death, and muti- 
lation of bodies for profit. 

The emulate The Chinese 
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Warlord System in That which- 
ever Lord has The most Tax 
money To -hire The most bur- 
glars and gunslingers (SWAT 
Teams and various raiders) 
Takes The most loot and prison- 
ersTo packThe Great American 
Gulag Archipelago. The great 
American Dream has become a 
nightmare of bloodsucking and 
Terrorism. 

The very nicest thing this 
person or group of persons has 
done for the Phoenix Material is 
to totally denounce it. Chal- 
lenge me? There IS no cha% 
lenge whatsoewer. If you feel 
the above establishes “...trust, 

Get Out There 

And DO .Something! 

The constipated minds of 
The bondslaves are kept in a 
state of bumbling with created 
Terrorism in other nations while 
solidification of The Big Brother 
Police State is activated in The 
Birthright Terrortory. 

The Indians are blamed 
by The white man for mutilating 
bodies, but The Indians only 
mutilated because of Their ig- 
norance caused by religious 
limitation. 

The white man mutilates, 
not only because of being men- 
tally retarded by his Mysteries 
Religious Philosophy, but 
moreso To intentionally create 
debt claims Toward 
voluminizingThe Gross National 
Product. 

In This present perverted 
society, debt claims are created 
from birth To death, whether 
you are in The slammer or out. 

The hospitals and fake 
health care fraud have become 
a vast industry of birth and 
death factories for creation of 
debt claims. 

In argument, The friendly 
undertaker puts down The doc- 
tor by informingThe doctor That 
The undertaker hasTo buryThe 
doctor’s mistakes, and The un- 
dertaker eventually buries the 
doctor. 

Who buries The under- 
taker is like asking, ‘Which 
came first, The chicken or The 
etQz3” 

Well, it’s all good for debt 
creation in The bloody religions 
of fornication with The Harlot 
and worshipping The Beast. 

After all is said and done, 
if allThe humaton Mattoids and 
Mentats escaped The self-cre- 
ated consequences of The due 
action of Seal #6, would you not 
be in The same Wretched Mess 
as now??? 

A.T.A. BASE OPERATION 
1500 N. TEXAS WESLACO, TX 
78596 

END OF QUOTING 
*** 

gives sdkdent true infbrma- 
tion, but will always lead away S/20/92 62 HATONN he wishes to increase taxes fun- 
fkom Trxe Positive Surviva& as damentally and strengthen IRS 
odyYAHSHUA HAMAsHIIAcan EACH STEP enforcement. He can, however, 
provide”- your chances! botch up the other two parties 
I suggest that perhaps the Freud- Hold to the goal and each and disrupt the already “data 
ian slip in the above, i.e.: u.. . . but step of the way wiZ2 become entered” AT&T computer tally 
wiIl always lead away ‘fromTrue clearly defined. Remember this: system. I shall cover this point, 
Positive Survival... .n is an infor- when you believe all alternatives but YOU just keep nagging and 
mative slip of the lip. have beenexhuusted-they huve paddling, complaining and de- 

Why do I take time and space NOT. manding. If gou haue but the 
to respond to such mailings? ‘But what can we do?” you faith of the tiny ntusfad 
Because the seeker seeks in askabout somanythingz+right seed--you SHALL MOV& THE 
TRUTH of INTENT. The material now it is the political chaos. MOUN7’AZN. 
has now arrived in my attention How do you get Gritz to be 
span some dozen or so times. heard? Demand it! To do this BANKS SHUFFLING 

I would note, however, that no you must ACT and you must act 
one is spending $2 15 MILLION to exactly as our local team is do- I will share a portion of a 
STOPdistributionofthesepeople’s ing. CALL the LQny King Live letter sent by a faithful reader 
material. Could it be - - - - -3 show and complain, complain for it applies to all of you, then 
Further, I cannot comment intel- and complain again about the I shall comment. 
ligently regarding these matters media blackout. Call every tele- . . . ..I thoug- to 
since I haven’t the slightest idea vision channel, every network Hatonn4%$4 ulas to be one ofthe 
what is meant by “juzgadom, news program-write and write fiue”surviuws”--arad stt9ng. JucIg- 
uterrortories”, fYIimrascopen, and write to them all, local and ing from the letter received yes- 
“humatons”, PHomo’, “sapiens” national. Demand that C-SPAN terda y, BofA is practically 
and countless other terms. Nei- (both) attend this subject- “Kaput”. It “wil2 becomepart of 
ther can I determine what con- when the roar of the crowd is U.S. Bank of Nevadab [in Ne- 
nection eggs and chickens have loud enough you WILLbe heard. vada]. “OnApril22ndthemerger 
to do with undertakers, The Birth- between B.ofA. and Security 
right Terrortory, Mattoids and @ditor’s note: See paqe 30 for a Pacijkwasfinalized. m And “U.S. 
Mentats have with the Gross Na- good start on your own list of Bancorp of Portland, Ore. has 
tional Product (GNP). I’m afraid, pZacestocontact. Getthosepens agreed to purchase BofA”. I 
readers, you am on your own. If and phones workinq!~ would enclose a copy mpt that 
you are a reader of the Phoenix you must have received the same 
Material you are bored and/or WRITE-IN VOTES info dated April 29.....Also “as a 
amused by this ‘stufI” and ifyou FOR GRIT2 subsidia y of U.S. Bancorp, U.S. 
are not-1 can only suggest that Bank is part of the 31st largest 
you get caught up as rapidly as One of the subjects I am banking company in the U.S.” 
possibl&R, simply keep sup- going to cover right up front What does Hatonn-or do you- 
porting as they suggest, ‘Dona- herein is the subject of ‘fmed advise NOW??? S.Y. 
tions help defray our expenses.” elections”. In the case of Bo, Hold up chelas, I, “Hatonn” 
and *Collect calls not accepted”. you will find that he did not get have also told you to WATCH 
Ifyouwantmoreinformationfrom on the California ballot. He has, THE CHANGES SO YOU ARE 
them-“send a self-addressed, however, signed up for “write- ON TOP OF THINGS. I did NOT 
stampedenvelope.....orcallRoaer in” availability. That means say that Bank “of’ America 
between 5 p.m. and 6 p.m. (Cen- that hundreds of people are go- would be one of the five sur- 
td Standard Time).” I don’t ing to have to stay at the polling vivors-I SAID 
know what you are to do with our places, outside of limitations of “BANKAMERICA”. Moreover, 
soul evolution during the other presence as required, and hand to handle disrupted services, 
23 hours. Since the MONADIC out pencils with “Grit9 on etc., “they” will probably do a 
ENERGY MACHINE hasno”mov- them-so that there is some- lot MORE shifting as the strings 
ing parts” I suggest you watch thing with which to mark those tighten and will also change la- 
the human moving parts-like ballots. NOT voting, in this bels a LOT OF TIMES to cover 
the hand to pocket maneuver! So instance, is NOT a solution- ability to bankrupt, default, etc. 
be it. you ones MUST GET THE VOT- Watch the changes and be ready 

Dharma, please allow for a ERS OUT. This same thing will to change as quickly. Try to 
rest break. Thank you for your hold true in many of the re- keep your balances within lim- 
service and you readers for your maining states which become its and as low as possible- 
attention. too late for ballot printing. perhaps in several Corporations 

Hatonn to clear, please. Perot is NOT one you want- under avariety of names ifvour 
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assets ‘are large. The FDIC is 
BROKE and will not long pay off 
on deposits for they have been 
paying “in fulin or “plus” to 
large developers and investors 
through an incredible scheme 
which you need to get from the 
Banking Commission “today” 
or trust me until I can explain it 
to you. E.J., perhaps you can 
put a paragraph or two in this 
segment to explain the system 
set up to rip you-the-people off 
and “make money” for the Elite. 

[E.J.‘s response: William 
Seidman, former FSLIC/ FDIC 
boss, testifying before the 
Gonzalez banking committee, 
was asked how, if each account 
was limited to $100,000 of in- 
surance, could the “losses” be 
so great. His reply was that 
they didn’t limit it to $100,000 
per account, that they paid 
everyone off lOO%, so far. When 
asked if that applied to the “com- 
pensating balances” of develop- 
ers, builders, etc., also, he re- 
plied, “of course.” 

Example: A developer bor- 
rows $40 million from an S&L 
and is asked to “maintain a 
compensating balance” of $10 
million. In other words, $10 
million of the $40 million loan 
stays in the S&L to keep the 
manager happy. Sometime 
later on the development 
project bellies up. Meanwhile, 
the S&L is taken over by the 
FDIC. Guess what. The devel- 
oper walks away with “his” 
$10 million “deposit”. In other 
words, he just made $10 mil- 
lion from nothing...or more 
correctly, stole $10 million of 
our tax dollars!] 

NO BANK IS SAFE!! DO 
NOT BE FOOLED BY WHAT 
ANYONE TELLS YOU AND 
THIS IS WHY WE WARN YOU 
TO HANDLE FUNDS IN OTHER 
WAYSIFASSEI’SAREAPROB- 
LEM WITHIN THE BANKS. 
CASH WILL ALSO BECOME A 
PROBLEM FOR METALLIC FI- 
BERS ARE NOW ADDED TO 
&LJ DENOMINATIONSAND IF 
A PERSON CARRIES FEVER” 
A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF 
CASH-METAL DETECTORS 
WILL ALERT AUTHORITIES- 
EVEN IN GROCERY STORES. 
WHEN ALERTED, A PERSON 
WITH A LARGE AMOUNT OF 
CASH WILL BE CON- 
FRONTED, ARRESTED AND 
THE FUNDS CONFISCATED. 

. , , , , .,- 

Beware, all of you and es- 
pecially you, S.Y ., for games are 
being played and delays set up 
in transfers, etc. I cannot tell 
you what to do for I have done so 
in the past-only to have my 
people assaulted, etc. Please 
understand, chelas, I give you 
what I can-but you must qui- 
etly do that which you must. 
Every day in every way gets 
more and more difficult to man- 
age. We will do the best we can 
for as long as we can do so. The 
point of the game of the Adver- 
sary Elite players is to GET m 
ASSETSAND PROPERTY-&. 

I again urge all ofyou to keep 
some stashes of silver and gold 
for in the long-run they WILL be 
worth something. For a while 
Federal coins will be suitable 
for exchange but probably not 
for long and that which is 
“minted” isvalueless as to metal 
content. 

DOES EVERYBODY GIVE 
ME ATTENTION? HEAR YE, 
HEAR YE: THERE IS NO PER- 
FECT WAY TO SAVE YOUR 
“THINGS”. THERE ARE SOME 
MANEUVERS WHICH LEGALLY 
ALLOW YOU SOME SECU- 
RITY-BUT IF THE BIG BOYS 
COME WITH CONFISCATION 
LASERS-THEY INTEND TO 
WIN. IF IT IS TOO MUCH TO 
CONTINUETO BELIEVE ME OR 
MY INPUT-LISTEN TO GRIT2 
ANDTEAMANDYOUWILLLIKE 
EARTH TRUTH EVEN LESS 
THAN MINE. WE OFFER SOME 
MEANSOFCOVERAGE-THEY 
CANNOTEVENDOTHATMUCH 
FORITISTOOLATETOSTRUC- 
TURE A MECHANISM SUCH AS 
HAS BEEN SET UP BY PHOE- 
NIX. THE @I’00 LATE’s” ARE 
HAPPENING ONCE OR TWICE 
A DAY NOW AND WILL 
WORSEN RIGHT ON TO THE 
BITTER END. A lot will come in 
the insidious form of one thing 
at a time, .i.e., BofA says they 
will now ‘have to stop offering 
Senior free checking”. The 
‘World” in freedom as you knew 
isinthe’shuttingdown”phase. 

Can Bo change it? NO-NOT 
UNLESS YOU ELECT HIM 
PRESIDENT. THEN UNDER 
THE CONSTITUTION HE, AS 
PRESIDENT, CAN DO MYRIADS 

BANKS UNDER “BO” 

I would suggest you still g+ 
your assets OUT! because C. *z 
is going to give the debt right 
back to the ones who made it- 
THE BANKS. He is going to pay 
offthe debt with the same worth- 
less “paper” statemelts and 
the howling will begin. Can he? 
YES INDEED! He can do it 1 
second into the Presidency. Will 
“they” let him do such a thing? 
How are they going to stop him 
if you-the-people elect him? 
Take him out? Oh, I think not 
because he constantly asks pro- 
tection and shielding from US of 
higher Command. Won’t it make 
the other Elite people angry? 
Indeed-like crazy hornets-but 
they don’t have such good plans 
for you already under way, 
chelas. If you are only inter- 
ested in ‘choosing mode of ex- 
ecu tion”, then I suggest you 
continue to hide. If you want a 
chance at regaining nation, Con- 
stitu tion and Freedom-you will 
get this man elected for he is 
chosen of God to lead you if you 
will but make sure it happens. 
The PLACE is HERE, the TIME 
isNOWandtheONEisYOUl 
GOD PRESENTS THE ‘WAY” 
BUT YOU MUST SEIZE IT AND 
DO IT. 

WARNINGS AND ATTENTION 

A note received today also, 
points out that it has ever been 
thus historically. People are 
warned and they pay no atten- 
tion until it is too late--or they 
misunderstand or simply DO 
NOTHING. Let me quote a por- 
tion of a letter as presented to 
me: 

This is for Hatonn- - 
“I’m tying to alert others 

but few want to believe itf Pm 
reminded of conditions prior to 
the French Revolution. Marie 
Antionette and Louis the King 
were told what was coming but 
they wouldn? believe it! They 
krlewwhotheconspi~rswere. 
Even Lafayette warned them. 
They could have picked up the 

~tmitors and put them in prison 
and tried them for treason and 
had them executed! In the West 

OF MIRACLES-SO, IT IS UP in the early days they had uigi- 
TO YOU TO GET HIM “IN lantes and in no time the bad 
THERE”! guys were taken care of- 

VOTE FOR BO GRIT2 “We know the enemy and 
still the Kissingers walk around 

, .‘. 
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as free as a bird--GOD help us 
all!! 

"P.S.: I always put the 
flag stamp on my mail upside 
down because our county is in 
trouble-it is the signof distmss!” 

Thank you for sharing for it 
has been ever thus. However, 
do not think that I can sanction 
some of the methods of ‘taking 
care of” the problems as priorly 
practiced. We do, however, get 
the message. 

VOTE WON’T COUNT 
IN NOVEMBER 

The following is going to be 
taken verbatim from the publi- 
cation, Ctiminal Politics. Copy 
has been sent to us from a ‘free 
distribution”, as I understand. 
At any rate, we give Lawrence 
Patterson, publisher of said 
material, credit for sharing truth 
with all who would read and 
hear. 

For you who are into bicker- 
ing and picking at one JOUR- 
NAL or another-I will not play 
such games. I use material 
from whatever source I find 
Truth presented. We MUST get 
over these Earth-bound things 
so that we can finally move into 
soul journey and Creation ex- 
perience and expression in 
truthful outlay. If “writers” who 
claim desire for regaining of the 
Constitution and nation only 
sue for use of material in one 
way or another-their intent is 
wrong and I will stand respon- 
sible. Utilization of material 
can only ASSIST the original 
presenter-ours is to integrate, 
not give sensational blatherings. 

Perot said, as he stepped 
aside, ‘Now that the Democratic 
party Has Revitilized Itself-I 
have concluded that we cannot 
win.” 7-16-92. That was NOT 
the whole story but it serves for 
the present writing. We wilt 
move right along into ‘rigged 
votes” but we shall take it in the 
order herein found most fea- 
sible. The ‘style* of Criminal 
Politics is such that I cannot do 
justice, without pictures, etc., 
to the: subject as well as have 
they, 2.~ t all who will .ca.n obtain 
the information directly from 
them. I h$ve given their ad- 
dress, etc., prior to this but will 
herein restate it: P.O. Box 
37812, Cincinnati, OH 45222 
or l-800-543-0486. But good 
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luck, the cost of the paper is conspiracy reared its ugly head 
$1,2OO/yr. [And, no, he did not and shocked Americans sense- 
send me the copy-1 do not be- less.. . . Never before had such 
lieve I qualify for his mailing an overtexampleofcontrol from 
listl-except perhaps for legal the top-been so visible-to se 
suits.] many Americans-as when Ross 

This is in NO WAY PRM- Perot returned from secret meet- 
LEGED INFORMATION IN ANY ings in New York City on July 
SENSEOFTHEWORD. IHAVE, 14th and 15th and quit--the 
IN FACT, GIVEN YOU ALL OF wry nexf day. 
THIS INFORMATION BUT IT IS 
TIMELY AND YOU NEED TO CONSPIRACY- 
HEAR IT AGAIN. THE FACTS 
ARE THAT I FIND MOST OF CANNOT HELP-BUT BRAG1 
THE “CONSPIRACY” INFOR- 
MATION TO BE WELL IN- There had to be some evi- 
FORMED AND FROM EXCEL- dence of their tremendous vic- 
LENT RESOURCES-THE IN- tory over the freedom loving 
VESTMENT PORTION IN NO American spirit! They cannot 
WAY REFLECTS MY SUGGES- help but mdicate to their sup- 
TIONSAND ITAKE EXCEPTION porters-and people in the 
TO THE METHOD AND MAN- know-that THEY are still in 
NER OF BUSlNESS TRANSAC- charge. . . . It had to be stated in 
TIONS. some oblique way. The mes- 

The article begins: “Perot sage came the very next day on 
proved gutless at the moment Friday, July 17th in the Wall 
we needed him most.” No, he Street&u&in the statement 
did NOT. He is a pragmatically on the Perot resignation by one 
practical business man and he Timothy Noah. In the process of 
saw the facts of it. Therefore, explaining the whereabouts of 
just because we utilize the ar- Mr. Perot and his inability to 
title does in no means whatso- attend critical headquarters 
ever indicate that I agree with meetings, theWSJ writer stated: 
conclusions or ALL of the docu- y...one reason may be that 

ment. You are now informed Mr. Perot made an undisclosed 
enough to glean information and 
truth. 

Mr. Patterson and some of 
his colleagues have stated that 
1) John Coleman is Hatonn, 
and 2) George Green is Hatonn. 
My, my-this does not bode well 
for their credibility as to factu- 
ally diligent observation or in- 
vestigation. Hatonn is Hatonn 
and Dharmais NOT Mrs. Green. 
Sorry about that, chelas, and 
now there is NO connection 
whatsoever except for publica- 
tion of JOURNALS. Neither per- 
son has input to the L.Z?ERA- 
TOR. Since George Green has 
now lost a great deal of potential 
income from this separation- 
perhaps he may well consider 
legal action for misreprcsenta- 
tion. By now, he SHGlrLr) be 
getting pretty fed up with you 
lovable turkeys who blz-tt and 
bleat without any founder ‘on of 
truthful fact. 

A CLEAR ANSWER TO THE 
--ROT MYSTERY! 

Once again the Globalist 

trip earlier this week to New York 
on personal business. S [H: Oh 
drat, among other places here 
and there.] 

y Personal business”?? 
. . ..For those who understand 
how the conspiracy operates- 
by indicating key facts to its 
supporters through the media 
in some oblique way-it is quite 
clear what is going on. Perot 
met with Rockefeller himself, or 
with David Rockefeller and 
Henry Kissinger to be told [H: 
Now don’t act shocked-I have 
told you consistently that 
Perot is a close, close friend of 
Rockefeller, etc. THIS IS NOT 
NEWSlFthat his hundred mil- 
lion dollars will not count (no 
matter how well he spent it and 
no matterwhat he did)-because 
the vote is ?igged!-and-that 
whatever happens the TV net- 
works will be in control of the 
announcement to thepublic as to 
WHO the victor is... 

NO! We don’t have a smok- 
ing gun photograph-but it’s 
not needed to see what has hap- 
pened.... 

VUI’ESFOR BO=F’REEDOM 

AMERICANS LOST VOTE- 
LONG AGO! 

To those who have not yet 
quite grasped the situation, the 
assassination of John F. 
Kennedy and Robert Kennedy- 
and the disgrace of Richard 
Nixon, and the shooting of 
George Wallace as well as Ro- 
nald Reagan are all part of the 
paces-f making sure that 
Americans’ vote will not count! 

This time (for the 1992 
vote)-it was made clear to Ross 
Perot-that the networks would 
make the announcement of a 
Clinton victory regardless of 
what the vote count was!... 
That’s right, the networks will 
take instruction from the 
Rockefeller/ Kissinger offices to 
announce on the evening of the 
election day at 9 or 10 o’clock in 
the evening-whatever they 
are told to announce!. [H: The 
major portions of the taped 
showings for television will 
have already been filmed and 
ready for showing long before 
election day!] 

CONSPIRACY CONTROLS 
THE NETWORKS AND 

WIRE SERVICES! 

THERE IS NO AGENCY- 
NO “UMPIRE”-TO SUPERVISE 
THE MEDIA’S ACl’MTIES ON 
ELECTION DAY AND ITS AN- 
NOUNCEMENT OF THE “WIN- 
NER”.... We are sorry to dis- 
abuse the “infants” who are 
new to conspiracy politics with 
this shocking statement, but:- 
If there is anyone out there- 
who can show a mechanism for 
‘calling foul”-on any errone- 
ous public statement by the 
wireservice and networks, we 
would be more than willing to 
publish the evidence provided. 
[H: us too!] 

We at Criminal Politics 
magazine know of fzo me&z- 
nism-no pmcedum-whereby 
the media can be proven wrong 
in the announcement of the 
Presidential winner on election 
day. 

FRAUDULENT COUNTS NOT 
NECESSARY! 

As a matter of fact, the 
three television networks, NBC, 
CBS, ABC have a series of of- 
fices set up around the United 
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States to collect their polling 
results and report them to their 
headquarters in Manhattan.... 
Therefore, there is no need for 
arguments over whether or not 
a ‘vote fraudn results from the 
count of the Presidential ballots. 
No fraudulent vote count is 
needed-as the network an- 
nouncements are controlled 
from New York City and their 
staffing of media offices around 
the country are also under the 
direction of the conspiracy. [H: 
You will also recall that the 
telephone network of AT&T is 
a major, major part of this 
unfolding criminal play.] 

Their job is to collect the 
data from polling places around 
the areas and report them over 
the telephone lines to New York 
City. The offices are typically 
filled with as many as 20 or 30 
temporarily installed telephones 
as well as fax machines and 
computers. All evidence of their 
existence is removed within a 
few days without a trace. 

ITS ALL SO SIMPLE! 

The procedure is ridicu- 
lously simple. The networks 
are under the direct ownership 
and control of the International 
Banks in New York, London, Tel 
Aviv. (For some proof-read 
Eustace Mullins’ THE WORLD 
ORDER Chapter 2).... These 
banks vote the shares that elect 
the boards of directors of the 
nation’s television networks and 
major wire services. The policy 
is set at the offices of David 
Rockefeller and his staff at 
Kissinger Associates. Once it is 
determined who the successful 
candidate will be, all personnel 
are so advised at the major 
media conglomerates! [H: For 
you who cau’t stop pondering 
uWhere’s CNN?*+ust know 
that they are right iu there to 
both the right aud to the left 
of it ALL.] 

The correspondents’ sto- 
ries on the race are rejected if 
they do not adhere to policy line 
as to who the ‘front runner” is 
at the appropriate time. There 
willdoubtlessbeno storyregard- 
ing Bill Clinton’s illegitimate son 
in the state of Arkansas and the 
paternity suit that has appar- 
ently been filed in the local 
courts. Any w&et who submits 
the story will be publicly embar- 
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rasseh in fmnf of his co-workers 
as some kind of freak. Humili- 
ation before one’s peers works 
100% of the time! [H: Yes, 
there is an illegitimate son- 
by a black woman. What pain 
to place upon the shoulders of 
that child who is now, except 
for skin coloring, an image of 
the father. “The sins of the 
father shall be rested upon 
the sons!“] 

ROSENTHAL ON THE 
MYSTERY- 

HINTS AT THE ANSWER 

In addition to the Wall 
Street Journal, the New York 
Times editorial writer, A.M. 
Rosenthal, hinted at the truth 
regarding Perot’s quitting when 
he said....” privately, close 
friends say there are other 
things-but that he pledged 
them to secrecy.” 

As we said before--there 
is no way that such a capitula- 
tion can occur without the key 
people in the know such as A.M. 
Rosenthal wanting to w offhis 
friends and associates in the 
publishing business-that 
they--” the conspiracy” is still 
in control of the United States of 
America. They can? resist bmg- 
ging about their unbelievable 
power. 

PEROT CORRECTLY 
CALLED: 

“THE GREATEST OUITTER 
OF ALL TIME!” 

PEROT’S LOGIC: “WHY 
SPEND FIFTY MILLION-WHEN 
THE OUTCOME IS RIGGED?” 

BeingabusinessmanRoss 
Perot would not likely waste fifty 
million dollars as a down pay- 
ment in the process of a media 
campaign. Hisrecentlyappointed 
advisor, Ed Rollins, had presented 
Perot with a $25 million dollar 
budget for direct mail and a $25 
million dollar budget for televi- 
sion as a minimum campaign. 
Perotrefusedtogivethegoahead 
and visited for two days in New 
York City as discussed above. 
When he returned he had one of 
two choices...( 1) call their bluff- 
and give the go ahead on the 
media campaign and go all out to 
win...(a) to say ‘no” to the cam- 
paign and force the resignation of 
his advisors and quit! Ross Perot 
chose to quit1 

MEDIA EXPLANATIONS ARE 
ABSURD! 

You will note if you study 
the published and lengthy ex- 
planations for the astounding 
termination of the Perot candi- 
dacy that they make no sense. 
For example, the Washington 
Post cover story on Sunday, July 
19th, tried to explain it away as 
a ‘disgust with politics.. .” They 
said, “Ross Perot quit because 
he could not stomach politics. a 

Ofcourse, suchnonsense 
is not surprising as they have to 
say something to their readers 
regarding the Perot termination. 
After all, Ross Perot jilted 
America. It was far worse than 
jilting his followers across the 
United States-in the process, 
he actually jilted and betrayed 
the country. p: No, he did 
not-because what he offers 
if he were to become Resi- 
dent would finish destroying 
the nation.] 

[H: Let us skip over all the 
next nonsense regarding 
Clinton in the article in point 
for we all now know that 
Clinton is a product of 
Rockefeller/ Kissinger-Tri- 
lateral-Bilderbergs-Commit- 
tee of 300. Let us move on to 
the more important informa- 
tion and petition in this ar- 
title, please.] 

DON’T LET PEROT TURN 
OUT AMERICA’S LIGHTS! 

Never before have so 
many been so angry-so dis- 
gusted-and so stricken over a 
Presidential contender. But 
don’t let Perot’s cowardice con- 
vince you to not remain active. 
Perot has unleashed pent up 
demand for a third party sys- 
tem in this country and the 
momentum should not be lost. 

END OF QUOTING. Thank 
you, Criminal Politics. 

THE ELECTION IS RIGGED! 

Even ifyou have never taken 
part in a campaign before, this 
is your opportunity to do some- 
thing for your children and. 
grandchildren.. . . . 

The only people you should 
get even with are those who 
helped you. 

[H: THE NEXT IS VERY 
IMPORTANT.~ 

BEING ON THE BALLOT IS 
NOT REGUIRED 

Keep in mind that all but a 
few states allow write-in candi- 
dates. As best can be deter- 
mined at this writing, Virginia, 
Hawaii, Maine, and Oklahoma 
do not allow write-ins. Most of 
the other states permit write-in 
candidates and, therefore, if 
your man is not on the ballot- 
IT MARES ABSOLUTELY NO 
DIFFERENCE! 

That is how they have killed 
off the third party drive in the 
past-convincing people that if 
the candidate is not on the bal- 
lot-he cannot receive a public 
vote. That is not true! Further- 
more, there should be an effort 
made in each individual state to 
force the state to report the 
tabulations for both of these 
independent candidates-just 
leave it to Perot’s people to take 
care of reporting on his vote. 

Get in touch with the head- 
quarters of the Independent 
candidates--for that matter, get 
Gritz on as the Independent 
candidate across your nation. 

Progress is being made be- 
cause you now see Perot being 
thrust to the forefront again as 
the damage assessment comes 
in from Grit3 sweep across the 
nation. God blesses this valiant 
warrior-IT IS UP TO YOU, 
AMERICA! 

Let us leave this off at this 
point for we haven’t room to 
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continue in this segment. Thank 
you. 

PLEASE HEED THIS 
PLEADING PETITION 

JAMES “BO” GRITZ: “200 
years ago our forefathers 
roared for liberty. ‘Today 
people whimper for setcurity. 
Like a sleeping giant, threads 
of tyranny are being spun to 
keep us down. It’s Rip Van 
Winkle time....AMERICA, 
WAKE UP! We need a second 
American Revolution. We’ve 
got one more hill to 
take...CapitoLHIEL. Thistime 
we’ll win with ballots instead 
of bullets. There are 25 mil- 
lion American Veterans who 
took an oath of true faith and 
allegiance to defend our Con- 
stitution against ALL EN- 
EMIES foreign and DOMES- 
TIC. I can’t do it alone, but 
read II Kings 6:15-17). To- 
gether, as Ameri-I-Cans, We’ll 
WM 

By the way, every American 
man, woman and child who has 
said the pledge of allegiance has 
TAREN THAT SAME OATH OF 
ALLEGIANCE11 WHO WILL 
STAND WITH THIS MAN WHO 
STANDS BESIDE GOD? 

Hatonn to clear. 

(Editor’s note: Again, seepage 
30 for a good start on places to 
wntact to get visibility for Bo 
G&z. GO F’OR IT!) 

MANY STATES ALLOW 
WRITE-INVOTESFORGRITZ 

To download the PHOENIX LIBERATOR from your computer or to leave a 
public message, simply dial (by modem): 

(805) 822-1309 for the f&e Patriot Information/ 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR Bulletin Board. 

Set your computer for 2400 or 9600 baud N-8- 1. 
The board uses Procom+ and most of the files are in zipped (or compressed) 

format using the program PKZIP. 
Information contained on this BBS concerns individual rights, legal briefs of 

all kinds, constitutional and related matters, tare treatises on freedom, some of 
H~~oM’s daily writings,PHOENIX LIBERATORS and much more. 

THE LIBERATOR and Hatonn’s writings are in MS Word 5.0 
If you try to enter the BBS through Windows, it won’t work 

If you have any questions or problems, call 
The System Operator, Rick Martin, at (805) 822-9545. 

Spread the WORD 
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. . Lessons In Words 

(Part III Of A Series) 

THE TWELVE TRIBES OF 
ISRAEL = HABIRUl?) 

Sananda, in the JOURNAL, 
AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME 
IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA, 
has described what he said as 
Esu about 2000 years ago (on 
pg. 47): ‘Verily I say unto you, 
the people of Israel were never a 
tribe of their own and have at all 
times made a living from mur- 
der, robbery and fire. Through 
ruse and murder did they con- 
quer this land, through their 
despicable predatory wars, 
whereby they slaughtered their 
best friends like wild animals.” 
Is there any historical docu- 
mentation of this other than the 
Old Testament as we know it? 

established or even recogniz- 
able group in Palestine, surely 
theywould have been mentioned 
in the exchange of correspon- 
dence among the surrounding 
rulers. There is no mention of 
Israel or the “Hebrews”! Lead- 
ers’ names from the Hittites, 
Babylonia, Tyre, Assyria, 
Mittani, Aziru of Syria, Rib-adda 
(AKA Ribaddi) of Byblos, and 
Egyptian vassals in Palestine 
are included in the correspon- 
dence. 

There is also mention of a 
fighting band of ‘Habiru”, 
which is the subject of the fol- 
lowing research. 

It was in my review of works 
on Egyptology when searching 
out information on Aton and 
Akhenaton [see p. 2 1 of the July 
28, 1992, Vol. 20 #2 LIBERA- 
TOR]- that I came across the 
account of the Habiru. There is 
information from several 
sources, which I will list. None 
of the sources are stating that 
the ‘Habiru” and the “Hebrew” 
are the same, yet the descrip- ._ - 

1. Random House English 
Language Dictionary, Second 
Edition: 

Habiru: A nomadic people 
mentioned in Assyro- 
Babylonian literature: possibly 
the early Hebrews. Also, Habiri 
[Akkadian Khapiru]. 

2. Webster’s Third Intenur- 
tiond Dictionu y: 

Habiru: A nomadic people 
mentioned in Assyro- 
Babylonian literature from 
2,000 B.C. on and often identi- 
fied as the Hebrews of the Bible 

tions of the Habiru certainly fit (Babylonian-Khabiru]. 
with what we .have been told 
about the early activity of the 3. A Dictiona y of Compam- 
“Twelve Tribes of Israel”-al- tive Religion, Gen. Ed. S.G.F. 
beit minus the factor of a single Brandon M.A., D.D., University bands of warriors attached to, “Habin?‘. Thosewhoare con- 
family unit under God!! Also, of Manchester; Pub., Charles and maintained by the local cemed should read the entire 
minus the name of any leaders Scribner Sons, N.Y. (1970): rulers.b.....’ Along with their articl-cholars have argued 
or tribes (in the material avail- Habiru: Akkadian appearance as dependents and both ways. Also, the mention 
able to me). (Please note: The (Babylonian) name for a hetero- proteges in lands of stable gov- of Nuzi, Alalakh, and Ugaritic 
word ‘Habiru” has many trans- geneous people, of no fixed ernments, independentgroups in this article ties the 
lations, the one used in this abode, who figure much in offi- of Habiru appear in time of dis- “Habiru” to other places 
article is from the sources used.) cial records of Near East powers integrating rule and lack of ten- where archaeological finds 

The information became from about 2000 B.C. as law- tral control. In the Mari period have been located. I w4ll try 

mented via the Tell El-Amarna 
letters by the various govern- 
ments. Regarding the ‘Habiru” 
she says, on pg. 245, “In the 
south the situation was equally 
desperate, although the attack- 
ers were different-fierce desert 
raiders called the Habiru. These 
people have interested histori- 
ans because of the etymological 
similarity between their name 
and that of the Hebrews. Prob- 
ably the Habiru were a loose 
amalgamation ofvarious ethnic 
groups rather than a distinct 
tribal entity, but they may well 
have included people of Hebrew 
speech and customs. They were 
not a civilized people, as Egypt 
and Hatti (Hittite people) were 
civilized; but they were mighty 
men of war, and the fortresses 
of Palestine, weakened by years 
of neglect under Amenhotep III, 
fell to them like wheat under the 
sickle. And again-there was 
no help from Akhenaton.” 

5. En@opedia&daiaq Vol. 
7, (1971): 

Habiru (Hapiru): ‘an ele- 
ment of society in the Fertile 
Crescent duringthe greater part 
of the second millennium B.C.E. 
From their earliest appearance 
in documents of the 18th cen- 
tury B.C.E., the Habiru consti- 
tute a class of dependents. In 
the early Assyrian and 
Babylonian period (18th- 17th 
centuries) they appear in 
Cappadocia and in the king- 
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run wild. On their own, to- 
gether with local people, or as 
mercenaries helping either the 
city princes or the Egyptians 
they contributed greatly to the 
general confusion that was char- 
acteristic of the period.“. . .“The 
Habiru were of varied origin. In 
Mar-i, a band of auxiliary sol- 
diers was called Iamutbalian 
Habiru, the former being the 
name of a western Semitic tribe 
and of the territory west of 
Baghdad. Documents from Mari 
and Alalakh cite cities as the 
origin of most of the Habiru 
listed. Some of the Habiru in 
Nuzi came from Akkad 
(Babylonia), Assyria, etc. A sig- 
nificant element among. the 
Habiru of the El-Amama period 
were mutineers against the lo- 
cal kings. Their names also 
testify to avaried ethic makeup: 
an early Babylonia list includes 
Akkadian and Western Semitic 
names: in Alalakh the names 
are principally non-Semitic 
(which corresponds with the 
surroundings): and in Nuzi there 
is a mixture of Akkadian and 
non-Semitic name. The ease 
with which they absorbed ev- 
eryone who wished ‘to be a 
Habiru’ (in the language of the 
documents) indicates that they 
were not distinguished by eth- 
nic unity.” 

puora’8comments: Idid not 
include the arguments given 
in the article regarding the 
language dif&mlties in the 

doms of Larsa, Babylon, Mari comparison of the“Hebrews” 
and the surrounding areas as and their culture with the 

known when the’fell El-Amama less bands, ready for merce- of clashes between nations and to include more fntormation 
letters were found in 1887 at nary service. Some scholars cities, the Habiru appear as rob- on this aspect later it pos- 
Akhentaten. These letters were have sought to identify Hebrews ber bands which attacked and sible. I urge those who are 
in Akkadian (Babylonian), the with Habiru, but identification plundered settlements, either interested to do some of their 
l lingua franca” of the day-at has not been established. on their own or together with own research.] 
least between governments. The residentsof nearby settlements. 
fairly accurate dating of 4. Temples, Tombs and SimilarlyinPalestine-Syriadur- 6. The New Catholic Encyclo- 

Akhenaton and his administra- Hieruglyphs, by Barbara Mertz, _ ing the Tell El-Amama period pedia, McGraw Hill Book Co., 
tion at Akhentaten has been set The story of Egyptology, Pub. (15th- 14th centuries B.C.E.) N.Y., 1967, Vol. VI: 
approximately at between 1375 Coward-McCann, Inc., N.Y. when Egyptian rule was weak, This article provides in- 
and 1355 B.C. This would be (1964): the confusion that resulted from formation on the archaeological 
about 220 years after Moses Ms. Mertz is discussing the clashes between the local fmds and the interpretation of 
and longer still from Abraham some of the political problems princes, and the Egyptian gov- scholars as to the nature of the 
(accordingtoBiblicalaccounts). encountered during emors provided an opportune ‘Habiru”. There is, also, a dis- 
By. l-kOW,l &if ‘Israeli were, an Akhenaten’s reign and docu- time, fbr the bands of Habiru to cussion onthe languageusage, 
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etc. It also gives a listing of the Hebrews and the Habiru. go back much further than masculine, etc. 
arguments, pro and con, re- Joseph and the people in Egypt ‘Moses”, according to Biblical We now know, from Hatonn’s 
garding whether the cLHebrews” are foreigners, and the latter accounts. and Germain’s writing in the 
and the ‘Habiru” are one and are engaged in forced labor on The material I reviewed on PLEIADES CONNECTION SE- 
the same. Since this appears to crown property. Yahweh is the Tell El-Amarna did not show RIESofJOURNALS, about God's 
provide more information than God of Hebrews ( EX the name of ‘Yahweh” as writ- creation and the matched pairs 
the other articles I will quote it 3.18,5.3;9.1,19; 10.3- cf. the teninAkhadian/Hebrew, there- of masculine and feminine en- 
at length. I strongly suggest gods of the Habiru in Hittite fore a possible analysis of the ergies. Is there-was there- 
that everyone avail themselves texts), and reference is made to actual word cannot be made. some greater understanding of 
of the full article: the land of the Hebrews (Gen. Nevertheless, it is well to re- this in earlier civilizations, the 

“The Habiru and the He- 40.15), which recalls the terri- member, when encountering remnant of which has come 
brews: Until thediscoveryofthe tory of the Habiru. In 1 Sm 29.3 present-day scholarly argu- down to us in a code name? 
Habiru in the Amarna Letters, the Philistines speak of David ments about refined usages of Possibly. [I am speculaw.1 
two explanations were com- and his band as Hebrews. David “Hebrew”, that the language 2. Does the fact that the 
monly given to the term He- is a fugitive from King Saul, and no longer remains in the primi- “Habiru” had a “god” the same 
brew: ( 1) ‘the one from the other his followers are composed of tive forms found in archaeologi- as the uHebrew god” mean that 
side” (of the Euphrates), (2) a debtors and malcontents (1 Sm cal digs. As Hatonn says, the ‘God” was known to everyone 
descendent of Eber or Heber 22.2) and other fugitives (1 Sm people were illiterate. Also, the andwasnotjustaspecialknowl- 
(Gen. 10.21-25; 11.14-26). The 22.20-23). Theyliveinthedesert EncycZopediaJzukzica, in its ar- edgegiven to theaHebrews”? It 
Amama Letters seemed to offer and raid the flocks of others ( 1 title on theTell El-Amama states looks like it!- At least it looks 
a third possibility, and the in- Sm ch. 25). David puts himself that the material found pro- like the “God of the Hebrews’ 
vading Israelites of the Conquest and his men at the service of the vides valuable information on was known to everyone from 
were identified by some with the king of Gath (1 Sm Ch. 27). In the ubackgroundA of Hebrew, Babylon long before the Biblical 
Palestinian Habiru-some even 1 Sm, 14.21 it is said that the but it is very primitive (this ~Moses”’ time. There is further 
claimed to find the person of Hebrews desert the Philistines material was from the ruling confirmation of this in the 
Josue (Joshua), son of Nun, in and join the Israelites in a shift class). known presence ofwhat is called 
the Amama Letters-or in some of loyalties characteristic of the Nevertheless, go back to the ‘wisdom literature” through- 
wayconnectedwiththem. MMY Amarna Habiru. The Hebrews idea that both Akkadian and out the near East-literature 
objections were raised, and the are also men in revolt (1 Sm Hebrew (which was probably which was never the lone or 
discovery of the Habiru from 4.6,9). Abraham, the Hebrew, also Akkadian because thatwas original property of the ‘Israel- 
Mesopotamia to Egypt neces- is a foreigner, capable of sur- the lingua franca of the day) ites”. The example already 
sarily modified earlier and sim- prise attack at the head of his used’code” languages. Inother quoted from Barbara Mertz’ 
pler theories. The relationship band of followers (Genesis ch. words, the consonants were work on Egypt is a good one. In 
of Habiru and Hebrew remains 14), and he gains rights through written and the translator filled this example the ‘God” referred 
amoot question of ancient Near- covenant (Gn. 14.13; 2 1.22-241. in the vowels. Perhaps the ac- to was ‘Aton” and that should 
Eastern history. A Hebrew slave is one who ac- tual reason for using this code give all Westerners” much food 

Reasons for Identification: cepts limited service under a was the mode of sending mes- for thought. Apparently’Aton” 
Favoring the equation of Habiru master (Ex 2 1.2-6), and the law sages-cunieform documents, is not so *unknown” in places 
with Hebrew are a number of on this subject has a number of mostly clay tablets, requiring occupied prior to the %&ten 
considerations. First, Hebrew similaritieswith the service con- as brief a message as possible. history” of those named “He- 
was almost certainly not origi- tracts of the Nuzi Habiru. In the Hebrew code language for brew”. 
nally M ethnic designation. Third, like the term Habiru, Yahweh” we have been told 3. Does that mean it is wrong 
None of the’ Israelites’ neigh- which disappears in the 1st the consonants are: JHVH. to use the Codename JHVH for 
bors ever refer to them as He- millennium B.C., Hebrew isvir- Further, in Hebrew the names God? Hatonnand Sanandahave 
brew. Their language is never tually confined to traditions of of the letters are spelled Jod (or said they answer tomanynames 
called Hebrew until the late the 2nd millennium B.C.; it re- Yod), He, Vau, He. The vowels depending upon the intent of 
postexilic period (cf. Is 19.18; appears after the exile as M have never been provided. the person. The use of the code 
4Kgs 18.26; Neh 13.24; Pro- archaizing ethnolinguistic Whether this ‘sacred code name of JHVH makes Godvery 
logue to Sirach). When Moses term.” name” is the same as the %a- distant from the human experi- 
defends a Hebrew, the author (The Objections list the lin- creddead language” mentioned ence. I think we have been 
finds it necessary to add “among guistic problems and ethnic in another article in the Catholic misled regarding the code, 
his brethren” (Ex 2.11); a He- problems, Abraham’s family, Encyclopedia as belonging to JHVH. 
brew, therefore, was not neces- etc.) The concluding paragraph the Mongolian/Babylonian 4. If knowledge of the God of 
sarily M Israelite. In 1 Sm states: ‘Without therefore de- priests is not clear. Still, the the ‘Hebrews” preceded 
14.2 1, and perhaps 1 Sm 13.3,7; nying the value of these objec- fact that the Habiru were known Abraham, Moses and the Isra- 
14.11, the Hebrews are distin- tions, the mass of the evidence to have lived in the Babylonian elites, then what about the Old 
guished from the Israelites. The certainly supports the view that area as early as 2,000 B.C., and Testament story? It appears 
range, too, of usage is too nar- ultimately Habiru and Hebrew their ‘God” was the same as there are some problems with 
row for the term to be M ethnic originally designated the same the ‘Hebrew God” provokes it! 
designation; it is largely con- social class.” further questions: Moses of the Old Testament 
fined to the Israelites in Egypt It is interesting that 1. Is JHVH the “god” of was not mentioned in the 
(time of Joseph: Gn. 39.14,17; ‘Yahweh” is the same God of *the Babylonians? If so, what do records in Egypt. When Hatonn 
4 1.12; see also 40.15; 43.32; the Habiru and the Hebrews. In the letters actually represent? was recently asked about. Moses 
the age of Moses: Exl. 15- 16,19; my mind this poses additional There has been speculation re- receiving the Ten Command- 
2.6-7,11,13,21; 3: 18; problems as to the dates of garding the “gender” of the let- 
5.3;9.1,19; 10.3). “Moses receiving the Ten Com- ters for on-the vod” being 

ments on Mt. Sinai, Hatonn in- 
dicated it was not according to 

Second there are many strik- mandments on Mt. Sinai” - masculine, the “He” being the Biblical story. There was a 
.ing, correspondences- between t because0i.e H.ittitesand.Habiru Pfeminine”. the Yau!! .being Moses who received some, tabr 
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lets (Hatonn did not say when) the “wisdom literature”. What Se& Doctrine in Ismel or The The two ‘legends” above 
but the tablets were not laws I found is mention of a different Z&urfordetailsofthis legend.)” would appear to give some sup- 
written on stone. As I under- kind of tablet, now lost in l leg- There is additional information port to the idea of a very special 
stand Hatonn, what Moses re- end and myth.” relating the Ten Command- stone--one a sapphire and the 
ceived was a ‘tablet” more like According to one “Myth” as * ments to a Pythagorean system other a green (Emerald) stone. 
a computer chip in which the presented by Mr. Hall, the fast of thought. Both legends are from the ‘He- 
codes (or laws?) for the earth tablet that Moses received on On the next page, under the brew Tradition”. Further, the 
were encoded. It is called the which the Decaloguewas traced subject, ‘The Holy Grail”, there legend of the ‘Holy Grail” ties 
Emerald Tablet because the ‘by the very finger of Israel’s is this: ‘Like the sapphire in with the early stories of Great 
chips were emerald rather than ‘God” was ‘fashioned from the Schethiya, the Lapis Exilis, Britain, and the people of this 
the kind of silicon crystal mate- divine sapphire, SCHETHIYA, crown jewel of the Archangel land. Ifyou recall, it was at King 
rial used for our current corn- which the Most High, after re- Lucifer, fell from heaven. Arthur’s court that the Grail 
puter chips. moving from His own throne, Michael, archangel of the sun Legend began! (See the book 

Do I have any indication that had cast into the Abyss to be- and the Hidden God of Israel, at Morte d’ Arthur) 
someone knows about or has come the foundation and gen- the head of the angelic hosts It may be that the ‘legends” 
such a thing as ‘the Emerald erator of the worlds. This sa- swoopeddownupon Lucifer and were intended to tell us some- 
Tablet”? cred stone, formed of heavenly his legions of rebellious spirits. thing: Where did the idea of a 

On pages XCVIII and XCIX of dew, was sundered by the breath Duringthe conflict, Michaelwith special green stone come from? 
Manly P. Hall’s book, The Secret of God, and upon the two parts his flaming sword struck the Why would anyone want to as- 
Teachings of All Ages, there are were drawn in black fire the flashing Lapis Exilis from the sociate Lucifer’scrown gemwith 
possibly two stories of a ‘differ- figures of the Law. These pre- coronet of his adversary, and a cup Christ drank from on the 
ent kind of tablet” than that of cious inscriptions, aglow with the ~llecn stone fell through all occasion of the last supper? 
the stone tablets with the corn- celestial splendor, were deliv- the celestial rings into the dark According to one legend Jo- 
mandments. This does not ne- ered by the Lord on the Sabbath and immeasurable abyss. Out seph of Arimathea brought the 
gatethesupremeimportanceof day into the hands of Moses, of Lucifer’s radiant gem was Grail cup to Glastonbury Ab- 
God’s Laws, which must also who was able to read the illu- fashioned the Sangreal, or Holy bey, in England, along with the 
have been known throughout mined letters from the reverse Grail, from which Christ is said spear of Longinus, etc.-a defi- 
the near East at the time of the side because of the transpar- to have drunk at the last sup- nite tie-in with the history and/ 
Habiru and within the texts of ency ofthe greatjewel. (See The per.” or l legends’ of the British Isle. 

To Defeat The Adversary 
First Understand His Game 

&B/21/92 #l HATONN 

. . . . 7’herefore, do not fear 
them, for there is nothing cov- 
ered that will not be revealed 
and hidden that will not be 
kTwum. 

There is, however, wisdomin 
a healthy respect for that which 
%ey”dountoyou,yournations 
and your planet. Unless you 
KNOW that which IS, how can 
you ever hope to realize that 
which is to come? 

You ones with your teachers 
of self-proclaimed prophecy 
speak of “Babylon” and other 
manifesting signs of ending - _ 

people of bits and pieces all-- 
zledandfmyed-basinglifejaur- 
ney on asound bites” with no 
meaning. So be it. 

This morning on the radio in 
Denver, I was asked half ques- 
tions with NO time for response 
past 5 to 10 SECONDS. I can 
only suggest you get the infor- 
mation and study it. I cannot 
condense that which is already 
condensed into 60 JOURNALS 
into these ridiculous sound- 
bites of non-information. The 
inquiry is always along the lines 
of’ . ..so why don’t you just ‘ap- 
pear’, sprinkle Knowing like 
manna and all will be made 
right-but, do not ask me to . - _ _ 

How can you tell how far you 
have come under the control of 
the adversary of God? By con- 
sidering the rules you establish 
to allow for the breaking ‘in the 
physical expression” of the Laws 
of God and Creation. 

Does it matter to me, Hatonn, 
how many of those laws you 
break? Yes, because it is done 
in ignorance of the overall in& 
nite progression of selfand that 
gives me pain as a guide/ 
teacher. It does not affect my 
task at hand nor cause me to 
interfere with your journey in 
any way. Mine is only to give 
you Truth so that you can act in 
knowing instead ofignorance- 
then the trip is up to you. If you 
deliberately continue in your 
knowingly evil journey you shall 
simply NOT be brought into the 
higher society of God-Lighted 
places. You WILL learn your 
lessons before making that won- 

cycles. What means a thing out 
of sequence- half story out of change my pattern8 or ac- 
wntext? Even thefirstsentence tions from present course. 
has no meaning sitting alone in Further, do it MYway for I AM 
the sea of thoughts and w&k. GOOD and ‘they’ are the bad 
Who is “them”? What is ‘%ov- ones.” No, any who deliber- 
eEd”3 Who and how will “it” ate@ break the LAWS OF GOD 
(whatever ?t* is) be reuealed AND CREATION arethe“bad” 
and aknown”-by whom and ones. Do YOU break any of drousjoumey and you will learn 
revealed by whom? You are a those laws? I thought sol them in the dimension within 

which the errors are actualized. 
If your choice is to stay in igno- 
rance and practice those things 
of physical entrapment, then 
may your journey be one of 
learning for it WILL be getting 
more and more unpleasant as 
the enemy comes into more and 
morebindingcontrolofallthings 
physical. 

I certainly do not insist that 
you believe ‘in” me. I just 
remind you that I come as Com- 
mand of the Hosts and we are 
your ONLY way off that orb. 
THE ONLY WAY! That, how- 
ever, is not the whole of it-for 
evil action nor intent will be 
dowed on board any of our 
evacuation (rapture) vehicles 
save for times and circum- 
stances of removal to other 
places housing life-form equiva- 
lent to your own. Even this 
measure will require a set of 
circumstances most unlikely to 
happen. Mostly ones who deny 
God shall simply be left to live 
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out the, span of life function in 
the physical as IS-trapped into 
an existence of again awaiting 
learning experience opportu- 
nity. Those who continue to 
aggressively deny and intention- 
ally destroy “MAN” will be left 
in the “absence of God”-which 
is ‘Hell” by your casual termi- 
nology. 

Some chuckle and say, 
well, all my friends will be 
there!” Ah so! But none of you 
are go,ing to like it. This means 
that Godwillwithdrawallgoodly 
guidelines and evil shall simply 
overrun ALL. That which re- 
mains in the ‘play” shall be lost 
in the darkness of existence in 
most painful delusion instead 
of illusion and illumination. It 
will be a most unpleasant expe- 
rience. 

TODAY’S NOTATIONS 

The hoopla of the Republi- 
can convention is over-WHAT 
DOES THE OUTCOME TELL 
YOU? It tells ME that there was 
no substitution of Baker and 
Kemp and, therefore, you are 
back to alternatives one and 
three. One, being to convince 
Perot to come in as replacement 
for Quayle (as outlined three 
papers past), allow Clinton to 
win with argument-but hope- 
fully pardoning Bush after elec- 
tion, OR, actions start to pull 
the government into total open 
Emergency Control under Bush 
through absolute Executive 
Order. The government is al- 
ready functioning *as if’ so I 
would guess the “natural” 
events will begin in hyper-ac- 
tion. 

Parable: If you are locked 
away in a dark prison cell with 
no way to escape and a being 
comes with a key to your door to 
offer freedom, what would you 
do? Say, he places the key 
before you and he says, ‘All you 
have to do is read the real rules, 
promise to act and abide by 
them (they are most balanced, 
easy and clearly defined) and go 
forth into freedom-but, you 
must remain within those laws.” 
Would you not consider looking 
at those rules? Would you sim- 
ply say the key is ‘probably” an 
illusion and the man is Satanic? 
What difference does it make 
what is the man with the key? If 
goodness gets you freedom- 
who bears the key is not of 
importanceforheisbuta’tool”. 
If the ‘key” be of Lighted good- 
ness-is it too much to try it in 
the lock to see if perchance it 
FITS? 

Earthquakes continue on a both trees in point have been 
constant basis in Califomia- 
thousands 

dead for a very long the. (33) 
since the month I would guess the %ap” is not 

past. These are quite expected located in the trees1 E.J. sug- 
now and the local populace has gests that perhaps there were 
returned to dreamland-from some dastardly ‘sapsuckers” 
which most will surely awaken (perhaps yellow-breasted) at 
most shaken-thers will never work. My feeling is that it is 
awaken. But, what of the 7.4 in more likely “yellow-spined 
Russia within the past two saplips’. 
day-buried in the distractions This is in the same area 
abounding? What of the large wherein there is reported astring 
quake that jolted South Caro- of lights in the ocean, offshore. 
linaYESTERDAY!?! Itwas*pre- These were explained as phos- 
ceded by a loud shockwave that phorescent kelp strings. It is 
sounded like an explosion” was noted in this instance, however, 
the description from the local that the same string of lights 
populace. has been seen by many every 

What of the reported ex- night for at least the past 365 

You ask of me-V/ho are 
The volcanic eruptions of you and what are you doing?” I 

Spurr in Alaska and Pinatubo ask you, ‘Who are YOU and 
in the Philippines are MAJOR what are YOU doing?” I KNOW 
signs of readiness to break off a 
major portion of the West Coast 

who I am and what is going on 
both in my place-ANDYOURS. 

tremely ‘high frequency” sig- night-same place, same dis- 
nals being received around the tance, same intensity. Now MY 
San Andreas? These are inter- question of you? Is the media 
spersed with very “low fre- ‘ignorant” or just plain %tu- 
quency” vibrations, it is re- pid” or are they Vigged”? I 
ported, and y . . ..seems to have don’t think you have to ask ME. 
something to do with the high- In passing on with note of 
pressure - 1 o w - p r e s s u r e other major news incidents, say, 
systems.. . . moving about in the the one at Odessa, Texas in the 
weather patterns,” whatever major chemical/petrol plant 
that might mean. that’ . . . .must have been started 

by lightning since there was a 
SAPPY EXPLANATIONS 

AND THEY CALLED HIS 

of the U.S. Unfortunately, YOU do not 
I am weary of speaking of KNOW what is going on in ei- 

It must be that all of this has 

I 

NAMEIMMiNUEL:Iti 
something to do with the ‘...ris- SANANDA 

ing of sap in the trees at this By Sananda & Judas Iscariutb 

this impending trauma-LIS- ther placement. I am here to tell 
TEN TO THOSE WHO ARE youwhatrcan-butmostlyones 
GLEANING DIRECT INFORMA- simply deny source and refuse 
TION FROM THE PLANNERS IN to listen. That is, by all means, 
POINT. As a for instance, listen your privilege-however, it is 

t&e of the year”. Anyone want 
a barf bag? No, I am quite 

The story of the lifi: of the one known as 

serious for in the past day or so 
Jesus of Nazareth (Tmmanuel) is told by 

in Santa Cruz (Calif.) comes an 
Jesus and his disciple and scribe, Judas 
Iscarioth. Judas Iscarioth’s name is . . Ia - - 

interesting explanation for 
power failures. It seems the 
power went out in the area for 

to Col. Grits as he speaks in most unwise. Stupidity and .awhile. When it again func- 
campaign lectures. He was ON ignorance are two greatly differ- tioned the media announced 
THE INSIDE AS DEEPLY AS ingtermsindefinition. Perhaps that a ‘tree had fallen across 
ONE CAN GET-IN INTELLI- agoodplace to begin’leaming” lines causing power failure.” 
GENCE CIRCLES-HE STILL and ‘discovery” is through care- This was, however, followed by 
GETS INFORMATION ANDTHIS fully defining those two terms another power outage rapidly 
IS WHAT THEY ARE TELLING and see wherein YOU “fit”. following-this one several 
HIM IS AFOOT. This is not some IGNORANCE: Lacking hoursofoutage. Againit’...was 

‘spacey” hype or confronta- 
tion-the Coastal Areas and 
Mojave Desert, as examples, are 
like jello from the frequency 
beam constancy. If you remain 
in ignorance you will go-down 
in ignorance which may seem 
OK to you as an individual-but 
what of your children? Would 
this be their choices? If you get 
informed you can change the 
‘play” and do not need to “go- 
down” at all. THAT is the differ- 
ence and it is solely up to each 
and all of you which it shall be. 
Either way-God waits for deci- 
sions and we stand by to pick 
up the pieces of HIS people. 

IN PRISON 
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knowledge and unaware. caused by another tree falling 
sTUPIDt 

intelligent. 
Not sensible or across power lines and disrupt- 

ing power.’ Then the story got 
Neither predicament is re- more interesting as it was noted 

quired from the other! In both that the trees were located on 
instances %ure” is in wisdom the same property. And, it got 
and becoming informed. even better as they announced 

The same careful consider- that the only cause identified 
ation must be given to the terms 
‘childlike” and *childish”, but 

was that *. . . . the sap in the two 
Oak trees must have over- 

I will leave it to you to look up heatedin the unseasonable heat 
definitions or observe in wise spell and somehow exploded.” 
perspective of actions. I have heard some interesting 

explanations but this one 
CONTINUING seemed quite new and, yes, ‘in- 

EARTHGUAKES teresting” is the word of choice. 
However, it is now noted that 

Cleandandt.IU?actualOnewhobetrayed 

Immanuel is rem&d. Absolute ckifi- 
cationisgivembouttbenum~firlsi- 
fications and misconceptiw concem- 
ing Immanuel’s teachings and his life, 
suchas: T%epurposeofHisLaib,His40 
days with Cosmic Beings, His Ctifix- 

.ionandResumctionandHisjoumey 
after his resurrection. 
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loud cracking explosion follow- 
ing a great light burst.” No, it 
was laser- detonation and the 
‘business in point” is a ‘rela- 
tive” of the Bush empire recog- 
nized as Zapata Oil and Explo- 
ration. By ANY NAME the sap- 
ling is the same as the Mother- 
tree. I thought you might find it 
quite interesting in view of the 
proximity of the Republican 
Convention and ‘subtle” mes- 
sage-sending. 

WHAT YOU DONT KNOW 
DOES HURT YOU 

We are picking up readers 
faster than you can catch up on 
back-reading and information. 
You are a population awaken- 
ing rapidly and to save some 
time in research of old presen- 
tations, we will have to repeat 
some of the more important 
‘problems” and ‘actions” 
which are ‘doing you in”. 

I wonder how many of you 
paid attention to Bush last 
evening when he said he would -. 

newly free Cuba? Well, it is set 
up so that his son owns most of 
the operationsand development 
of Cuba-so perhaps it is like 
visiting one ofthe family homes> 
My goodness, chelas, this one 
facet of events goes all the way 
back to the assassination of 
John Kennedy. PLEASE 
WAKE UP! Gracious me, there 
is a Grand Jury criminal indict- 
ment PENDING (not issued- 
being held) against George Bush 
for Iran-Contra involvement, 
etc., etc., and obstruction of 
justice charges. There is simply 
no way to write quickly enough 
to get it all to you-the-people. 
Therefore, I will hold the infor- 
mation regarding Bush’s true 
involvement in those affairs to 
outlay, again, the system which 
has brought you to the point of 
disaster because Bush AND the 
‘big boys” are all involved to 
their teeth in all instances. It is 
the system itselfwhich must be 
looked at and then the players 
make more sense in day to day 
observations. 

be the first President to visit a 

Winds Are A-Blowin’ 
(Continued from page 1) 

mat with super-glue and get the WelI, don’t you think the other 
bungiesrehookedandthe table- side is asking God for the same 
tops cleared of precious ‘stuff. salvation-TO WIN, not to turn 
Bush promised a massive back unto God-simply to win 
change in political assault fol- and continue in evil practice. I 
lowing the Convention and you think NOT, chelas. You better 
are going to get it. He, however, stop the blathering, twittering 
is NOT in control of all that is and asking for intervention from 
happening-but that only GOD. Listen to the guidance, 
makes the mad-dog madder in get off your knees and start 
allinstances. TheRussiansfully working without thought of 
intend to take you, chelas, and SELF and do your own inter- 
you don’t have ability to fight vention. Harsh? I certainly 
them. intend it to be so. You allow and 

Won’t God intervene? Not participate in making an UnHoly 
so-HE does not send the Hosts mess of everything about you 
to aid the evil Adversary against and then petition to higher 
the evil Adversary. You who source to “FIX IT”. Well, if you 
walk the path of Light will see thinkme harsh-go to agroupie 
localized MIRACLES as God pro- who espouses “God will fur it” 
tects and guides you-of-His- and see how it works out but, 
flock. Nothing more-as a na- up front, I assure you it will NOT 
tion you have become evil and WORK OUT AS YOU DESIRE IT 
totally corrupt-not the prac- TO BE. IFYOU OFTHE HUMAN 
tice sanctioned by God or Hosts. DO NOT CHANGE YOUR DI- 
You who keep petitioning to God RECTION AND INTENTION- 
and Higher Council to “save YOU SHALL SIMPLY BE WAIT- 
us” do not think about that ING FOR THAT WHICH WILL 
which you ask. ‘Save NEVER COME FOR YOU ARE 
America? AmericatheWHAT? ASKING FOR THE WRONG 
How do you CHOOSE ONE EVIL THING! 
ABOVE ANOTHER? I,see, just You are in the midst of 
because it is #me” in trouble? ‘PLANNED CHAOS” and right 

THE PHOENLX LIBERATOR 

direction in “order” is the only tionz? clever capture of your 
thing which can pull you from nature without limits to the 
the pits unto which you are bindings ofyou-the-people, but 
being driven. Moreover, the human physical limits our out- 
enemy of the people will call put and your intake. We are 
these planned disasters an “Act having to repeat because early 
Of God” and you will only hate JOURINALS -are not being con- 
God the more. They” will de- sidered for obtaining as ones 
stroy you and you will still be want instant knowledge, thereby 
blaming GOD for that which paying no attention to that al- 
‘theyl have done and you ac- ready given. This is a sure sign 
cepted while polishing their ofdesperation, chelas. Yet,with- 
boots and kissing their back- out background you cannot ac- 
sides for the crumbs they will complish anything other than 
toss to you. You do not have battering of selves against the 
any army to come to your aid whirlwindcome down uponyou. 
and you will swamp any medi- Dharma, the greatest ser- 
cal facilities-the PLAN is work- vice we can offer at this time is 
ing to perfection-why should to push through the writings 
the political One Worlders under way so that better under- 
change their method of opera- standing can be seen as to some 
tions (MO)? of your major enemies. It is very 

Do you actually think the C- hard to connect hurricaneswith 
130s are in Europe and Africa Bankersbut you are going to 
to ‘save the people”? Perish have to do so or lose the game. 
the thought; it gave ample ‘rea- In addition, you are going to 
son’ to get the equipment into have to face the truth of the 
the areas without your taking United Nations and the place 
notice. South Africa is to be within the working composite 
destroyed and the blacks oblit- called, previously, The Soviet 
erated. Do you not see the Union. Do you SEE peace in the 
relationship between the hap- newly FREE Soviet Blocnations? 
penings and REVELATION? Is Bosnia at peace this day or is 
Better take a second and more there total genocide and horror 
careful look, chelas. afoot? What about Soviet Geor- 

gla? How about Iraq, Iran and 
mLITIcs places adjacent? HAVE THESE 

VERY ONES NOT MISLED YOU 
Depending on the political BEFORE, AGAIN AND AGAIN? I 

play for Bush, you will likely see think I should reprint some- 
a move away from Perot’s active thing I wrote weeks ago and I 
intervention while his *votes” believe has not been printed in 
are saved for last minute close the paper. It needs bringing to 
out of Gritz. It appears more your attention as regards this 
likely, now, that Quayle will be ‘Soviet Union” and ‘United 
replaced by Baker. This be- Nations” coalition. It is a bit off 
came obviouswhen Eagleburger the subject but will give insight 
got to be Secretary of State with- in this edition of the LIBERA- 
out a whimper from anyone- TOR. 
handled by total Executive 
Power. This leaves Baker free to CHILDREN IN THE MIDST 
take a more leading role in ac- 
tive politics and will boost Bush I am bombarded with deni- 
into massive public appeal. I als of my participation with God 
think you realize that Baker because ‘GOD wouldn’t let the 
would without hesitation “par- children suffer like this,” and 
don” anything Bush has done on and on and on. No? As a 
as Bush moves on into higher matter of fact God doesn’t let or 
United Nations position. There do anything about such thing+ 
are at least adozen contingency YOU DO! 
plans so you have to watch and I must, further, remind you 
PUBLICIZE every one as it sur- THAT THERE WERE A LOT OF 
faces. I will offer that which I CHILDREN IN SODOM AND 
can but YOU are the operations GOMORRAH ALSO, precious 
teams and I will do no more. ones. What happened to them? 

As I finish giving you a rerun Did Hatonn do that? Did God or 
of the information at present, I unscrupulous, not to mention 
will move into the “United Na- evil and irresponsible, PEOPLE 
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do that? It is past time that you 
quit blaming everybody ELSE 
and start assuming responsi- 
bility. There’s something else I 
want you to consider. IZre told 
you about this often before but 
I had best do it again. I first 
wrote this before the anniver- 
sary of this so-called “coup” 
that despoiled, supposedly, the 
Soviet Union so it is a bit out- 
dated but still useful-cept 
the numbers are now greater- 
AGAINST YOU. Dharma, sim- 
ply reprint it as we originally 
wrote it-1 don’t wish to spend 
any more time with it. 

and for the first time, precious 
ones, in 37 years. Some of 
those very aobsolete” bases now 
house “Soviet” military person- 
nel. 

END OF QUOTING stead Base in Florida was all 
but destroyed -- it is without 
communications, utilities, and 
has extensive building damage. 
The base itself is in total dam- 
age. Five living facilities (mobile 
home parks) for personnel are 
totally wiped out. Now, chelas, 
this is a major shuttle point for 
drug distribution -- import and 
dispersment. This is all en- 
tangled with the Bush “Cartel” 
and business ventures unlim- 
ited. 

QUOTING: 

[H: Do you think this is im- 
possible? No, it is factual! Fur- 
thermore, I have told you that 
the KGB has been training your 
local Police about your country. 
That seemed impossible butjust 
last night, Sunday, August 23, 
1992, on the local news it was 
announced with great hoopla 
that ’ . . .many officers from the 
local Police SWAT teams were 
on their way to Russia for cross- 
training in more forceful and 
critical enforcement proce- 
dures.” What does this sound 
like to you?] 

Did you really think you 
could avoid awar without doing 
anything other than burying 
your eyes and ears deeper into 
the sand-pit nearer the vipers? 
So be it, little sleepy-heads, but 
it doesn’t look so good to me. 
Ponder it in your spare time 
between cleaning up your de- 
stroyed places and searching 
for tid-bits to feed selves. Well, 
at least Americans have a lot of 
‘clothes” to eat-except that 
most of the fabric is of poly- 
plastic oil base and will poison 
you. Rock and a hard place? 
INDEED. 

, . . . . . Itie told you about this 
before. I want you to consider it 
again. Especially you Ameri- 
cans who think that all will be 
well, that the Cold War is over, 
Communism dead. No, it is not 
dead and I wish to speak about 
it. Revelations, verses 3 and 4, 
speaks of the beast which, I’m 
sorry Chelas, is ‘Communism”. 
This is the Antichrist. This is 
the Zionist movement. This is 
the global element and the move- 
ment labeled on your place, 
Communism. It is ‘headed” in 
the Sqyiet JJnion and doNOT 
forget it. It is only a *fragment” 
of the evil against you-but a 

; serious one, indeed. Remem- 
ber-the beast will devour itself 
in the end-so you have to have 
POWERFUL factions on both 
sides of the adversary’s tent. 

8/24/92 #3 HATONN 

That makes all of your 280 
bombers grounded, does it not? 
All of your 450 Minute Man II, 
Minute Man and MX Missiles 
are supposed to be scrapped. 
You will note, however, that they 
are, right now, moving on rail 
cars all about your nation- 
each one with alocked-on beam 
for tracking by the Soviets who 
have capability to destroy them 
before they can be triggered- 
thus blowing up in place and 
destroying all surrounding land 
growth and structures, people 
and life-forms. Soviet SS 20 
Nuclear Missiles are right now 
going into Cuba-Why? [Oops, 
Bush just said at the Republi- 
can Convention that “I will be 
the first President to visit free 
Cuba-in Cuba!’ (Hiccup) Does 
this mean that he expects his 
kids (Bush-lets) to get the job 
done on Castro?] -Your Sea 
Launch Cruise Missiles and all 
nuclear missiles on your sub- 
marines are being unloaded. 
Why? Could all this be set forth 
to make you defenseless? The 
Soviets can now hit ALL your 54 
major air fields where your 
bomber planes are parked, your 
325 plus electric power plants 
in the U.S.A. so no gas can be 
pumped for use in 4escape’, 
your 150 oil refineries that make 
70% of your gasoline. Every 
state capital plus thousands of 

.Ah so -- many of you are 
putting two and two together 
and coming up with insight. 

First you will note that Home- 

Does anyone recall that Mr. 
Bush had no time to move to see 
the San Francisco massive de- 
struction from the last earth- 
quake in that area -- and yet is 
in Florida, on site, within hours 
of disaster in the Miami area 
(Operations area?). Don’t miss 
these clues, little searchers, or 
you miss the whole of the story 
eventually. 

NEVADA CORPORATIONS 
ELIMINATING YOUR HOME 

STATE TAKES 
to prove that you have a legitimate 
business relationship. If your home 
state tax agency ever decides to 
audit your business, these formali- 
ties cover your home state business. 
Corporate Advisors can help you 

create the necessary documenta- 
tion for this tax strategy. 

Communism is NOT dead; 
Communism will be back stron- 
ger and more vile than ever be- 
fore, just exactly as it was proph- 
esied and it went something like 
this: aAnd his deadly wound 
was healed.” Communism wiIl 
be back with vengeance and 
World War III is assured, #.. .and 
the dragon, which is China, gave 
great power unto the beast.” 
That is, of course, Communist 
Red China (where Kissinger 
plays his own continual games). 
These things are left out there 
ahead of you to face. That is left 
in what is presumed will be 
“your future”. You must face 
these things because, since the 
Soviet Coup a year ago, the So- 
viets have deployed over 320 
new ICBM’s aimed at U.S. tar- 
gets. So you are being lied to 
from the top down. On Septem- 
ber 27th, 199 1, President Bush 
took out your Strategic Air Com- 

If you are self employed or plan 
to be in the future, a Nevada %orpo- 
ration can be used in conjunction 

with your home state business to 
help you eliminate your state taxes. 
Because Nevada has no personal 
income tax or corporate tax, there 
are many possible strategies, to 
allow you to funnel money out of 
your home state and into Nevada. 

One of the simplest ways of 
handling this is to contract your 
home state business with a Nevada 
corporation. The Nevada corpora- 
tion could provide some intangible 
service for your home state opera- 
tion. A few services that every 
business might contract out for may 
be marketing, advertising or man- 
agement consulting. If your home 
state business sold products of any 
kind, you may want to broker those 
products through a Nevada corpora- 
tion first, where the profit on the sale 
would end up in Nevada. Your pur- 
pose for creating this arrangement is 
to eliminate any profits in your home 
state that would be taxed. If you can 

It must be remembered that in 
Nevada your corporation would still 
be liable for any Federal taxes that 
were due on its profits, but by elimi- 
nating your state tax, some states. 
businesses could save up to 11% on 
their profits. 

other places in the U.S. of-do this successfully, you completely 
America are targeted within ca- eliminate any of your home state 
pability range of strike. But you tax. 
continue to say the Soviets To cover yourself properly, you 
would never do that? The Cold should create agreements that dis- 
War is over? Well, it’s about close what the relationship between 
time to heat it up right straight these two businesses are. Also, 

These strategies can be kept 
quite simple in order not to create 
more work for you in your current 
business. Using these strategies for 
clear business reasons makes a lot 
of sense and is perfectly legal. Re- 

member there is nothing wrong with 
not being able to make a profit, and 
in this case there is everything right 
with it. Considering how funds are 
currently being mismanaged by most 
states, doesn’t it make more sense 
for you to put your own money to 
good use where you decide how it 
will be used? 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
ABOUT SETTING UP A NE- 
VADA CORPORATION CALL 
CORPORATE ADVISORS COR- 
PORATION AT (702) 885-9638 
ORWRITETO T&IEM AT 2533 
N. CAPSON ST., SUITE 645, 
CARSONClTY,NV89706. ASK 

, mand as far as being on alert into a very, very “hot” war. invoices and billings should be kept FOR CORT CHRISTIE. 
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(Editor’s note: The following letter was re- 
ceived, in rodgy’s mail, g/24/92, and says a 

-lot about the way many people are inclined to 
mix a little iriformation and a lot offruslra- 
tion togethbr lo excuse themselves from a 
patriot’s responsibility toward their country. 

AUGUST 21, 1992 

Could this attitude have anything to do with 
how we got in our present mess?), 

Dear Phoenix Liberator Editor and i%tcnn, 
I am new to everything you have to present and I am listening 

with an open mind about it. But "there is something 'fishy' in 

Denmark," 

(3n August 04th '92, I heard Bo Gritz on Los Angeles radio 

station KPFK, 90.7 FM. I called the telephone number given on the 

air for tapes and info. It's been over two weeks and the Order 

Form I was promised has not arrived. Just 'who is minding the 

store?' 

Subsequently, I learned OP the Bo Gritz rally in, of all 

places, my home town of Tehachapi 8/16/92. There I purchased 

campaign items: videos, buttons, T-shirts, bumper stickers, Be's 

book and three of your Journals. Plus, I was given the Fhoenix 

Liberator free. 

In the Liberator I found the order form that I have not 
received, Now here's the twist. After reading half of one of 

the Journal's and all of the Phoenix Liberator, Volumn 20, #4 
August 11, 7992, I have this to say: Mr. Hatonn, you remind me of 

fat CB (citizens.band) Mama who has nothing more going than the 

pleasure she gets from flapping her lips and getting attention. 

Why so much talk - talk - talk? Why does no one that I have asked 

heard of Bo Gritz? Because the important "move Keaven and Zarth; 

get the job done" people are doing a half ass job or less. My 

potential contribution and those of marq others could have bought 

TV air time to snow ball the contributions of people who are moved 

by Bo Gritz and what he stands for. 

But you Mr. Hatonn are tbo busy dictating, dictating, dictating 

to allow for serious supervision and success motivation. Where are 

your priorities? 

Since you have some obvious advantages over us mortals, you 

no doubt know what is going on. Information and Truth are great 

but where is the acticn? Do you think people have as much time to 

read your daily let ters as you have to dictate them? '#fiat do you 

do in addition to your desk work? Do you have an 8 hours e job to 

go to, oil to change in the car, dishes and house cleaning, grocery 

shopping, bills to sit down and pay? Get real! Get serious, and 

move ycur fat ectc)plasm butt if you expect recognition and true 

interest in what you have to give Mankind. 

Sincerely, 

^_______._..__._a.- __*)____....*-_...--.-*.__._ 

THE PHOENlx LIBERATOR 

Dear Ms. Brown, 

I willcomment on the issues you 
raised in the order of their presen ta- 
tion in your letter. 

First, it would be just a bit inap- 

propriate for me to venture to ex- 
plain why the Gritz material did not 
arrive from your original telephone 
request to theirheadquarters. How- 
ever, what is revealing here is that 
you jumped to the conclusion you 
did l”Just ‘who is minding the 
store?‘“) when there could be many 
outside reasons ibo th technical and 
human) beyond why the very hu- 
man, very overworked pa trio ts as- 
sociated with Colonel G&z’ elec- 
tion effort may have missed one of 
many telephone requests. . 

Second, I’m ckltghted THEMOE- 
NIX LIBERATOR’S sponsoring of 
Colonel Gritz in Tehachapi allowed 
you to acquire the items you men- 
tioned. I hope the event also spoke 
to you on a deeper level about what 
bad shape our country is actually in 
and what has to be done to fix the 
mess. 

Next, I need not defend Com- 
mander G yeorgos Ceres Ha tonn ‘s 
work to enlighten a truth-starved 
and mostly asleep planet. I suggest 
that maybe you might have jumped 
to as superficial a conclusion here 
as you did early on in your letter 
about a different matter. 

lhereasonthatneithevyw~you 
iikFn&havt?haaNjofBommb 
c;8;/lecttybecauseofh&@Wanceasa 

QiMmmGod~~clwnQe..weve 

yautotakethelhwtobecame~ 
acqu&tedwMtimatt?Mganarated 
by&mman&rhMonn’s%&@g~a 
youwo&Mowexacdywhyyouhave 
bean~~tiabwt~ 
G?&&&n@ejusta fewotherisslres) 
bythecontm&dme&‘s~to 
tht?M?wWwm~. 

finally, I would draw your atten- 

tion to the letter at the top of page 30 
of this week’s LIBERATOR (dated 
August 25, 19921, especially for its 
spiritualperspective concerning WHO 
is responsible for doing whatever it 
takes to clean up the mess on this 
planet. 

I would suggest Commander 
Hatonn knows&& pri&ies and re- 
sponsibilities quite well. Let us both 
work arid pray that more in human 
form begin to understand&&r pntiri- 
ties and responsibilities half as 
well...before it’s too late1 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Edwin M. Young 
EditoMn-Chie f 
7HE ##OENlX LIBERATOR 
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I hada dream the other “Your money is no Gic, and each God-given trem6Ce, tooafraidtostand 
nigfit, I didn’t understand longer made of silver or right! &dpray to @dto andfight. 
A figure walking ttirough goCd. You trade your keep the torch of freedom 
the mist, with flintlock in wealth for paper, so your burning 6right.t If he stood6y your 6ed- 
his hand His clothes were fife can 6e controlled you side, in a dream, while 
torn anddirty, as he stood pay for crimes that maLe 
there 6y my 6ed He too& our nation turn from God 

JIS I awoke he vanished; you’re asbep, andwonders 

off his three-corneredhat, in shame. You’ve taken 
in the mist from which we what remains of our rights 

andspea&ing Cow, he said Satan’s num6er, as youire 
came. His words were true, he fought to keep...What 

tradedin your name. 
we are not free, we have would 6e your answer, if 
ourselves to 6Came. 

‘We fought a revolution 
yor he caCCed out from the 

to secure our CiGerty. We “You*ve given govern- 
even now as tyrants grave? IS thissti&iithe Cand 

wrote the Constitution as a ment control; to those who 
trample each God-given of the free andhome of the 

shietdfrom tyranny. yor clb you harm, so they can 
right. We only watch and Grave? 
- 

future generations, this pacllkcf churches, an&teaG 
legacy wegave. In this, the the family farm, andkeep 
Candof the free andhome our country deep in &6t, 
of the Grave. put men of Godin jail; ha- 

rass your fellTow country- 
Thefieedkwesecured men, while corrupted 

for you, we hopedyou’daC- courts prevail: 
ways feep. But tyrants 
CaGored endCessCy, whiGe Your pu6Cic servants 
your parents were asbep. d3n’t- uphold the solemn 
Your free&m gone, your oath they’ve sworn. Your 
courage Ibst, you’re no more dkughters visit dktors, so 
than a slave. In this, the their chiCdren won’t 6e 
Candof the free andhome 6orn. Your Leaahs ship 
of the Grave. artiCCery, andguns to for- 

eign shores, andsendyour 
“You 6uy permits to sons to slaughter, fighting 

Tapes & Transcriptions 
1” addihn to audio tap-$ _- - 

meetings with Commander 
4/l 2/92(z) a Gk at IOGXI CO~IUIIU- 

Hatonn, THE WORD is now of- nity Church; 

ferinrr written transcrimions of 4/13/92(l) # “What is a Semite?“; 
somgtaped topics. - 4/17/92(l) # “Who Were the First 

Donations to cover the costs 
of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, 

Christians?*@; 

$6.00 for two tapes and $2.50 4/25/92(2) * # “The Photon Belt”; 

uer taue for three or more. The 4/26/92(3); 
bns&iptions are $3.00 each. 5/1/92(l) “L.A. Riots and The Big- 
(Mexico or Canada add $0.25 
and other foreign countries add 

Per Plan”: 

$“*50 Per tape Or transcriPtion.) 
&92(3ji 

Postage is included in tape and 
5/8/92(2) radio talk show , 

transcription prices. 5/9/92(4); 
Since we we not s& UD to 

travel; andpermits to own otherpeoples wars. 
a gun, permits to start a 
6usiness, or to GuiCdapCace “Can you regain the f ree- 

f or one. On Candthat you dom, for which we fought 
6eCieve you own, you pay and died? Or &n’t you 

yearly rent. ACthough you have the courage, or the 
have no voice in choosing, faith to standwithpride? 
how the money’s spent. Are there no more vu&es 

“Your children must at- 
for which you’li& fight to 
save? Or do you wish your 

tend a schooC that hesn’t children to five in fear and 
educate. YOUr Christian 6e a slave? 
values can’t 6e taught, a& 
cording to the state. You 
read a6out the current 

“Sons of the RepuGCic, 
arise and tafie a st&df 

news, in a regulatedpress. 
You pay a tax you do not 

Defend the Constitution, 

owe, toplkase the 1.fR.S. 
the supreme l&w of the land! 
preserve our great %.epuG- 

take credit card orders, please 
511 l/92(3) * “Silent WeapOnS For 

send check or money order to: 
Quiet Wars”; 

THE WORD, P.0. BOX 6194, 
5/13/92(3) meeting with European 

Tehachapi, CA 93582. Call SOS- 
visitors over lunch- , 

822-4176 if you have questions. 5’1 6’92(3j; 5’23’g2(2j; 
If vou desire to automati- 5/30/92(3)* “The Divine Plan and 

tally receive tapes from future Places In Between” tapes l-3; 
meetings, please send at least a 
$50 donation from which tape 

6~1/92(3); 6/4/92(2); 

costs will be deducted. We will 
6/6/92(4); 6/ 13/92(3); 6/2 l/92(3). 

try to notify you as your balance 6/27/92(2); 

reaches zero. 6/28/92( 2) radio program, KTKK, 
Special Order tapes are noted Salt Lake City, I-J% 

below by * and are not automati- 
tally sent since this material is 

6/30/92f3j* “The Divine Plan and 
._ - -. 

either already in prim - It Or wi11 .h 
Places In Between” tapes 4-6; 

mona Ava:l..LL ..,A- 
“‘auLG wllrlen transmP 

7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK, 

tiOIlSlUfS1 loted by #. 
Salt Lake City, UT; 

Thefi allowing is a comnlete 7/12/92(3); 

1 

list of meeting dates with the 7/18/92(2) radio program, KTKK, 
numb of tapes in bold inparen- Salt Lake City, UT; 
theses andmentioning ifthe meet- 7/26/92(3). 
ing has a special focus: 8/3/92(2) radio program, KTK 
2/22/92(4); 3/14/92(4); Salt Lake City, UT; 
3/21/92(2); 3/28/92(1);4/4/92(3); 8/8/g%% 

L 
8/ 16/92(3)* Special order only, Bb Gritz 

sneech in Tehachak. 
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-Dear Readers: Go For It! 
Our country has reached a If we do ALL that we possi- ball rolling and recapture this America is in a unique posi- 

point in time where we must bly can and then ask GOD for oncegreat nation under Bo G&z’ tion in that as we go, so goes the 
make an all out effort to elect help we will succeed if it is HIS capable leadership. world. Let’s do our very best to 
Colonel James ‘Bo” G&z as will. If we don’t do ALL that we It only took 3% ofthe AVW+ lead the way. 
president of the United States. GUI, then we have no one but cunpeople to defeat the British If you can afford to buy some 
November is right around the ourselves to blame for what the during the American Revolu- literature please contact BO’S 
corner and there is precious adversary PUh Off a.#@lSt US. tiOn. Do we have the resolve campaign headquarters and 
little time for us to act. Every Pleasecontact Mryoneand and the guts that our forefa- ordercamPa@nvideosandbro- 
one of us who support Bo Grit2 atone who will listen to you thers did to free ourselves, once chures to help spread his mes- 
must do EVERYTHING within about Bo Gritz and what he again, from yet another King sage* Also, if You can arrange 
our ability a& beyond to get stands for. Call or write all of George’s New World Order and local cableTv airtime, then ask 
him elected. Bo was chosen by the media sources listed below. the insipid Banksters? Sybil at the campaign head- 
‘;OD to lead US through these And don’t give up until they Remember that this world is quarters to send You a coPY of 
zoubled times and we must not listen! the means and the platform by either the 29 minute or the 60 
rest until he becomes our first If enough of the American which we as the Human Spe- second, 3/4 - inch format, vid- 
honest president in many, many people find out what our gov- ties must learn and progress eos- The telephone number 
decades. ernment and the private Spiritually at this time. We for the ~ampdgn headquar- 

banksters have done to us, then must recognize and meet the ters k 1-800-633-7692~ 
&lfeue In Mea&s surely there will be a strong challenge. We must not let the 

positive reaction to keep the adversary have his way. PHOENIX LIBERATOR Staff 

What Can You Do? Grab Pens And Phones! 

(Must submit story request in 
Support James “Bo” writing.) 
Gritz in his Presidential &,$$!!~~r 
campaign efforts bY de0 New York N.Y. 10019 
manding that he be given (212) 97s-ioog 
media coverage. 

Gem& Rivem Show 

IF NOI’ YOU, WHO? g”w 57th st 
New York, N.i. 10019 

C-Saon (212) 949-l 100 
400-N. Capital, Suite 650 
Washin ton D.C. 20001 
(202) 787-3220 

McNeiVLehrer News Hour 
Dan Werner, Producer 
3620 S. 27th St. 
Arlington, VA 22206 
(703) 998-2844 

Wosirington Week in Review 
Producer, Richard Richter 
WETA 
P. 0. Box 2626 
Washington, D.C. 20013 
(703) 998-2840 

iiifizf~:tfi~E 
Washington;‘D.C.’ 20002 
(202) 898-7690 
(202) 898-7900 

CBS-2 (Gemldo, 60 Minutes, 
48 hours, Smet stories, and 
CBS Ihis Moming) 
Television City 
7800 Beverly Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90036 
(2 13) 852-2202 

Jane Pauley, Expose 
T&y Show, Donahue 

Eibckefeller Plaza 
New York, N.Y. 10112 
(212) 6644444 

NBC-4 (Jane Pauley, &pod, 
Today Show, and &nahue) 
3000 w. Alameda 
Burbank, CA 91523 
(818) 840-3614 
(818) 840-4444 

Z%is Week With Lkdi Brinkley 
1717 DeSales, N.W. 
Washington, D.C: 20036 
(212) 4567777 

Good Morning America 
Network News 
147 Columbus Ave. 
New York, N.Y. 10023 
(212) 456-7777 

Qmh Wiqfrey Show 
Program Suggestions 
P. 0. Box 909715 
Chicago, IL 60690 
(3 12) 633-1000 

KCET-Arblic Television 
(213) 666-6500 

CNN 
#l CNN Center 
Box 105366 
Atlanta, GA 30348 
(404) 827-1500 

PBS 
1320 Braddock Place 
Alexandria, VA 22314 
(703) 739-5ooo 

Let There Be The Voice Of 
We Ylie Peo& 

Bo Gritz National Campaign Phone Number: 
I-800~t533- 7692 

Y 
A CALL TO SERVE FORALL 

CALLED TO SERVE 
By James “Bo” Gritz 

$24.95...Book 
In his book, Gritz lifts the veil of 
National Security to reveal how 
U. S. Forces have been usedas tools 
by international elitists who are 
guilty of drug trafficking, prevent- 
ing American POWs from coming 
home, and more. 

See back page for 
ordering information 

COL. JAMES “BO” GRIT2 
PALO ALTO, CA. 7/91 

$20.00...2 Hou.r...Video Tape 
Bo tells the story behind the co- 
vert CIAoperations ofViet Nam. 
He names those key individuals 
involved in the Golden Triangle 
heroin trade. His is a message of 
courage and he delivers a “final 
call to serve” to all who will 
awaken to the evil behind the 
“New World Order”. 
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-Pleiades Connection Series JOURNALS and Audio Books- 
EFFECTIVEtiIATELYTHE 
FOLLx)WING JOURN LS MAY 
ONLY BE PURCHASEI&ROM: 

Tehachapi Distributing, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 1911, Suite 122 

Tehachapi, CA 93581 
(805) 822-9545 

******* 

(#S) AIDS: THE LAST 
GREAT PLAGUE 

by Sananda, Hatonn, Ashtar, 
TesIa & Russell 
$10.00...150 pp 

ISBN: 0-922356-04-l 

The deceptive origins of this man- 
produced disease are revealed, includ- 
ing the link with cattle and sheep vi- 
ruses. The sobering introduction of 
AIDS as a means for population reduc- 
tion by the World Health Organization 
through the Smallpox Vaccination pro 
gram is exposed, as well as involve- 
ment by the Public Health Service 
through a Hepatitis B study on homo- 
sexual men in New York, Los Angeles, 
and San Francisco. Learn of the unique 
mutating ability of this virus and why 
there is no such thing as “safe sex”. 
Viruses are crystalline structures, and 
therefore, may be destroyed through 
the use of electromagnetic sound and 
light frequencies. The cuttingedge 
research of Strecker, Rife, Priors, 
Russell, Crane, Cathie, and Tesla are 
all explored in this profound and trou- 
bling work. Become informed by the 
story behind the story you are being 
told. 

PLEIADESCONNECTIONSERIES 

‘lEe following series of Journals (or 
audiobook sets) are caiied “‘Ihe Pie 
iades Connection” series because a 
goodly number of Earth humans are 
from the lineage of ones from Pieii- 
des. 

(#22) PLEIADES CONNECTION 
Vol. I 

by Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn 
$10.00...165pp 

ISBN: &92235&31-9...12/90 
or Audiogk(7 tapes) 

. 

What are the origins of human? What 
is man’s purpose on earth? In this 
compelling and profound JOURNAL 
the .direct link with the star system 
Pleiades is given. Covering a vast 
range of topics, a number of important 
issues are explored, including: The 
basic differences between the religious 
beliefs of Christianity and the spiritual 
“Christ” way of life * The advantages 

of Dome housing * Pleiadian cosmo- 
nauts * The “Golden” Age * The 
purpose of planetary cycles * Rules 
governing Pleiadian Contacts * The 
Ancients/Native people and their con- 
nection to Pleiades. 

(#31) GOD SAID: 
LET THERE BE LIGHT 

Pieiades Connection 
Vol. II 

by Hatonn & Germain 
$10.00...223pp 

ISBN: O-922356-42-4.. .6/91 
or Audiogk(8 tapes) 

. 

The nature of God and Creation is 
LIGHT. This JOURNAL offers a 
comprehensive understanding of our 
very nature, where we came from and 
ultimately return to, and how to create 
balance. Among the vast array of 
concepts which are presented: Expan- 
sion and Compression equals life/death 
cycles * The true meaning of sensation, 
consciousness, Cosmic Consciousness, 
“thinking”, Imagination and Inspira- 
tion * Illusion and Reality * How to 
KNOW God * The Voidance Principle 
* Two-Way Universe * Polarity * The 
principle, law and symbol of Love * 
Wave fields * Cubes, Spheres, and 
Spirals in Nature. 

(#32) I AND MY FATHER ARE 
ONE 

Pleiades Co~ection 
Vol. III 

by Hatonn & Gtmuain 
$10.00...238pp 

ISBN: o-922356-46-7. ..6/91 
or Audiogk(9 tapes) 

. 

Master Germain details the nature of 
GodKreatorand how HeCreates. The 
various explanations include: the True 
Nature of electricity, gravitation, mag- 
netism * heat and cold * The undivided 
light, the divided light * cubes/spheres 
* centering * the power of Desire * 
simulated idea and energy * duality of 
electric effect * the nature of matter * 
theOneidea(love)ofCreation. Gennain 
also explains the misconceptions of 
science about energy and matter * The 
Mother/Father light is defined. 

(#33) IvIUIWm~$; ATOMIC 

Pieiades Connection 
Vol. Iv 

and minerals are to be left in their 
natural state and the consequences of 
violating Nature’s laws and processes. 

We are warned about the danger and 
seriousness of atomic energy and the 
resulting nuclear contamination to the 
survival of all life on this planet. 

(#34) PHONE HOME, ET 
Pieaides Connection 

Vol. v 
by Hatonn & Gemin 

$15.00...19opp 
Indudes Two Audio Tapes 
ISBN: O-92235648-3. ..8/91 

or Audiog;d’l tapes) 
. 

Germin stresses the importance of 
communion (meditation) with God and 
gives excellent “how to” instructions to 
accomplish successful communication 
with God. There are two instructive 
audio tapes to assist in relaxation, clear- 
ing your space and relinquishing your 
ego-consciousness to receive inspira- 
tion, knowledge and guidance from 
God. 

(#35) THE= SPIRIT 

Pieiades Connection 
Vol. VI 

by Hatonn/Aton & Gemain 
$10.00.. .239pp 

ISBN: @922356-50-5...8/91 
or Audi&~~(6 tapes) 

. 

God will work with ou, notfor you. 
Within these pages, if nd the wisdom of 
this truth. Germain, in his usual distinct 
style, clearly explains and defines: 
Higher Knowledge * Cause and Effect 
* the Mystery of Gravity * the Spiritual 
basis of Polarity * the Law of Rhythmic 
Balanced Interchange in nature * the 
Birth of Chamcter and Righteousness * 
Cosmic Consciousness * How Equal- 
Opposite pairs achieve unity * Univer- 
sal Rhythm * why the Laws of God 
bring Balance * the Paralyzing role of 
Fear * the Nature of Free Will. 

(KM) HUMAN, THE SCIENCE 
OFMAN 

Pleiades Connection 
Vol. VII 

by Gemain & Hatonn/Aton 
$lO.oo...l%pp 

ISBN: O-922356-51-3.,.8/91 
or AudioFb#k(6 tapes) 

. 
by Germah & Hatonn 

$10.00...148pp 
ISBN: o-922356-47-5...7/91 

or Audk&oh(5 tapes) 
. 

. 
The very nature of God and the struc- 
tureoftheUn.iverseareexamined. The 
vast range of topics in this JOURNAL 
include: Reincarnation, cycling and 
Immortality * Interworkings between 

Germain presents the details of what the Divided and the Undivided Uni- 
radi&g atoms are, v !- -c?rtain atoms verse *Godcreatesonebasicform * the 

ight Wave Principle * Desire based 
lpon Knowledge * Why Action&z- 
ion are equal, opposite and simulta- 
leous * What is Motion? * What is 
rime? * the principles of Manifestation 
K the Voidance principle * Senses vs 
bowing * Soul-will vs. Ego-will * 
&d&ion and Generation * more on 
Zause and Effect * Perfection of God’s 
Law * and the Purpose of Creation. 

(#37) scIEN~oy THE cos- 

Pieiades Connection 
Vol. VIII 

by Hatonn/Aton & Gemin 
$10.00...197pp 

ISBN:-o-92235&52-1...9/91 
or Audiol;yk(5 tapes) _ 

. 

Germain presents more of the working 
details of the Cosmos, Universe and 
what God is and how the cycles of 
perceived death anu life actually func- 
tion. Also: How to Know God * 
Manifestation of Love in Character * 
God’s Purposeful Intent for Man * the 
tragedy of Modem Science * the Prin- 
ciples of Heat and Cold, water and fire 
* the Seven New Laws of Thermody- 
MllliCS * the Spiral Principle *Nature’s 
sex principle * the Nature of Light * 
Transmutation of matter * Purpose of 
the Cube in Nature * more on Expan- 
sion and Compression. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
No Credit cardr, 

Billing, or COD Orders 

Shipping charges for individual JOUR- 
NALS are $3.75 1st title for UPS ship 
ping, $0.75 each additional title; or 
$2i~20ckrate 1st title, $1.00 each 

. 

10%pricediscounton4ormoreJOUR- 
NALS when not ordering complete sets 
(same shipping rates as above). 

Pleiades Co ect 0 Serres 
shipped UPZn= S7”8.25 

. * (8) 

l 

shipped Bookrate = $81.75 

Pleiades Connection Series* (8) + 
AIDS: 
shipped UPS = $87.75 
shipped Bookrate = $91.25 

*(prices on sets include 15% dis- 
count) 

PLEIADES AUDIO-BOOKS 
PleiadesConnection Setof 8 = $194.50 
includes shipping (and 15 96 discount); 
individual audiobooks = $3.75 1st title 
for UPS shipping, $0.75 each addi- 
tional title; or $2.50 Bookrate 1 st title, 
$1.00 each additional title. 
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Constitutional Law Center PHOENm JOURNALS LIST 
Requests Help 

43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II 
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III 
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 
47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS 
VOL. I 

THESE WORKS ARE A SE- PLANET ZIONISM Is RACISM 
Dear Readers, RIES CALLED THE PHOEIUX 42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 

The Constitutional Law Center JOUNCES BY ENTITIES FROM 
wkh% to thank a of you for Your HIGHER REALMS TO ASSIST 
SuPPo~ and PraYers. Itisbecause HUMANKIND IN UNDERSTAND- 
of your dedication toward preserv- 
ing the Constitutional rights of 

ING HOW TO MOVE THROUGH 

everyone that we continue to be- 
THE ‘TIMES OF TRIBULA- 

come increasingly effective. TION” THAT ARE UPON US. 

Currently, we are seeking ex- JOURlpALS ARE $10 EACH. 

perts in Constitutional Law, as 
well as other areas of law, to assist 1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 
us with the tremendous research 2. AND THEY CALLED HIS 
that we must develop. This re- NAME IMMANUEL, I AM 
search can be done in your area SANANDA 
and forwarded to us via fax or 3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL 
mail. REMOVED 

We are especially in need of the 4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC 
legal knowledge of suspended, dis- _ _ DISASTER 

48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII 
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 

EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES I 8ti II (BOOK) 
$15.00 
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES III 8& IV 
(BOOK) $15.00 
EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES V 86 VI 
(BOOK) $15.00 
EX 4,PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES XIII 86 XIV 
(BOOK) $20.00 
EX S-PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES XV 86 XVI 
(BOOK) $25.00 

barred or retired attorneys and are 5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGED- 
desirous of establishing contact nAhl 
with those who are naturally u”” 
“drawn” to the study and practice 6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN 

of Constitutional (Common) Law. FEET FRoM HELL 
We urge you to contact us if you, 7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 

or someone you know, are avail- 9. SATAN3 DRUMMERS 
able to perform such research for 10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 
the Constitutional Law Center. 11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX 
.And again, we tbankyouforyour 12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE 

PHOENIX @remendous support. 
Since;ely, Gene Dickson 
Director, 
Constitutional Law Center 

THE PHOENIX 
LIBERATOR 

TODAYS WATCH 

PHONE LINE 
805-822-0202 

Announcing a new service 
for our dedicated readers. 
Todays Watch Phone Line 
will have Today’s Current 
News that Comnmander 
Hatonn has selected for 
comment. This new ser- 
vice is our way of support- 
ing each of you and keep- 
ing you up on the breaking 
world activities. 

Call 805-822-0202 
For 

Todays Watch! 

Feel free to sfkre 
this he with 

fi-ied. 

13. SKELETONS IN THE 
CLOSET 
14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE, 
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF 
THE PHOENIX 
15. RAPE OF THE CONSITTU- 
TION 
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE 
DRAGON 
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 
18. BLOOD AND ASHES 
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 
20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED 
UNIVERSE 
23. BURNT OFFERINGS 
24. SHROUDS OF THE SEV- 
ENTH SEAL 
25. THE BITTER COMMUNION 
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY 

ANY NAME: KHAZARS 
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 
OWNER MANUAL 
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE 
30. MATTER ANTI-MATTER 
38. THE DARK CHARADE 
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II 
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 

FOR I1oFORhl&TIO10 CORTACT: 
America West Publishers, 

a Nevada corporation 
P.O. Box 2208 

Carson City, Nevada, 89702 
1-800-7394131 

OT 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, INC. 
l-800-800-5565 

THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR 

THE 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

Subscription Rates 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR is 

published by THE PHOENE LIB- 

ERATOR, Inc., 2810 W. Charleston 
Blvd. Suite G6723 Las Vegas, NV 
89102. 
Subscription orders may be placed by 

mail to the above address or by phone 

to l-800-800-5565. Subscriptionrates 

are: $20 for 13 issues (US); $22 

(Canada/Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or 
26 issues for $40 (US); $44 (Canada/ 

Mexico); $60 (Foreign); or 52 issues 

for $75 (US); $80 (Canada/Mexico); 
$110 (Foreign). 
Quantitv Subscriutions: $97.50 for25 

copies of 13 issues; $135. for 50 cop- 

ies of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100 

copies, of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100 

copies of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 

100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS 

postpaid Continental US. Alaska, HI., 

Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or 
write for shipping charges. 

Single copies of back issues of THE 

PHOENIX LIBERATOR OT EX- 
PRESS are $1.50 each. Quantity back 

issue prices are as follows: 1 - 10 copies 

$1.50; 11-50 copies $15.00; 51-100 

copies $25.00. Shipping included, 

postpaid in the Continental U.S.A. 

Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign 
orders please caI1 or write for addi- 

tional shipping charges. 

r The beginning of wisdom is 
calling things by their right 

names: 
-A Chinese Proverb 

Gfrom the book, CALLED TO 
SERVE by Colonel James “Bo” 

Humanity cannot go forward, 
civilization cannot advanceVex- 
cept as the philosophy of force 
is replaced by that of human 
brotherhood. 

-Francis Bowes Sayre 
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